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ABSTRACT
Today,

we differentiate snare drum performance into

one of two broad styles, usually referred to as orchestral
and rudimental.

Since all early examples of orchestral

snare drum literature are rudimental or military in nature,
the evolution of present-day orchestral snare drum perfor
mance from its military origin deserves careful study.
The objectives of this monograph were to investigate:

the

function of the snare drum prior to its use in the or
chestra,

the origins of the use of the snare drum in the

orchestra,

and the developments of orchestral snare drum

performance practice.
This study concluded that the movement of the snare
drum into the orchestra was accomplished primarily from
military associations.

This fact, along with significant

organological information,

is well documented in the

abundant iconographical evidence from as early as the
sixteenth century.
The delay of the snare drum in becoming a member of
the orchestra was due in great part to its association with
"military field music" and not with the Janissary Corps, as
noted by many scholars.

In "military field music",

the

snare drum provided signals for troops engaged in combat and
x
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in other military manuevers.
This study also found that during the eighteenth
century,

the snare drum was considered both a folk and

military instrument.

As such, its use in the orchestra was

limited, and drum parts were not often written.
the snare drum appeared in the opera Alcione,
Marais.

In 1706,

by Marin

This monograph concluded that the opera orchestra

played an important role in developing orchestral snare drum
performance during the late eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries.
In order to accomplish the third objective of this
monograph, musical examples from the standard symphonic and
operatic repertoires were selected and studied on the basis
of their musical and stylistic content with respect to the
writing for the snare drum.

This investigation examined the

constant line of development of orchestral snare drum
performance from its origin in the medieval tabor of the
twelfth and thirteenth centuries to Konsertpdttur Fyair
Litla Trommu og H l jbmsveit, a concert piece for snare drum
and orchestra written by Askell Masson in 1982.

xi
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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION
The snare drum has been a regular member of the
percussion section since its introduction into the orchestra
around the beginning of the nineteenth century.

Its delay

in becoming a member of the orchestra was due in great part
to its association with "military field music," in which it
provided signals for troops engaged in combat or in other
military m a n u e v e r s .1

The history of snare drum performance

with respect to its emergence in the symphony orchestra has
never been completely investigated.

The significance of the

lack of research in this area has been emphasized by Rey
Longyear:
Several writers, with varying degrees of
success, have attempted to trace the evolution of
the snare drum.
Much less attention, however, has
been given to the domestication of this instrument:
the history of its being brought from the drill
field and route march into the concert hall.
This
topic is a frontier of musical research and involves
not only the history of the instrument but also some
aspects of military sociology, the drama, and the
changing attitudes of audiences between 1780 and
1830.2
There has been no significant study of the snare

iRey M. Longyear, "The Domestication of the Snare
Drum," Percussionist 3 (November 1965): 1-2.
2

ibid.

1
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drum with respect to its "military" origins since the
publication of the preceding statement.

Moreover,

scholarly

research focusing on the evolution of a military style of
drumming into what we today refer to as orchestral snare
drum performance is virtually non-existent.
The acceptance of the snare drum into the orchestra
occurred,

for the most part, at the same time the batterie

of percussion instruments appeared.

Confusion surrounds

this particular aspect of the snare drum's history.

Most

scholars agree that a common thread linking the snare drum
to the other percussion instruments in the b a t t e r i e , the
bass drum, cymbals, and triangle, does not exist.

In

support of this theory, a detailed discussion of the
exclusion of the snare drum from Janissary music appears at
the conclusion of Chapter II.
During the eighteenth century,

the snare drum was

considered both a folk and military instrument.

As such,

its use in the orchestra was limited, and drum parts were
not often written d o w n . 3

As early as 1706, Marin Marais

used a form of the snare drum in the orchestration of his
opera Alcione.

3

Marais calls for the tambourin 4 to roll

Ibid.

4See page 13 for a list of terms most frequently used
to describe the instruments in the snare drum family.
Included in this list are terms associated with the snare
drum found in early as well as more recent sources.
These
include drum, military side drum, piccolo snare drum, side
drum, snare drum, tabor and so forth; translations into
Italian, French, and German are included with Russian
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3
continuously, in an effort to produce the sound of a storm.
Much confusion surrounds the term tambourin.

In Italian and

German, it is occasionally used to denote tambourine.
However, considered as a large tabor, the tambourin was
known to have a depth of seventy centimeters (27.3 inches)
and a diameter of thirty-five centimeters (16.65 inches).5
Traditionally, this instrument was played with one stick and
was usually restricted to simple rhythmic sequences.®

Since

the tambourin Marin Marais used in Alcione was required to
produce a roll, two sticks would have obviously been needed.
The utilization of the snare drum by composers from
the eighteenth century to the present day varies a great
deal from the strictly military style found in Ludwig van
Beethoven's "Battle" Symphony7 , to the solo found in
Gioacchino Rossini’s opera, La gazza ladra 8

to Carl Niel-

transliterations provided as well.
5The New Grove Dictionary of Music and M u s i c i a n s , 1980
ed., s.v. "Tambourin (ii) (de Provence)," by James Blades.
6 Composers using the term tambourin in their compos
itions have included Jean-Philippe Rameau in Les ffetes
d*H 6 b 6 (1739), Pierre-Montan Berton in Aline (1803), and
Georges Bizet in L*Arl^sienne (1872).
Those twentieth
century composers using the term tambourin de Provence
include Darius Milhaud in Suite frangaise ^1944), Aaron
Copland in Appalachian Spring (1945), and Roger Sessions in
his Third Symphony (1962).

7The "Battle" Symphony, as Beethoven called it, is also
referred to as W e llington’s Victory or the Battle of Vittoria, Op. 9 1 .
®The modern repertoire now includes two solo concert
pieces for the snare drum, namely, the Geigy Festival
concerto, FUr Basler Trommel und grosses Orchester; eine
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sen's unique use in his Symphony No. 5, Op. 50.

Rolf

L i e b e r m a n 's Geigy Festival concerto, FUr Basler Trommel und
grosses Orchester; eine Fantasie liber Basler Themen (1958)
and Askell Masson's Konsertpdttur Fyair Litla Trommu og
HIjbmsveit (1982) represent the culmination of more than two
centuries of development for orchestral snare drum perfor
mance.

Lieberman and Masson are indeed responsible for es

tablishing the snare drum as a featured solo instrument in
the orchestral repertoire of the twentieth century.
No doubt these changes were prompted by many
different and seemingly unrelated circumstances.

While

examining the musical examples, one should also consider the
life of the composer together with other cultural, social
and economic conditions.

In a short thesis entitled, "A

Study of the Factors Which Have Influenced the Evolution of
Orchestral

Instrumentation," Ralph C. Ritchie cites specific

influences which affected the evolution of the orchestra.
These include the influence of vocal music,
style,

the classic

the publishing business, patronage, virtuoso per

formers, and various mechanical factors .9

An awareness of

these and other important factors directly affecting the
development of the snare drum will help us to understand how

Fantasie Uber Basler Themen by Rolf Lieberman (1958) and
Konsertp&ttur Fyair Litla Trommu og Hljbmsveit by Askell
Masson (1982).
9Ralph C. Ritchey, "A Study of the Factors Which Have
Influenced the Evolution of Orchestral Instrumentation"
(Masters Thesis, Northwestern University, 1941), p. iii-iv.
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5
the role of this instrument has changed over the years.
During the first half of the twentieth century, the
snare drum was treated as a source of numerous sounds
through the manipulation of the playing area of the drum, by
playing with different sticks and implements as specified by
the composer, or both.
while interesting,

This rather novel use of the drum,

is not unique to the percussion family.

Composers of the twentieth century have written unusual and
unidiomatic techniques for all the instruments of the
orchestra.
The evolution of the snare drum from an instrument
with strong "military" origins to an instrument considered a
regular member of the orchestra took place at a time when
most of the other instruments of the orchestra had either
already undergone this change, as in the case of trumpets
and kettledrums,

or were never truly associated with outside

institutions or other unusual influences.

The orchestra, by

virtue of its upper class association and aristocratic
influences,

received a rather crude "outside" instrument

from the military and transformed it, both physically and
stylistically over a period of time, into an acceptable
"indoor" instrument.

The result was a new instrument, the

orchestral snare drum.

Many of its early characteristics

had since disappeared.

This change did not happen over

night, rather, it took place over a period of several
hundred years and continues even today.
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6
During this time, the size of the drum changed
drastically, from a large field drum with dimensions of up
to twenty-four inches in diameter,

to a much smaller concert

snare drum of only fifteen inches in diameter.
the drum decreased by similar proportions.
twenty-four inches,

The depth of

From nearly

the depth of an orchestral snare drum

diminished to just five and one-half inches (a mere three
inches for the piccolo snare drum).

Similarly, the mater

ials used in the construction of the instrument were refined
and altered, producing an instrument capable of blending
(perhaps unintentional) with the colors of the orchestra.
Over a long period of time, wood shells, gut snares, calf
skin heads, and rope tensioning gave way to metal shells,
wire snares, plastic heads, and a uniform tensioning system.
These innovations played an important role in the develop
ment and creation of a new instrument: the concert snare
drum.

This instrument would not be used outdoors for

military ceremonies like its predecessor, but was designed
and intended for indoor playing of a more refined nature,
one which is far removed from its original martial ancestry.

Importance of the Study
Often percussionists are not well equipped to
interpret snare drum parts encountered in orchestral
literature.

This lack of understanding can be traced to

their prior musical training.

Young percussion students

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

usually spend the majority of their early musical life
learning to execute rhythms and rudimental sticking pat
terns.

Consequently, very little time is spent with

stylistic concerns.

As a result,

the student advances as a

musician without any stylistic knowledge of the snare drum.
In order to educate percussion students in the area of snare
drum performance,

interpretative skills must also be

addressed.
Two distinct styles of drumming have evolved over
the years.

These styles are known by many names but are

usually referred to as rudimental and orchestral.

Each

style was developed for a specific purpose, namely outdoor
and indoor playing, respectively.

In nineteenth and

twentieth century orchestral literature, an understanding of
only one style of drumming would be insufficient in inter
preting the composer’s intent.

By understanding the

similarities and differences of both rudimental and or
chestral drumming,

the percussionist will be better equipped

to make the necessary interpretive decisions.

Purpose of the Study
Since all early examples of orchestral snare drum
literature are rudimental or military in nature,

the

evolution of present-day orchestral snare drum performance
from its military origin deserves careful study and prompts
the question: How did present-day orchestral snare drum
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performance evolve?

To determine this, a survey of orches

tral works which include the snare drum in their instrumen
tation is necessary.

The word "orchestral," used in the

context of this discussion, is a broad reference to several
distinct sub-genres within the orchestral medium.

These

sub-genres include, but are not limited to, works from
operas, incidental music,
or "functional" music,

cantatas,

"battle music," "social"

the standard orchestral repertoire,

chamber music, and snare drum concerti.

Although chamber

music did not play an important part in the early develop
ment of orchestral snare drum performance,

some twentieth

century works, including Histoire du Soldat (1918) by Igor
Stravinsky, Fagade (1923) by William Walton, and Sonata for
2 Pianos and Percussion^-0 (1938) by B 6 la Bart 6 k, have become
part of the standard chamber repertoire.

These composi

tions, which contain unique and challenging parts for the
snare drum, deserve careful attention and are discussed
during the latter part of Chapter III.

Objectives of the Study
There are three fundamental objectives of this
monograph.
1.

To investigate the function of the snare drum prior to
its use in the orchestra.

^ T r a n s c r i b e d as Concerto for 2 Pianos and Orchestra
and performed by B 6 la and Ditta Bart 6 k with the New York
Philharmonic on Jan 21, 1943.
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2.

To investigate the origins of the use of the snare drum
in the orchestra.

3.

To examine the developments of orchestral snare drum
performance practice.

Procedures of the Study
To accomplish the first objective, a discussion
concerning an early predecessor of the snare drum, the
tabor, was conducted.

Brief references to other types of

drums that eventually led to the development of the present
day snare drum were also included.

In addition, primary

sources containing information concerning the snare drum
prior to its use in art music were used.

Emphasis was

placed on early European manuscripts dealing with the snare
drum and its military associations since, during the course
of this study,

it was determined that the use of the snare

drum was predominately limited to that institution.
The second and third objectives were accomplished
through an analysis of the use of the snare drum in specific
compositions.

The presence of the snare drum in seven

orchestral sub-genres,
cantatas,
music,

namely,

operas,

"battle" and "outdoor" music,

incidental music,
social or functional

the standard orchestral repertoire, and chamber music

was studied.

In addition,

the use of the snare drum as a

solo instrument was examined in two concerti for the
instrument.

Contributions relevant to the various techni

ques necessary for execution were acknowledged and dis
cussed.

The utilization of the snare drum in specific
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works and how this usage affected the long evolution of
snare drum performance practice was also analyzed and
studied.

Delimitations and Limitations of the Study
Before this study could begin, certain limitations
had to be determined.

The pages that follow discuss these

limitations as well as relevant considerations used in the
selection of the musical examples.
In practice,

the instruments of the percussion

family are divided into two distinct groups.

The first is

made up of those instruments always requiring a fixed
pitch.

The second encompasses instruments that either do

not require fixed pitches or, according to the intentions of
the composer, may or may not require fixed pitches.
snare drum belongs to this second group.

The

For the purposes

of this monograph, a snare drum or side drum*! is defined as
a cylindrically shaped drum made of wood or metal with a
calfskin or plastic head on both ends.

The diameter of the

drum varies from twelve to twenty-four inches while the
depth may range from three to twenty-four inches.

The top

head is called the batter head and the bottom head the snare
head.

Stretched across the snare head are eight or more

llprecise and unambiguous terminology is essential for
the accuracy of this study.
Certain names have changed over
a period of time and these discrepancies are addressed as
they are encountered in the course of this monograph.
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strands of gut, wire, or nylon called

s n a r e s . 12

Drums not considered part of the snare drum family
are not addressed in this monograph because their appearance
in the orchestra does not follow the same path as the snare
drum.

Specifically,

for the purposes of this monograph, the

tenor drum is not considered a member of the snare drum
family. Some scholars may disagree with the preceding
statement.

According to Sibyl Marcuse,

the tenor drum

appeared in military bands and was replaced by the snare
drum in the nineteenth c e n t u r y . 1 3

James Blades, on the

other h a n d , cites the appearance of the tenor drum in
military bands as late as the nineteenth century.
Though in principle one of the most ancient and
universal of all drums, the true tenor drum as known
in military circles made a comparatively late
appearance.
In England, France and Germany, it
first appeared in the military band from the early
19th century . 1 4
The tenor drum traditionally does not have snares
stretched across the bottom head as is the case with the
snare drum.

This distinguishing feature often causes

confusion, most notably in the nomenclature used by com
posers to identify the instruments of the percussion

12The medieval tabor, an early predecessor of the snare
drum, is pictured in numerous paintings, drawings, and
sculptures with only one snare.
13Sibyl Marcuse, Musical Instruments; A Comprehensive
D i c t i o n a r y , s.v. "Snare Drum."
14The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Mus i c i a n s , 1980
ed., s.v. "Drum, 4. Tenor Drum," by James Blades.
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section.

One common mistake is to request a tenor drum when

a field drum (which traditionally has snares) is the
instrument obviously desired.

Several well known composers

who have used incorrect nomenclature to describe percussion
instruments are Samuel Barber,

Sergey Prokofiev, Dmitri

Shostakovich, Richard Strauss,

Igor Stravinsky and Richard

Wagner. 1 5
This monograph focused on selected instrumental
musical examples from the standard symphonic and operatic
repertoires.These

examples were selected on the basis of

their musical and stylistic content with specific reference
to the snare drum.

For this reason, the selection process

was not limited to pieces commonly known or to those
frequently appearing on excerpt lists.

Works which exhibit

an important link in the development of orchestral snare
drum performance, but which are not generally considered
difficult or popular, were also investigated.
Compositions containing short or extended solo
passages for the snare drum were carefully analyzed in an
effort to detect even the slightest trace of early military

l 5Arthur Press, Classical Percussion (Music Minus One
MMO 4065), p. 5.
l6Even though band music was omitted from this mono
graph, a study of the use of the snare drum in band litera
ture merits further investigation.
Because band (and wind
ensemble) literature developed under circumstances that
differ from those affecting orchestral literature, and more
importantly because it includes music intended for marching,
its exclusion was necessary.
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customs or traditions.

Likewise those works found to

exhibit little or no military-type style connotations were
also studied.
Special attention was also directed to those works
containing specific instructions (from the composer)
relative to the performance of a specific passage.

Indica

tions of instrument placement, sticks, beaters, mallets,
playing area, special effects (the striking of sticks
together),

and so forth, were considered important in the

development of snare drum performance practice.

Definition of Terms
Many foreign terms are frequently encountered in the
study of music.

The following list of foreign terms

includes those words most often used in referring to the
snare drum.

Related instruments,

implements, and other

common words associated with the snare drum during the past
three centuries have been included along with their transla
tions.
The languages most commonly encountered in or
chestral percussion music are Italian, French, German, and
Russian.

Their forms (along with the English translation)

have been included on the following page for future refer
ence to avoid any misunderstanding.17

17Russian terms have been transliterated.
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English

Italian

French

German

Russian

at the
edge

sul bordo

au bord

am Rand

U dbruch:

Brush
(wire)

Spazzola
Scouolo
di fil
di ferro

Brosse en
StahlbUrste MetSloch'
fil de
Drahtbllrste ka
m£tal
Balai m6tallique

Covered
(muffled)

Coperto
(coperti)pl

Couvert(e)
(couvertes)
(VoilS)

Bedeckt
Gedttmpf t

S surdinoi

Dampen
(short)

Secco

6touff6
sec

D&mpfen

Stikho

Drum

Tamburo

Tambour

Trommel

Barabdn

Military
Side Drum

Tamburo
militare

Tambour
militaire

MilitSrtrommel

Vo^nnyi
Barabin

Percussion

Percussione

Percussion

Schlagwerk

Ud&rnye
instru
ment y

Piccolo
Snare Drum

Tamburo
piccolo
(or Tarole)

Tambour
Petit

Side Drum

Tamburo

Caise
claire

Kleine
Trommel

M£lyi
Barabdn

Snare Drum

Tamburo

Caisse
claire

Kleine
Trommel

Mdlyi
Barabdn

Stick

Bacchetta

Baguette
Mailloche

Schlagel
Stock

P&lka,
P^lochka

Strike
(beat)

Colpite

Frappez
(Blouserto beat)

Schlage

U d drit'

Switch

Verga

Verge

Rute
(Ruthe)

Metli

Tabor

Tamburo di
Provenza

Tambourin
de Provence

Tambourin

Provans£l* skii
barabin
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Tambourine

Tamburino
Tamburo
basco
lo
Tamb

Tambour de
Basque

Tenor Drum

Tamburo
rullante

Caisse
roulante
(tambourin)

Tamburin
Schellentrommel

Tamburin

RUhrtromTsilindmel
richeskii
WirbeltbarabAn
trommel
Tenortrommel

All other foreign terms encountered in this mono
graph are defined in the context of the related text.
Standard definitions of research terms are also used unless
otherwise indicated in the text.

Organization of the Study
Chapter I contains the Introduction to this Study.
It consists of the Importance of the Study, Purposes of the
Study, Objectives of the Study, Procedures of the Study,
Delimitations and Limitations of the Study, Definition of
Terms, and the Organization of the Study.
Chapter II traces the origin and use of the snare
drum prior to becoming a member of the orchestra.

Early

manuscripts dealing with the snare drum as a folk instrument
and a military instrument were consulted since the use of
the snare drum was predominately limited to these institu
tions.
Chapter III focuses on the development of orchestral
snare drum performance,
orchestra.

that is, its emergence in the

A careful analysis of early works utilizing the

snare drum make up a great part of this chapter.

The analy
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sis of these and later works utilizing this instrument
provide an understanding of the changing styles that led to
our present day snare drum performance practice.
Chapter IV contains the Summary, Conclusions, and
Recommendations drawn from this study.
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Chapter II
The origin of the snare druml^ can be traced to the
medieval tabor, which is clearly represented in early thir
teenth and fourteenth century art as a rope-tensioned drum
with one or more snares, usually on the head that was
struck.19

«»•

Copyright 1988 by James Richards
Figure 1.

Rope-tensioned tabor

The sketch in Figure 1 represents the tabor as it
appeared during this time.

A photograph of a sculpture by

Agostino di Duccio (Church of S Francesco, Rimini-1454)

ISsometimes referred to as the side drum.
l9The New Grove Dictionary of Music and M u s i c i a n s , 191
e d . , s.v. "Drum: 3. Side," by James Blades.

17
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depicts two angels playing a rope-tensioned tabor (left) and
a pair of nakers (right).20

The performer appears to be

striking the drum directly on the snares.21
Abundant iconographical evidence can be found to
support the theory of striking the tabor directly on the
snares.

Another example is a painting by Fra Angelico of

Florence (1386-1455) entitled Christ surrounded by A n g e l s ,
(National Gallery of L o n d o n ) .

A photograph of this painting

appears in James Blades book, Percussion Instruments and
Their History.22

Discernable in this painting is a tapered

drum stick complete with a bead, much like the one used
today.

A pipe can be seen in the performer's right hand.
Unlike the sculpture by Agostino di Duccio mentioned

above,

the painting by Fra Angelico depicts both a tabor and

"pipe"23 played by the same individual.

There is written

reference to this practice as early as c.1260 where Aegidius
of Zamora in his Ars m u s i c a , mentions in a discussion of the
tympanum, "If a pipe (fistula) is joined thereto,

it renders

2 0 Ibid.
21This technique is not used on the snare drum because
the snares are placed under the bottom head while the
percussionist strikes the top head.
22James Blades, Percussion Instruments and Their His
t o r y , rev. ed. (London: Faber and Faber, 1984), p. 208+.
23The pipe is a fipple flute with three (or four) holes
played with one hand.
It is referred to as a flute k trois
trous and Provengal galoubet in France and as Schwegel and
Tammerinpfeife in Germany.
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the melody sweeter."24

Another thirteenth century reference

to the pipe and tabor appears in a poem by Colin Muset where
he mentions the flaihutel played "avec le tabor."25

Philip

Heseltine2 5 , in the preface to the English translation of
Jehan Tabourot's2? O r c hesography: A Treatise in the Form of
a Dialogue of 1589, also tells us:
Pipe and tabor is a very ancient combination of
instruments, and its use, under the name of whittle
and dub, survived in certain parts of England until
the beginning of the present century.25
The chief function of the pipe and tabor was to
provide music for dancing.

Anthony C. Baines, in his

article "Pipe and Tabor," found in The New Grove Dictionary
of Music and Musicians, emphasizes this and other functions
of this unique combination of instruments:
Dance music was always the pipe and tabor's
principle function, as is shown by many old minia
tures.
Two particularly good medieval scenes of
people dancing to it are reproduced by Garold
(Histoire de la m u s i q u e , Paris, 1936, pp. 288, 328).
It is also shown being used to provide music for
jugglers and performing animals, and being played in

24The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Mu s i c i a n s , 1980
e d ., s .v. "Pipe and Tabor," by Anthony C. Baines.
2 5 Ibid.
2®Philip Heseltine used the pseudonym "Peter Warlock"
in the 1925 English translation of Tabourot's Orchesography.
2 ?Jehan Tabourot used the pseudonym "Thoinot Arbeau" in
his writings.
Scholars often refer to him as Arbeau.
25Jehan Tabourot, Orchesography: A Treatise in the Form
of a Dialo g u e , transl. Cyril W. Beaumont (London: C.W.
Beaumont, Printer and Bookseller, 1925), p. xiv.
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the military bands of nobleman at tournaments20 and
other occasions; the tabor is often clearly shown
being beaten on the snare.
In the 16th and 17th
centuries the pipe and tabor remained popular and
widespread, economically providing a one-man band
for dances.30
He also includes a photograph from a sixteenth
century miniature from the anonymous German Freydal MS in
his article.

This photograph portrays a pipe and tabor

accompanying a round dance.

All participants,

including the

pipe and tabor player, are dressed similarly and equipped
with swords.

This particular example is worthy of mention

ing because the player has the drum and pipe suspended from
the right hand.
Fra Angelico),

In every other case (except the painting by
the drum and pipe are suspended from the left

hand.
The title page of William Kemp's, Nine Daies W o n d e r ,
written in 1600, depicts a dancer and a "pipe and tabor"
player.

The drum in this case differs considerably from

the one pictured in Christ surrounded by Angels by Fra

20 Emphasis on early manuscripts dealing with the snare
drum and its military associations will be necessary since
the use of the snare drum was predominately limited to that
institution.
Indeed, other uses for this instrument are
known.
Most notably, research indicates the use of the
t a b o r , the direct predecessor of the snare drum, in certain
countries as a folk instrument.
In addition, a side drum is
pictured accompanying a basse danse in a woodcut from Liber
cronicarum by Hartmann Schedel.
For the most part, this is
more the exception than the rule.
In an effort to present
all facts concerning the history of snare drum performance,
a brief discussion concerning its use as a folk instrument
appears in Chapter II.
30The New Grove Dictionary of Music and M u s icians, 1980
e d . , s.v. "Pipe and Tabor," by Anthony C. Baines.
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Angelico.

Figure 2, from Kemp's work, illustrates the drum

and pipe suspended from the player's left hand while the
right hand plays the drum.

This particular drum is double

headed with rope-tensioning.

It does not appear to have a

snare stretched across the top head as in previous examples.

Kempsninedaieswonder.
Performed in a daunce from
London to Nprwich.
Containing the pleajure, paines and binde entertainment
of fViUuun Kemp becweene Ltndon and thatC itty
in his late Morrice.

W h e r e i n is fom ewhatfetdowneworth note; toreprooue
the thunders fpred ofhim: many things merry,
nothinghurtfuli.
W ritttn b y bim felft teforisfie hisfriend).

LONDON

Printed byE.^4. for Nicholas Ling., and aretobc
folde at hisOiop at the w eft doore o f Saint
Panics Church, id o o .

Figure 2.

Title page from Nine Daies Wonder by Kemp
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Strong contrast to the drum pictured above is found
in the photograph labeled "Pipe and tabor, English, 19th
century (Victoria and Albert Museum, London)" accompanying
the article by Anthony Baines.31

The size of the tabor in

this photograph is somewhat smaller than the drum shown in
Figure 2, but is very similar in size to the example in
Figure 1, which is representative of those used during the
fifteenth century.

The difference in size, both in diameter

and length, appears to be common throughout available
iconographical evidence.

This is mainly due to the fact

that both small and larger drums developed around the same
time.

A few early tabors still exist today in the Provence

and in Gascogne of France.32

Other larger tabors have

evolved into various drums known today as Tambourin (de
Provence), Tambourin de Gascogne, and Tambourin k corde.
For comparison, Figure 3 represents the Tambourin (de Pro
vence).

Another instrument which is not a drum at all is

31lbid.
32"The rustic Tabor or Tambourin (as distinct from the
very different tambourine), must have been one of the
earliest 'local c o l o u r 1 instruments to be admitted to the
orchestra, since that of the Paris opera, as early as 1750,
had a tambourinaire attached to it, and so had that of the
Com£die Italienne.
A teacher of galoubet (three-holed pipe)
and tambourin, Alphonse Chateauminors, settled in Paris from
1772, made the instrument fashionable, and wrote a “m e thod1
for it. It still appears, generally to add a touch of
Provencal colour, as in Biz e t ’s L'Arl^sienne music and
Wallace's tone-poem V i l l o n . Stravinsky's use of it in
Petrouchka is effective.'* from Percy Scholes, The Oxford
Companion To M u s i c , 10th ed. rev. and reset, s.v. "Percus
sion 4. History (c)."
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the Tambourin de B6arn.

Because it is struck by a stick, it

has retained the name "Tambourin."33

Copyright 1988 by James Richards
Figure 3.

Tambourin (de Provence)

As mentioned in the previous quotation,
used in certain military bands at tournaments.

drums were
Specific

references to the use of military drumming in these tourna
ments will be discussed later in this chapter utilizing

33This "string" drum consists of six thick gut strings
stretched over a wooden soundbox.
It is not a descendant of
the tabor, but is actually a string drum used as an accom
paniment to the pipe in southern France during the Renais
sance.
This combination of pipe and string drum is still in
use today in and around the Basque country.
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Bonaventura Pistofilo's book,

II Torneo . . . (1627) and

Mars His Triumph by William Barriffe (1639).
One should take care not to confuse the previously
discussed "pipe and tabor," a unique combination of instru
ments with folk origins, with the "fife and drum".

Both the

"pipe and tabor" and the "fife and drum" are mentioned
separately by Tabourot in his Orchesographie et Traicte en
Forme de Dialogue par Leguel Toutes Personnes Peuvent
facilement apprendre & Practiquer l'honneste exercise des
dances.

Generally speaking,

the "fife and drum" was

associated with military functions.

Their limited use as

folk instruments is briefly described later by Howard Brown.
In contrast to the "pipe," the "fife" is a small
cylindrical transverse flute, with a narrow bore and a sound
that is loud and shrill.34

It has six finger holes and

brass or metal ferrules on either end.

Because of the

number of finger holes, this instrument required the use of
both hands.

The drummer,

both hands as well.

in this instance, was free to use

This situation required two performers

instead of one, which was the case with the "pipe and tabor".
According to James Blades, the tabor began to appear
in larger forms during the thirteenth century.

This was due

in part to the influence on armies of western Europe by the
customs of their oriental foes.

The association of the fife

34Modern fifes have a conical rather than cylindrical
bore and are equipped with six keys.
They are usually
pitched in Bb.
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and drum is recorded as early as 1332 in the Chronicles of
Basle.35

By the fifteenth century, the enlarged tabor along

with the fife, had formed the first organized type of
military band in England.
was

This, according to James Blades,

inspired by the Swiss fife and drum and was as positive

ly received by the nobility as

were the kettledrums of the

Hungarian Cavalry at a later time.
The military functions of the fife and drum are well
documented in numerous European books dealing with military
history.

According to Howard Mayer Brown:
In the later Middle Ages and the Renaissance,
fifes and drums played for foot soldiers while
trumpets and drums were reserved for cavalry.
By
the late 15th century fifes were associated espe
cially with Swiss mercenary foot soldiers, who
evidently introduced the instrument to much of
western Europe . . .
The musical duties of the military fifes were
to play for marching and also to give the soldiers
signals during battle.36
In contrast to their military duties, Howard Brown

asserts that there are various sources (mainly pictorial)
supporting the use of the fife and drum in non-military
functions as well.
and drum,

It is interesting to note that the fife

like their predecessors the

also accompanied dancing,

"pipe and tabor,"

"especially outdoor dancing, among

35James Blades, Percussion Instruments and Their
History, rev. ed. (London: Faber and Faber, 1984), p. 210.
36The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 1980
e d . , s.v. "Fife," by Howard Mayer Brown.
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all social classes."37

During the dialogue3® in Tabourot's

Orchesography concerning bands of musicians playing the
tibia3® and hautboys (oboes), Capriol asks,
drum4® be used for recreative dances?"

"Can the large

Arbeau answers,

"Yes, certainly with the said hautboys, which are noisy and
screeching, and are blown with force."41
As mentioned earlier,

iconographical evidence of the

fife and drum accompanying a basse danse42 can be found in
the woodcut from Liber cronicarum by Hartmann S c h e d e l ,
dating from 1493.43
in this woodcut.

Many interesting details are apparent

First of all, the drum appears to be a two

3 7 Ibid.
33Many books written during the sixteenth century were
written in dialogue fashion, that is, presenting material
and information through a series of questions and answers,
usually between two characters.
In O r c hesography, the
characters are Capriol and Arbeau.
39According to Tabourot, the tibia derives its name
from early instruments fashioned from the thigh and shin
bones of cranes.
It is a flageolet or small flute sometimes
called a pipe and was often used in place of the fife.
40Earlier in the dialogue, the large drum is described
as "a wooden cylinder about two and a half feet in length,
closed on each end with parchment skins fixed with two
bands, about two feet in diameter, and bound with cords so
that they are as tight as possible; . . . "
41Jehan Tabourot, Orchesography: A Treatise in the Form
of a D i a l o g u e , t r a n s l . Cyril W. Beaumont ( London: C.W.
Beaumont, Printer and Bookseller, 1925), pp. 25, 42, and 50.
420 ther "recreative" dances utilizing the tabor
included P a v a n e s , B r a n l e s , and Courantes.
43The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Mu s i c i a n s , 1980
ed., s.v. "Fife," by Howard Mayer Brown.
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headed, rope-tension side drum and is carried at a fortyfive degree angle.

The player has two tapered sticks

complete with a beaded tip.

The sticks are held with the

right and left hand assuming the same positions as in
today's "traditional" grip.

In addition, the left wrist

appears to carry the weight of the drum.

The size of the

drum is quite small compared to today's standards, but
closely approximates the size of tabors represented in
numerous paintings and drawings from this period of history.
The use of the snare drum in accompanying stylized dances of
the fifteenth and sixteenth century appears to have had a
direct influence on the use of the snare drum at social
functions in accompanying dance music of the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries.
The utilization of snares on the tabor is documented
as early as the sixteenth century in Orchesography (1589) by
Tabourot:
First, I must inform you that in the likeness
of the drum of which we have spoken above, a little
one has been fashioned called the tabor, or small
hand drum, about two feet long and a foot in
diameter, which Isidorus calls a Half-Symphony, on
the skin extremities of which twisted threads are
placed, while on the big drum a double cord is
placed across one of the skins only.44
In addition,

Tabourot states that the music of the

fife was improvised by the player and the sound of the drum

44Jehan Tabourot, Orchesography: A Treatise in the Form
of a Dialogue, t r a n s l . Cyril W. Beaumont (London: C.V.
Beaumont, Printer and Bookseller, 1925), p. 46.
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served as a bass instrument, primarily because it had no
definite pitch or tone.

It was clear to Tabourot that a

drum with snares ("twisted threads" or "double cords")
produced an indeterminate tone or pitch and thus "it accords
with everything as I have told you.

. ."45

The indication by Tabourot that more than one snare
was stretched across the drum head is one of the earliest
written statements documenting this fact.

Tabors, as

depicted in early iconographical sources, had only one
snare, usually placed on the head to be struck.
Marin Mersenne,

In 1636,

in his Harmonie universelle, included a

detailed description of snares placed on the bottom head of
drums used in sixteenth and early seventeenth century
France:
. . . and that below which is held by the string AB
which traverses the diameter, and which is called
the bell of the drum, which is made of two strings,
or a single cord bent double, and when it has
crossed the skin, it is made to pass through a hole,
so as to fix it with a pin, which makes the pitch of
the drum rise or fall further, according as one
draws it or pushes it.4®
The illustration of the snare drum found in Mersenne's book includes two snares and a primitive snare release
mechanism.

A more detailed discussion of Mersenne's book,

an illustration of the snare drum with a "single cord bent

4 5 Ibid., p. 43.
4®Marin Mersenne, Harmonie universelle, transl. Roger
E. Chapman (The Hague, Netherlands: Martinus Nijhoff, 1957),
p • 551•
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double," and his discussion concerning the snare drum in
general is included later in this chapter.
How or why the tabor, which was played with one
stick, evolved into the side drum, played with two sticks,
is a difficult question to answer.

Complicating this

problem is the fact that pipe and tabor continue in use
today in some parts of Europe.
A form of the pipe and tabor is found in Basque
music,

a folk-type music popular in the provences politi

cally divided between north-eastern Spain and southern
France.

In Basque music, which has ethnic origins in

Iberian, Celtic, Ligurian, Dravidian, and Caucasian cul
tures,

these instruments are referred to as the txistu (a

fipple flute fashioned from a conical tube with a cylindri
cal bore and three finger holes) and the tamboril
drum similar in size and shape to the t a bor).

(a small

A typical

ensemble would consist of two txistu (with tamboril) , one
txistu aundi (large fipple flute), and an atabal (bass
drum).47
Aside from the fact that the tabor did survive in
its original form despite years of changes,

the drum used

with the fife seems to have evolved from the tabor.
question remains,
sticks?"

The

"Why did the player begin using two

One need only look at the major differences

47The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 1980
e d . , s.v. "Basque music," by Gaiza De Barandiaran.
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between the "pipe” and "fife," that is, the fact that the
former required only one hand to play, while the later
required both hands.

Likewise,

the tabor, which required

only one hand, began to be depicted (as early as 1493) as a
drum played with two sticks.

One can only make value

judgments as to why and how this evolution occurred.

Since

the answer to this question cannot be found in written
sources,

iconographical research would be the next logical

avenue.

A careful study of the thousands of pictures,

drawings, woodcuts, sculptures, and so forth which exist
today may very well yield the answer to this question.

Such

an undertaking would provide an excellent topic of advanced
percussion research for someone with access to such mater
ials.

This area is of interest to the author, but its

inclusion in this monograph, while extending beyond the
scope of the t o p i c , does not warrant the space necessary at
this time.
Evidence of a larger drum, carried in a horizontal
manner similar to our present day snare drum,

can be seen in

a photograph of an early sixteenth century English painting
found in Percussion Instruments and Their History by James
Blades.48

as

depicted in this painting4 8 , the tabor is

48James Blades, Percussion Instruments and Their
H i s t o r y , rev. ed. (London: Faber and Faber, 1984), p. 144+.
48Labeled "Pipe, tabor and dulcimer, etc. Englishearly sixteenth century. By courtesy of the Trustees of the
British Museum."
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being struck with one stick while the performer plays a pipe
with the other.

The tabor, which is considerably larger

than those from earlier periods,
wrist.

is suspended from the left

Because of this, the left arm actually functions in

two capacities: to carry and finger the pipe, and to carry
the tabor.

The right hand's only task was to play the tabor.

The medieval tabor had no definitive dimensions; the
diameter was sometimes greater than the depth and vice
versa.

It was, however, a double headed drum.

It should be

noted that unlike the tabor, the side drum was always played
with two sticks and by the late sixteenth century,

the

snares were positioned below the bottom head and not above
the top head, as had been the case in medieval tabors.
The fact that little music was written for the drum
during the Middle Ages and even later is not surprising.
good deal of Medieval music was unwritten.

Music from this

period flourished as much by ear as by eye and percussion
playing was usually assimilated by rote.

A

The small amount

of printed music for the side drum that has survived is
associated with its military function, and consists mainly
of instructions for the instrument's use in signaling and
pace-making, with little said regarding its performance
practice.
A perfect example of a side drum from the late
sixteenth century is portrayed by Cognet in a portrait of
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Pierson la Hues, the city drummer of Antwerp.50
tinent details are visible,
hoops,
loops.

Many per

including counter-hoops,

flesh-

and the use of rope tensioning with more than sixteen
The drum is suspended at a forty-five degree angle

and the player is holding the sticks in the "traditional"
manner, as many still do today.51

Because an efficient

method of uniform tension had yet been established, the
tension of the head was probably very loose.

It is difficult

to determine whether rolls were performed as single stroke
or double stroke rolls, but evidence does exist to support
the fact that both were probably used.

In addition,

the

size of the snare drum in this painting far exceeds those in
use today.
The earliest example of music for the snare drum can
be found in Tabourot's Orchesography, printed in 1589.

In

this treatise on dance, which is written in the form of a
dialogue, Tabourot describes the side drum as a pace-making
instrument, by which a body of soldiers could march in
unison, or attack and retreat without confusion or disorder.
It is interesting to note that as early as 1589 in a
treatise devoted to the art of dance,
strapped to a soldier.

the drum is depicted

This in itself is evidence of an

already strong association between the snare drum and the

50This painting hangs in the Mus^e Royal des BeauxArts, Antwerp.
51The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 1980
ed., s.v. "Drum: Side," by James Blades.
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military.

The illustration in Figure 4 reveals this drum

played by the soldier and depicts the drum carried at a
forty-five degree angle, much the same as today.

Figure 4.

Sixteenth century drum

Of particular interest is the modified "traditional"
grip employed by the soldier in this drawing.

The left hand

is positioned with the palm facing the drum head and the
back of the hand facing away from the drum.

In addition,

the entire weight of the drum is suspended from the left
wrist by means of a make-shift sling.

The tapered sticks

have large beads and are positioned above the center of the
head.

This rope-tensioned drum is also equipped with two

leather ears for each rope, unlike traditional rope-ten-
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sioned drums which have only one ear per rope.52
In his treatise, Tabourot illustrates seventy-six
pace-making rhythms.

These rhythms are made up of three

specific beatings, which he refers to as Tan (or Plan) ,
Tere, and F r e .
You are well aware that a crochet is equal
to two quavers, and that a quaver is equal to two
semi-quavers, hence, during the time of one crochet,
two quavers or four semi-quavers can be beaten and,
to understand this better, let us call the sound of
a crochet, which is made with one tap of the stick,
Tan or Plan.
And let us call the sound of two
quavers which are made with two taps of the sticks,
Tere, and the sound of four semi-quavers, made by
four taps of the sticks, F re.53
Simply stated,

these beatings represent one, two and

four taps of the sticks, respectively.

Figure 5 contains

the conversion of these terms into standard notation.

Tan

= one tap of the stick (in 2/4 meter = one
eighth note)

Tere = two taps of the stick (in 2/4 meter = two
sixteenth notes)
Fre

= four taps of the stick (in 2/4 meter = four
thirty-second notes)

Figure 5.

Conversion of T a b ourot’s terminology

52Jehan Tabourot, Orchesographie et Traicte en Forme de
Dialogue par Leguel Toutes Personnes Peuvent facilement
apprendre & Practiquer l'honneste exercise des dances (Langres: lehan des preyz imprimeur & Libraire, 1588), p. 7.
5 3jehan Tabourot, Orchesography; A Treatise in the Form
of a D i a l o g u e , transl. Cyril W. Beaumont (London: C.W.
Beaumont, Printer and Bookseller, 1925), p. 28-29.
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Five simple beatings from Tabourot’s treatise are
illustrated in Figure 6.
Tan,

The first beating contains five

while the next four contain four 4 Tan and one

Unfortunately,

there are

Tere.54

no clues as to the actual sticking

patterns used to perform these beatings,
to be played by the left hand,

that is, which were

and which were to be played

by the right.
^

^
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Figure 6.

Tabourot's beats utilizing Tan and Tere

5 4 I b i d . , p. 10.
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During the course of the dialogue, Tabourot infers
that the drummer could, for variety, substitute two eighth
notes or four sixteenth notes for a quarter note.

In

addition, he explains that the last note of the beat should
always be a quarter note followed by three rests.

Tabourot

indicated that the last quarter note ( or "minum") was to be
played by both sticks together.
early use of the

"flam".5^

This, in effect, was an

Triple time is also discussed,

along with common time and reference is made to which foot
should hit the ground on each note of the beating.

Included

in Tabourot's treatise are numerous variations in which a
drummer would execute the three beatings previously dis
cussed.
Figure 7, taken from Bradley Spinney's Encyclopedia
of Percussion Instruments and Drumming represents four of
Tabourot's seventy-six tabulations.

These four rhythms

depict combinations consisting of four Tan* s and one F r e .
The left hand column shows the notation as it appears in
Tabourot's treatise.

The middle and right column is a

transcription into present day notation, provided by Bradley
Spinney.

In this diagram,

by Spinney)

the letters L.F. and R.F. (added

refer to the left foot and right root, respec

55£ccording to Bradley Spinney in his Encyclopedia of
Percussion Instruments and D r u m m i n g , 1955 e d . , s.v. "Arbeau
(Thoinot).", the emphasis created by this flam enabled
soldiers to count the "paces" and to estimate how far they
had marched (one pace was roughly the span of two arms
extended or five geometrical feet; there are two thousand
such paces in a league).
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tively.

As stated in the previous paragraph, each beating

in Figure 7 ends with a minim (struck with both sticks) and

Arbeau 's 16th Century Notation
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Figure 7.
Combinations of four Tan and one Fre
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is followed by three rests.56
In his treatise,

Syntagma m u s i c u m , originally

published in 1618, Michael Praetorius depicts a sketch of
both side drums and kettle drums, drawn to scale,
many specific details are discernable.

in which

This sketch can be

found in Figure 8.
Features evident in this illustration are: rope-ten
sioning, a single snare below the bottom head equipped with
a release mechanism,

counter and flesh hoops,

a vent hole

surrounded by metal studs, a drum sling, and a pair of snare
drum sticks in the lower left hand corner.

The difference

in size between the diameter and the depth has changed
somewhat from previous examples.

In Figure 8, the depth and

diameter are both approximately fifty-nine centimeters.

In

an earlier example (Figure 1), the diameter was more than
twice the depth.

From this comparison we can conclude that

a change in diameter and depth would have substantially
altered the sound characteristics of the drum.

This

particular fact should be considered when music requiring
percussion instruments from as early as the sixteenth
century is performed.

The fine nuances of sound and timbre

available from period instruments are difficult to duplicate
on modern day drums.

^ Encyclopedia of Percussion Instruments and Drumming,
1955 ed., s.v. “Arbeau (Thoinot)."
Bradley Spinney includes
transcriptions of twenty beatings from Arbeau's original
seventy-six.
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Figure 8.
Praetorious 57

Plate XXIII from Syntagma musicum by

Another useful source of early military drumming is
the Italian manuscript

II torneo di Bonaventura Pistofilo

Nobile Ferrarese dottor di legge e cavaliere.

nel Teatro di

57Michael Praetorius, Syntagma Musicum (WolfenbUttel:
1619); reprint ed. (Kassel: Barenreiter, 1920), Volume II,
Plate XXIII.
(Volume II consists of descriptions and plates
(woodcuts) of various instruments in use during the seven
teenth century and is organized in two parts accordingly.
The title for Part 2 (woodcuts) is Theatrum Instrumentorum
seu Sciagrapia MichaSlis Praetorii C. Darinnen Eigrntliche
abriss und . I I
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Pallade dell

'ordine Militare, et Accademico . . . by Bona-

ventura Pistofilo, which dates from 1627.
Pistofilo states " . . .

In this treatise,

nella quale adoperandosi Trombe,

Tamburi, ed altri strumenti, accib seruino per la voce di
chi comanda, per cib nel seguente Capitolo si tratterb delle
voci, strumenti b e l l i c i . " 5 6

(of all the instruments used

from ancient times to give commands,
still survive).

the trumpet and drum

Pistofilo attributes this to their quality

of sound and their versatility (they were suitable both on
horseback or on foot).

He reminds us:

The drummer should generally be witty, live
ly, practical, and experienced.
He should have the
ability to play in the style of all nations and
should be familiar with all the different "sonatas"
used in war, such as the one used in reveille,
assembly, dismiss, . . . retreat, burial of the
dead, ordering, and entering into b a t t l e . 5 9
Even though this treatise is devoted to the law of
the tournament, several pages are devoted to the art of
drumming,

including examples of actual drum music.

Whereas

Jehan Tabourot used T a n , Tere and Fre to define certain
rhythmic units, Pistofilo used ta, pa and ta ra ra as
vocalization syllables for his rhythms . 6 0

A page from II

56Bonaventura Pistofilo, II torneo di Bonaventura
Pistofilo Nobile Ferrarese dottor di legge e cavaliere. nel
Teatro di Pallade dell 'ordine Militare, et Accademico . .
(Bologna: Presso Clemente Ferrone, 1627), p. 108.
59

Ibid., p.

111

.

60Writers have used numerous syllables over the cen
turies to express their rhythms.
Marin Mersenne used the
syllables baton rond to signify single strokes and baton
rompu to signify double strokes, that is, two taps from one
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Torneo

is illustrated in Figure 9.

Stems down denote

the right hand and stems up denote the left hand.

This is

* * p uc b;
Ciefcbedane d ffe p ra d ttti e rd ia i, etm’eneertdt gV m frtferit*
t i, f i 'v td riC v iu ftru b rt pel Tem barm oj te ltro pel Q eaalitre,**
ewcbe d prime feppia, com* debid <vfere bar la ie fire , td bon le y£.
asflra bubctu, e qatada toflo, tqatmda ItrUam eauJiaUtTuai'aL
tre intend* nonfe lo U m e d o ,tl ttm p td e lfun mneatrtdepeffi, me
enter* delfao camin e rt, t del tempo d e lftrm e rfi,d e b t ta tto fi-a td ri p it e bejje chieram tnttfpetifitato, t dim elirete.
He pejlo poiprime It regalepel Tam barhuftrtM cht delfa t bet*
tere i l Ceueherf i geutrne >td i notate pteimaglf ordiai a ll'lttlu n e *
dell* Spagnaole ,percieibef*ctndo e fijte lu n i prefeffl*at,qa*nda
tea fttne gl'w aeaten, d 'tjfe rt moderator! dtU tkaeatienialtrai*
rvtngbino eater* ad ejfert prune •v d iti, tfe g m te ti.
' '
Online d iq u ittro tempi d’ordmanzi a ll'Ita lia ru , da offeruarfi flel
battere dal Tambiuino .
r -‘ Primo'tempo."^.—

.■•ta pata pa t i
Tcrzo tempo.

• Seowid&lcmpo.

a

”

pa ta pa ca.

Quarto tempo.

ffc t

3

“ — u p a ta p a ta jB p a ta t i trp a ta p a u w p a a pa ta
Regob al Caualiere per camiaara tempo dcllebattutc
delfopradctto ordine.
Ptimopempo.

.F-fc f

Sccondo tempo.'

■f 4

T er-

Figure 9.

Early drum music— Pistofilo,

162161

stick.
He used baton m e s l 6 to designate the combination of
single and double strokes.
Some years later, an anonymous
German tutor written in 1777 used the terms T a u , L a u , and
Rau to represent quarter, eighth, and sixteenth notes,
respectively.
63-Bonaventura Pistofilo, II torneo di Bonaventura
Pistofilo Nobile Ferrarese dottor dl legge e cavaliere. nel
Teatro di Pallade dell 'ordine Militare, et Accademico . .
(Bologna: Presso Clemente Ferrone, 1627), p. 122.
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particularly significant because it is one of the earliest
books to designate specific snare drum sticking.

The lower

line of music (Regola al Caualiere per caminara*

k tempo . .

O

is for the knight, while the upper two lines of music are

for the drummer.

The "+" under line three reminds the

knight not to step out on this beat, but to wait until the
note with the number " 1 " below it.
Figure 10 depicts lines one and two from Figure 9
above transcribed into contemporary notation.

Note how

accents in the transcription correspond directly to the dots
in the original version.

First neasure

>

BL

81

B

Second measure
>

BL

Third measure

BLBL
Figure 10.

B BL

>

BL

BL

8
Fourth measure

BLBLBBLBL

B

Transcription of early drum music 6 2

Pistofilo also discusses the need for drummers to
know the beats and styles of several nations:
Because the knights entering the field can be
from different nations, and since the mercenary
soldiers used often follow different disciplines, a
wide range of formations exist when entering the
battle field.
These include crosses, triangles,

62The transcription into modern notation was provided
by the author.
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half moons, and so forth.
The drummer has to be
proficient in the beats and styles of all prominent
nations, including Italy, Spain, France, Germany,
Poland, and T u r k e y . ® 3
Because Pistofilo's book is not readily available to
the general public, the entire chapter dealing with the
military drum, entitled, D e 1 Tamburi e di simili voci di
Strumenti da Guerra is included in Appendix A . 6 4

In addi

tion, a translation of the text into English and a trans
position of the musical examples into modern notation is
included in Appendix B.

This appendix provides the reader

with an excellent description of the function of the snare
drum at jousting tournaments and exhibitions during the
early seventeenth century in Italy.

Pistofilo's book is the

only Italian work from a handful of predominately seven
teenth century sources that actually describes,

in writing,

the use and function of the snare drum prior to its use in
the orchestra.

Other sources include Orchesography (1589)

by Jehan Tabourot, Military Discipline: or the Young Artil
lery Man (1639) by William Barriffe, Harmonie Universelle
(1636) by Marin Mersenne,

and The academy of armory, or, A

storehouse of armory and blazon

. . . (before 1688) by

63Bonaventura Pistofilo, II torneo di Bonaventura
Pistofilo Nobile Ferrarese dottor di legge e cavaliere. nel
Teatro di Pallade dell ’ordine Militare, et Accademico . .
._ (8 ologna: Presso Clemente Ferrone, 1627), p. 113.
64There are to date only five copies of this work in
the United States.
Those libraries acknowledging a copy in
their collection include Newberry (Chicago), Harvard, Yale,
New York Public Library, and The Folger Shakespeare Library
(W a s h i n g t o n , D.C.).
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Randle Holme.
According to James Blades, Maurice Cockle, in his
book A bibliography of English military books up to 1642 and
of contemporary foreign works tells us: " II Torneo is the
earliest work in which I have seen military music written."
Careful examination of Cockle's book, which is an exhaustive
annotated bibliography, reveals no such quote concerning
Pistofilo's book.

The entire entry from Maurice Cockle's

book is as follows:
Bologna.
1627.
Pistofilo, Bonaventura.
II Torneo.
Clemente F e r r o n i . Quarto. Engraved tp. and portrait
of author; then a,b,A-ZZZ 6 in 4/8, including 117
copperplates, numbered, and 4 pp. of drum music.
Colophon dated 1626.
This is probably the ed. of
1626, mentioned by Ayala, sent out with a new titlepage.
All the law of the tournament is comprised in
this book.
The plates represent knights in armour.
C o p i e s . B . M . ; Ashburnham.®5
Although the statement made by James Blades is
probably true, it apparently comes from some other source.
Maurice Cockle's book does not give us much information
concerning the drum itself, however, the frontispiece, or
title page contains an excellent picture of a military snare
drummer in playing position.
drummer standing on the left.

Figure 11 illustrates this
Several important details

visible in this drawing include beaded sticks,

a rather

large rope-tensioned drum, the presence of the "traditional

S^Maurice James Draffen Cockle, A bibliography of
English military books up to 1642 and of contemporary
foreign w o r k s , ed. H. D. Cockle (London: Simpkins, Marshall,
Hamilton, Kent and Co., ltd., 1900), p. 236.
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wgHHSsi

Figure 11.
Frontispiece from Bibliography of
Military Books by Cockle

grip," a sling across the shoulder, and a separate playing
area for each stick.

A bugle player, another important
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military musical instrument,

is also included in this

drawing and appears centered near the top of the page, also
in playing position.

Of all the people pictured on this

page, the drummer and bugler are the only two not carrying
weapons.

Some sources dealing with military musicians

confirm that drummers and buglers very rarely were issued
we a p o n s .6 6
Figure 12 is a reproduction of the title page from
Diego Ufano's book, entitled, Artillerie ou Uraye Instruc
tion de L'Artillerie et de ses Appartenances .6 7

It was

written just one year after Pistofilo's II Torneo . . . and
therefore would apply to the same time period, however
Ufano's book was published in Paris while Pistofilo's book
was published in Bologna.

Notice the drum and bugle set

among the armor, mail, canon, axe, shield, helmet, and so
forth.

It is obvious from this picture that the drum was an

integral part of French military traditions.

A special

feature noticeable on the drum is a small vent hole in the
front.

The dot on the batter head may have been a worn or

beaten area which appears in many other drawing and sketch
es.
Another seventeenth century source citing the use of

6 6 Pistofilo, on the other hand, indicated that the
drummer traditionally carried a sword and dagger.
6 7Diego Ufano, Artillerie ou Uraye Instruction de
L'Artillerie et de ses Appartenances (Paris: lean Bertheiin,
1628), title page.
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Figure 12.

Artillerie ou Uraye Instruction by Ufano

the drum in military maneuvers is found in William Bariffe's
book entitled, Military Discipline; or the Young Artillery
M a n , written in 1639 and published in London.
suggests,

As the title

the text of this book contains information and

instructions on the use of artillery guns in England.
Discussions concerning military discipline and strategy are
included as well.

At the end of this book are several
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"addenda" or chapters that were included in subsequent
printings.

One such addition is "Mars His Triumph, or, The

Description of an Exercise performed the XVIII of October,
1638 in Merchant-Taylors Hall By Certain Gentlemen of the
Artillery Gardon."

In this chapter, every detail of the

military exercise was precisely and meticulously recreated,
including where everyone was standing, what they were
wearing, and what they said or did.

The function of the

snare drum in this instance was very important to these
manuevers judging from the numerous times they were called
upon to play.

Every part of the exhibition was preceded by

the beating of the drum.

Each beating was different and

relayed a special message to the troops indicating their
next maneuver.

Unfortunately,

there are no actual musical

examples of the snare drum beatings performed throughout the
exercise.

Several references to the names of the "calls"

used are included and there are a few musical examples of
the "calls" played by the

fifes.

At the conclusion of the exercise,

the drummers were

instructed to loosen the ropes on their drums, rendering
them unplayable and thus indicating the end of exhibition:
"Unbrace your Drums, and let the warlike Phife no more

® 8 james Blades, in his Percussion Instruments and Their
H i s t o r y , rev. ed. (London: Faber and Faber, 1984), p. 221,
indicates this to be the earliest example of fife music
written in an English work.
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distinguish twixt pale death and life . " 653

The custom of

"slacking the drums" is similar in function to the tradition
of firing guns or canons at military ceremonies in which
heads of State or other official leaders are in attendance.
The firing or "emptying" of weapons was and still is a
gesture of rendering oneself "defenseless," intended as a
sign of peace and friendship.
A description of the beginning of "Mars His Triumph"
(subtitled,

"The Sacarens March and Names"), indicates the

presence of other instruments as well:
Next
Aben-Achmat
musik was a
making pipe

marched into the hall, Captain Mulliwith his Saracens in great state, their
Turkey D r u m m e , and a hideous noise
(made of a Buffolas horn:) . . . 7 0

A drawing of the snare drum from the seventeenth
century is found in a French treatise by Marin Mersenne,
entitled Harmonie Universelle (1636)

(Figure 13).

In this

book, Marin Mersenne gives us a sketch of a side drum very
similar to the one illustrated by Michael Praetorius, again
with similar proportions in both diameter and depth; in this
case, fifty-nine centimeters, or about thirty inches.

69william Barriffe, "Mars His Triumph, or, The Descrip
tion of an Exercise performed the XVIII of October, 1638 in
Merchant-Taylors Hall by Certain Gentlemen of the Artillery
Gardon" (London: I.L. for Ralph Mab, 1639), p. 47.
an
addendum to Military Discipline: or the Young Artillery M a n ,
2nd e d . , newly rev. and much enlg. (London: R.O. for Ralph
Mab, 1639).
The page number cited above refers to "Mars His
Triumph . . .," a separate chapter of forty-eight pages,
that is, along with the other addenda, paginated separately
from the rest of the book.
TOlbid., p.

2

.
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Figure 13.

Seventeenth century drum

Mersenne tells us that there are two snares stretch
ed across the bottom head, or more precisely,
bent double.

one strand

Note, by the position of the "ears?!," that

the drum

on the left is

pictured

as if under tension, while

the drum

on the right is shown in a

relaxed or slack posi

tion.

?lThe leather tabs attached
moved up or down, would increase
the drum heads.

to the ropes that, when
or decrease the tension of
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A comparison of Mersenne's drum to that pictured
earlier by Praetorius (Figure
ties.

8

) indicates several similari

The size ratio between diameter and depth appear to

be nearly identical.
appear to have

Both drums utilize rope-tensioning and

flesh72

and counter

hoops?3.

The vent holes

present on each drum vary only in location and each il
lustration depicts a drum sling.

The sling in Mersenne1s

illustration is completely detached from the drum.
The snare drum sticks that appear in these drawings
are somewhat different in design.

Michael Praetorius

illustrates a tapered stick complete with a small bead at
the tip.

On the other hand, Mersenne's drawing shows a

tapered stick (which may be sectionally constructed) without
a bead at the tip.

One should keep in mind that this

comparison represents only two artist's renditions of the
snare drum and its equipment.

Although it is possible for

important details to be unintentionally misrepresented in
paintings,

sculptures, and other art objects,

one can

conclude from the above comparison, that all drums and
equipment present around this time period (1616-1636) were
similar in many respects.

72The flesh hoop refers to the actual drum head wrapped
around a thin, circular piece of wood or metal. It is held
in place by a counterhoop.
73The counterhoop is a wooden or metal "ring" that
presses the drum head (flesh hoop) against the shell (rim)
of the drum.
Until the early nineteenth century, these
counterhoops were held in place by a system of ropes (ropetensioning).
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La Recherche Scientifique
Figure 14.

Drum beats— Mersenne,

1636
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Mersenne also discusses early examples of various
beats employed by the side drummer.
distinct types of beats.

He refers to three

The first, baton rond signifies

single strokes; the second, baton rompu refers to double
strokes;

that is, two taps from one stick.

The third beat

is called baton m e s l € ; it is merely a combination of the
first two.
Figure 14 contains examples of all three beats
discussed in the preceding paragraph.

Note that the use of

stems up and stems down indicates the use of alternate
sticking . 7 4

Figure 15 is a transcription of Figure 14 into

contemporary notation.

baton rond

b l b l b l b i b l b i b l b l r i b l b l b l b l b l b i b l b l b l b i b i b l

baton ram

RBLlBBLLBBLlRBLLBBLlllBBBBLlBBllRRllBBllBBll

74Marin Mersenne, Harmonie universelle (Paris: Editions
Du Centre National De La Recherche Scientifique, 1965), pp.
56-57. Because this illustration does not appear in most
editions and facsimiles of Mersenne*s work, its authenticity
is doubtful.
It appears to have been added at a later date
(possibly by the editor of the 1965 edition).
Despite this
fact, the examples contained in this illustration do
represent the rhythms and beatings actually described by
Mersenne.
Its inclusion in this monograph should be viewed
both as representative and spurious.
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R B LLB B LLR

baton nesle
B L B L R B L L B L B L B B L L R L B L R B L L B B L L B R L L B B L L B L R L R R L L

R L B L B L B R L L B B L L B B L L R B L L B R L L R B

L

(LB BL LB BL LB BUB (LB BL LB BL LB BUB (LB BL LB BL LB BUB (LB BL LB BL LB) B B

LBBLL

B

L

LBBLL

B L

LBBLL

B L

LB B L L

B L

Double

LB B LLB B LLB B LLB B LL

B L

LBRLLBBLLBBLLBB

L L R B L L B R L L B B L L B L

1J *
(LB BL LB BU L (BL LR BL LB) R

i

i

i i rm

i i i i

RLRLRL

B LRLRLR

nini
RLRLRL

rm m
L

RL B L

RLBLBLR

Figure 15.

R

L B L B

L

j

J

g

J J ■-w-jJ J J « 1 n—j

BRR R R RB B R R

n i i in i i rm

-

i j ■j j -d-d

d 1 r. i

R L R L R L R L R R L R L B L R

L

RLRLR

L

m
L

J J 1„ i J J J j l n

i

u rm
B LBLBLB

rm rm
L

BLBLBLBL

i
L

R

rm i

BLBLBL

R

Transcription of Figure 14 75

75The transcription and translation was provided by the
author.
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In a document dated 1643, entitled Warlike Direc
tions or the Soldier’s P r a c t i c e , we have evidence of a
series of symbols giving instructions for beating the drum
with single strokes from the right and left hand, the
spacing of the beats, and the use of the "full" and "half
ruff".76

Francis Markham in his Five Decades and Epistles

of warre (1622) referred to the duties of military drummers
in sounding the discharge or breaking up of the

Watch.

77

Randle Holme in his The academy of armory, or, A
storehouse of armory and blazon

. . . (before 1688) gives us

both a drawing of a military drummer (Figure 16) and a
detailed discussion concerning the duties of the drummer in
the military:
18. He beareth Argent, a Drummer beating of
his drume all proper.
The Drummer hath no other
military weapons but a sword and belt except his
drume and sticks be Armes.
In every company there is to be two drums at
the least, and over them all a Drum Major, in each
regiment.
The Drum Major is to be lodged neere or in
the Sergeant Majors Lodgings; it being his place to
give instructions to the rest, and to take into his
custodie the enimyes drumes that enter the campe, or
garrison, and may with his staffe correct the drums
which faile of their duty.78

76james Blades, Percussion Instruments and Their
H i s t o r y , rev. ed. (London: Faber and Faber, 1984), p. 218.

.

77Francis Markham, Five Decades of Epistles of Warre .
(London: Auguftine Matthews, 1622), p. 63.

78Randle Holme, The academy of armory, or, A storehouse
of armory and blazon . . . 2nd vol. Randle Holme . I . ed.
Isaac Herbert Jeayes .
7 (London: Roxburghe club, 1905),
p. 153-54.
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armory

Figure 16.
Military drummer from The academy of
. . . by Holme7^

In addition to the military commands and other
assigned duties required of the drummer, Randle Holme lists
"Terms used by Drummers in their drum beating:”
The severall Beates or points of warre are
these, which are so many Military signs for the
souldier to walk or guide his actions by, and are

79lbid., p. 222+.
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termed semivocal 1 signes . . .
1. A Generali is when all the drumes in a
Regement beat together. 2. A call. 3. A Troop. 4. A
Voluntary before the March. 5. A March. 6 . A
Preparative. 7. A Challenge. 8 . A Battalia. 9. A
Retreit. 10. An Allarum. 11. A Parlae. 12. A Ta-to.
13. A Turn out. 14. A Revally, or Trevally, and
ruvalley. 15. A Dead March8 0 .
The maner of which beatings is performed by
single and double, quick and slow, down right and
rowling blows, for which they have these terms. A
Roofe. A Rowle. A right and left. A Flam. A Draff.
An Almon rowle. A Diddle, and Pou, Rou, tou,
p o u n g .8 1
An excellent source of seventeenth,

eighteenth and

nineteenth century military calls and signals is the Manuel
g 6 n£ral de musique militaire k
by George Kastner.

1

*usage des armies franqais

Examples of drum and bugle calls, as

well as marches, used by military units throughout Europe
including France,

Italy, Belgium,

Prussia, Austria, Bavaria,

Hannover, and England are represented in this book.

Some of

the snare drum parts included in this book are attributed to
Jean-Baptiste Lully, Andrd Danican-Philidor, Jacques
Philidor "le cadet," and Martin Hotteterre.

Many of the

musical examples in this book date from the reign of Louis
XIV.

Numerous examples of the actual snare drum parts from

8°The drum was usually given the instructions con
sordini which meant to cover the drum with a cloth.
(Pistofilo mentions this practice in his II Torneo . . .)
Originally, it meant to cover the crest or coat of arms
which was painted on the shell of the drum.
Over the years,
and through much misunderstanding, the drumhead is usually
covered with a cloth with the snares turned "off."
8 lRandle Holme, The academy of armory, or, A storehouse
of armory and blazon . . . 2nd vol. Randle Holme .
. ed.
Isaac Herbert Jeayes . T T (London: Roxburghe club, 1905),
p. 2 2 2 +.
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works originally appearing in the Philidor Collection of
170582

t a large corpus of military music from the seven

teenth century, make Kastner's manuscript an invaluable
source for information concerning military music.

Twenty-

four plates are also included illustrating musical instru
ments used by the military.83

Percussion instruments found

in these illustrations include the Grosse Caisse, ancien
modfele (bass drum with rope tensioning syst e m ) , Grosse
Caisse, nouveau modfele (bass drum with single rod tensioning
system), Tambour ou Caisse claire, ancien modfele (snare
drum), Caisse roulante, ancien modfele (tenor d r u m ) , and
Cymbales.
Figure 17 contains four military signals from
Kastner's book (the Infanterie der Koen. Grossbritannisch
Hannoverschen Arm 6 e used by the De L 1Infanterie Hanovrienne
around 1821).

Included are "Attention," "Retreat," "Halt,"

82The hand-copied edition of the Philidor Collection
(written specifically for the Library of Congress by one of
its copyists between 1918 and 1932), does not appear to be
an exact copy of the original.
This edition, which contains
thirty-five of the original fifty-four volumes, does not
indicate composer or instrumentation (in the original, most
are scored for oboes in four p a r t s ) . This edition does not
contain any of the snare drum parts referred to by Kastner
in his book, Manuel g 6 n 6 ral de musique militaire k 1'usage
des armies franQais. With the exception of the Library of
Congress card catalog, which lists only major section
highlights, the author was unable to locate a detailed index
to the thousands of works contained in this collection.
83Most of the illustrations contained in Kastner's book
appear to be facsimiles from: Michael praetorius, Syntagma
Musicum (WolfenbUttel: 1619); reprint ed. (Kassel: Barenr e i t e r , 1920), Volume II.
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and "Cease

F ire ." 8^

Often times drum signals were grouped

together to form longer pieces.

An example of grouping

signals also appears immediately after the "Cease Fire" in
Figure 17 (No. 10 Pour Sortir) .

In the last example, "Pour

sortir," played when a General left a ceremony or function,
the number "2 " appears above several quarter notes without
explanation.
this appendix,

Judging from other symbols used throughout
the "2 " probably was an indication for some

type of short roll (possibly doubling "2 " strokes to produce
a five-stroke roll).
Later, during the nineteenth century, numerous
manuals concerning drum and bugle calls were issued through
out Europe and the United States.

For the most part,

however, military drumming was taught by rote.
to the many rudiments,

In addition

the drummer had to memorize all of

the calls and their appropriate functions.

Some of the

calls were played alone and some together with the fifes.
This tradition existed until the fife and drum were, for the
most part, replaced by the bugle, which is still in use
today.

84Qeorge Kastner, Manuel g 6 n£ral de musique militaire k
1'usage des armies franqais (Paris: F. Didot, 1848), p. 54.
The page number above refers to a separate appendices, en
titled "Batteries et Sonneries de L'Arm 6 e Franqaise," which
is paginated separately from the rest of the book.
A com
plete explanation of the pagination arrangement of Kastner's
book appears as a footnote entry in the "Selected Biblio
graphy" of this monograph under "Books" (see Kastner,
George on page 178).
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No. 1 Attention. Achtung.

:
jrJ aIe I e |
3

No. 4 Betirez vous. Betiriren.

JflJ]

1

No. 5 Halte. Halt

1

£
P

/ P / P

f

No. 8 Cesser le /eu. Au/horen nit Feuem

No. 10 Pour sortir. (Generate). Zun Ausrucken (General Narsch)
«i:

2

2

2

2

2

Ifl] IJ flJ J J IJ flJ J J'TTS

EfE

Figure 17.

Nineteenth century military drum signals
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There is very little evidence concerning the tuning
of the snare drum during its tenure as a military instru
ment. An anonymous German tutor, written in 1777, indicates
the pitch to be "D" in the bass clef while Jean Jacques
Rousseau 8 8

asserts that the drums accompanying the fifes,

pitched in "G," should be tuned "as near as possible in "G"
and the snare drum accompanying the wind band should be
tuned to "D."8®
Figure 18 is an example from a warrant issued by
Charles I in 1632, which includes the "Voluntary before the
March" in its original nota t i o n . 8 7

Horace Walpole documents

88This philosopher and author is credited with com
mencing the famous dispute known as the "guerre des bouffons" of 1752.
8®In addition to tuning, James Blades describes in
detail the suspension of the drum and makes an interesting
observation concerning the origin of "braids" worn over the
shoulder by present day band members.
When not in use on the march it was customary for
the side drum to be carried on the player's back.
The drag-rope, the ornamental cord hanging from
beneath the drum, was passed over the head and the
slack taken up by it being rolled round the drum
sticks until the drum rested firmly on the back,
held in position by pressure of the sticks on the
chest.
In certain cases the sticks were "housed" in
a metal receptacle attached to the carriage straps.
(With some regiments a pair of miniature drumsticks
were affixed to the Drum-major's uniform.) from
James Blades, Percussion Instruments and Their History, rev. ed. (London: Faber and Faber, 1984), pp.
2^8-300.
87Horaee Walpole, A Catalogue of the Royal and Noble
Authors of England, With Lists of the W o r k s , 2nd ed.
(London: R. and J. Dodsley, 1759), 1:200-02.
(Due to an
obvious publishing error in the copy contained in the Folger
Shakespeare Library, Washington, D . C . , the actual musical
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Figure 18.

"The Voluntary Before the March"

this warrant in his book, A Catalogue of the Royal and Noble
Authors of England, With Lists of the Works and describes
how the manuscript was found:
As we have few memoirs of this Lord, I shall
be excused for inserting a curious piece in which he
was concerned.
It is a warrant of Charles the

example of the "Voluntary" is not located with the warrant
in Vol I, between pages 200-202, but is instead included in
a unrelated article found in Vol. II, between pages 202 and
203.
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first, directing the revival of the English march;
as it is still in use with the foot.
The M.S. was
found by the present Earl of Huntingdon in an old
chest, and as the Parchment has at one corner, the
arms of his Lordship's predecessor, then living, the
order was probably sent to all Lords lieutenants of
Counties .8 8
This warrant also makes reference to the beating of
this march as early as 1610 in Greenwich.88

Its tran

scription into modern notation follows in Figure 19.90
It is interesting to note that another copy of this warrant,
found in the previously mentioned book, The academy of
armory.

. . by Randle Holme, contains discrepancies in

both the wording of the warrant and, more importantly, in
the notation of "The Voluntary before the March."
For the purposes of this monograph,

the example of

the "Voluntary before the March" contained in Figure 18
represents the work as it appears in Horace Walpole's book.
This decision was based primarily on the exacting detail in
which he describes the discovery of the actual warrant manu
script and because scholars usually cite Walpole when refer
ring to the warrant.
The use of the snare drum for military purposes was
not limited to land; it also proved helpful in naval
routines.

On board ship it was concerned with action-calls

88ibid.
89lbid.
" J a m e s Blades, Percussion Instruments and Their
History, rev.and enlg. (London: Faber and Faber, 1984), p.

2S0~.
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Transcription of Figure 18
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(those manuevers necessary to navigate a sailing ship),
burials at sea, flogging and "walking the plank."91
In addition to the beating of military signals,

the

drummer was often called upon to perform additional duties
unrelated to the art of drumming.

Civic duties,

some of

which are still in use today, include replacing the town
c r i e r ’s handbell with the "town drum."92

Ralph Smith, in

his Military Collections tells us:
All captains must have dromes and phiphers and men
to use the same, who should be faithful, secret and
yngenious, of able personage to use their instru
ments and office, of sundrie language, for often
tymes they be sent to parlie with their enemies, to
summon their forts and towns, to reddeme and
conducte prisoners, and diverse other messages,
which of necessitie require languages; if such
dromes or phiphers should fortune to fall into the
hands of their enemies, no gift or force should
cause them to disclose any secrete that they know;
they must often practice their instruments, teache
the company their sound of the march, allarme,
approche, assalte, b a t t e l l , retreat, skirmish, or
any other calling that of necessity should be

910ne of the most famous drums from this time is Sir
Francis Drake's drum.
Just before his death, legend has it
that Sir Francis Drake told his sailors to hang the drum at
Plymouth, and if it were beaten in a time of danger, he
would return.
Sir Henry Newbolt used this theme to write
the following poem: "Take my drum to England, hang et by the
shore, Strike et when your powder's runnin' low, If the Dons
sight Devon I'll quit the port o' Heaven, an' drum them up
the Channel as we drummed them long ago."
It should be
noted that the beat of a drum was used during the month of
August, 1914 and again when the Kaiser came to surrender in
1918.
Drake's drum is owned by members of the Meyrick
family and is under the care of the Plymouth Corporation.
It is on display at Drake's old home, Buckland Abbey, from
James Blades, Percussion Instruments and Their H i s t o r y , rev.
ed. (London: Faber and Faber, 1984), p. 216-17.
92The New Grove Dictionary of Music and M u s i c i a n s , 1980
ed., s.v. "Drum," by James Blades.
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known.93
The preceding quote, while written by Ralph Smith
and included in his Military Collections,
Chapter IV

is found in

("Of Military Music") in a book entitled,

Military Antiquities Respecting a History of the English
Army from the Conquest to the present time by Francis Grose.
The title page from this book,

shown in Figure 20, depicts a

snare drum and two timpani prominently displayed in the
foreground.

This book contains ten pages of information

concerning military music in general, and an additional
illustrative page is devoted to "Instruments of Military
Musick," depicting in great detail a small timpani,
timpani,

snare drum, and tambourin.

This page,

large

included in

Figure 21, also contains a two foot scale and three wind
instruments.
The snare drum's association with military units
could indeed be a frontier of musical research all its own.
Misconceptions surrounding specific historical facts which
relate to the snare drum should be addressed.

In an effort

to stay within the limits and scope of this monograph, a
brief discussion concerning the military influences of other
members of the percussion section (and the misconceptions

93prancis Grose, Military Antiquities Respecting a
History of the English Army from the Conquest to the present
time, 2 v o l s . , new ed. (Piccadilly, London: I. Stockdale,
TET2), 2:43.
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Figure 21.
"Instruments of Military Musick" from
Military Antiquities . . . by Grose
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surrounding them) will be necessary.
As was discussed in Chapter I, the snare drum made
its appearance into the orchestra roughly at the same time
as the other members of the batterie.
century,

In the eighteenth

the influence of "Turkish music" of the Janissary

Corps 9 4 is known to have been a determining factor in the
acceptance of the bass drum, cymbals and triangle into the
o r c hestra .9 5

Extensive discussions on the purpose of the

Janissary Corps,

its influence on military and orchestral

instrumentation (both wind and p e r c u ssion), as well as other
pertinent facts concerning percussion innovations can be
found in sources dealing with both military and historical
subjects.

However,

the snare drum, which was associated

with military field music at this time, was not a regular
member of the Janissary Corps.
In Kurt Reihard's article "Turkey: Janissary music,"
a photograph of a miniature from Surname-i Vehbi

(The

Festival book of Vehbi) illustrates the "March of the
mehter"

(military band ) . 9 5

This painting, from the Topkapi

Sarayi Museum and Library in Istanbul, depicts eight "duval"
(bass drums) pictured along with six "boru" (trumpets), six

" S o m e t i m e s referred to as the "mehter."
9 5 In addition, the "§agana (Turkish crescent or
Jingling Johnny) was also used in Janissary music by the
seventeenth century.
" The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 1980
ed., s.v. "Turkey: Janissary m u s i c , b y Kurt' Reinhard.
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pairs of "zil"
tledrums).

(cymbals), and three pairs of "kbs (ket

This particular miniature may have led some

scholars to arrive at this misconception.

The "duval" does

resemble the side drum in its method of carriage, however,
the presence of a switch in the left hand together with a
curved beater in the right hand clearly distinguishes it
from the side drum in use during this t i m e . 9 7

To further

illustrate this conclusion, Kurt Reinhard states:

"Several

of these instruments were adopted by European orchestras
soon after the Turkish wars, above all the large bass drum,
"tMrkische T r o m m e l ."9**
Edgar Gangware, in his dissertation "The History and
Use of Percussion Instruments in Orchestration," concludes:
The positive result of the Turkish influence on the
orchestras of the nineteenth century was that
percussion instruments as an entire section were
then accorded a place in instrumental ensembles. Not
only the t i m p a n i , but now a variety of percussion
instruments of numerous timbres were available for
the composers to use in various w a y s .9 9
Throughout his dissertation,

Edgar Gangware discus

ses the advances of the various instruments contained in the
batte r i e , that is, the bass drum, cymbals,
bourine, snare drum,
Jingling Johnny.

97

Ibid.

98

Ibid.

triangle, tam

tenor drum, and Turkish crescent or

His conclusions are based on the premise

" E d g a r Gangware, "The History and Use of Percussion
Instruments in Orchestration" (Ph.D. dissertation, North
western University, 1962), p. 206.
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that it was the influence of the Janissary music that af
forded these instruments their place in art music.

He

traces the history of each of these instruments in some
detail.

It is interesting to note that only a few short

sentences are devoted to the snare drum and its questionable
relationship to the Janissary influence.

Because Edgar

Gangware did not cite the source of his information regard
ing the snare drum in Janissary music, his assumption
remains at best, unresolved.*00

Later in his dissertation,

Gangware asserts:
During the past century, both the snare or side drum
and the tenor drum have been used with extreme
caution in the orchestra.
While the snare drum has
been used to some extent throughout this entire
time, the tenor drum has been used very little, with
the exception of an occasional use in the opera
orchestra.
Although the snare drum was formerly
used in the opera orchestras, it is presently often
used with effect in the standard symphony orches
tra. 1 0 1
What is at question here is not the snare drum's
long association with the military, but more specifically,
whether that association included military bands.

The snare

drum was used primarily with foot soldiers in the field and
its origin as such is traceable.

The presence of the snare

drum in military bands during the early eighteenth century

lOOEach source consulted on the topic of Janissary
music, the Janissary Corps, and Turkish music, contained no
reference to the snare drum.
lOlEdgar Gangware, "The History and Use of Percussion
Instruments in Orchestration" (Ph.D. dissertation, North
western University, 1962), pp. 216-217.
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seems unlikely since neither written nor iconographical evi
dence supporting this theory has been found.
Written and iconographical evidence supports the use
of the bass drum, triangle, tambourine, cymbals, and Turkish
crescent in the military bands and orchestras during the
eighteenth century.

Examples of the use of "Janissary"

instruments in orchestral works can be found in many works
including Christoph Willibald Gluck's La rencontre impr^vue
of 1764, Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart's Die EntfUhrung aus dem
Serail of 1782 and in Die Ruinen von Athens of 1812, the
Battle Symphony of 1813, and the last movement of Symphony
No. 9 of 1824 by Ludwig van Beethoven.
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Chapter III
In the preceding Chapter,

the use of the snare drum

for military purposes was discussed in some detail.

From

this military association, the snare drum eventually ap
peared in concert orchestras.

A study of orchestral snare

drum performance, particulary its emergence in the or
chestra,

can best be accomplished through an examination of

specific works from the orchestral repertoire.

A careful

analysis of early works utilizing the snare drum will shed
some light on the changing styles that led to present day
orchestral performance practice.
In Chapter II, it was established that the snare
drum was primarily associated with military functions during
its early years of development.
(which continues even today)

It is this association

that led composers of the

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries to include the snare
drum in works containing some type of military association.
The snare drum did not gain wide spread acceptance
as an orchestral instrument until the end of the nineteenth
century.

Prior to this time,

the emergence of the snare

drum as an orchestral instrument was accomplished through
several orchestral sub-genres including opera,

incidental

music for dramas, cantatas, battle pieces, socially stylized

73
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dance music (waltzes),
works.

and standard symphonic orchestral

Examples from each of these areas will illustrate

the presence of the snare drum in early orchestra works.
The first genre to play an important role in the
domestication of the snare drum was opera.
earlier,

As was mentioned

the snare drum was considered both a folk and

military instrument during the eighteenth century.

As such,

its use in opera orchestras was limited, and drum parts were
not often written down.
One of the earliest works to call for the snare drum
is the opera A l c i o n e , written by Marin Marais and premiered
in Paris on February 18, 1706.

In this work, Marais

utilized the snare drum in the tempest scene to imitate the
sound of a storm.
continuously,

He calls for the "tambourin" to roll

in an effort to produce the sound of thunder

and rain.
Even though this opera is cited as one of the
earliest compositions to use snare drums,

it should be noted

that Marais did not use it in a strict military sense, which
would have been in keeping with its normal association.

In

stead, he used several snare drums to produce a particular
sound effect, in this case, the sound of a storm.

The use

of several players in this instance was in keeping with
military tradition, where it was common for players to
double the same part, however,
way ahead of its time.

its use as a sound effect was

This is, none the less, one of the
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earliest examples of the use of the snare drum in the
orchestra.

In operatic music,

this was also one of the

earliest attempts at stage realism.*02
in the score,

the violins,

During this passage

string bass, bassoons and bass

continuo all intermittently play running eighth, sixteenth,
and thirty-second notes, many times over on a repeated tone.
Figure 22 is an example taken from a "skeleton score"
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Alcione by Marais

which illustrates another instance in Alcione where the
snare drum is called upon to play.

There is no indication

as to how many drums are to be used in this rather brief

iO^B a k e r 1s Biographical Dictionary of M u s i c i a n s , 7th
e d . , s.v. "Marais, Marin."
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passage which consists of four equally spaced notes.
The snare drum was used quite infrequently in the
orchestra for more than a century from 1706 until 1810.*03
One notable exception is the presence of a Tambour and Tambourin in the opera Iphigenie en Tauride, Trag^die en Quatre
Actes,

. . . by Christoph Willibald Gluck.

This master

piece, premiered on May 18, 1779, established Gluck as a
superior opera composer.

His use of percussion in this

opera includes timpani,

triangle, cymbals and two apparently

different snare drums.

His use of these two snare drums was

quite simple and sparse.

The first reference to the snare

drum is found in Act I, Scene III, No. 9 with the appearance
of the term Tambour in the s c o r e . T h e

rhythm consists of

constant eighths notes in two-four meter with the cymbals
(Cimbales) playing on each downbeat (a similar passage
occurs in No. 12 seven pages later in the score).

Gluck

calls for a Tambourin in a subsequent movement marked "Meme
mouvement" and writes a simple rhythm consisting of quarter

103?he snare drum was used in orchestras during this
time, however, most parts played were not written down.
Some composers merely indicated when the drums were to play
and usually did not provide written parts.
Notable examples
include George Friedrich Handel's Music for the Royal
Fireworks (1749) and Ludwig van Beethoven's incidental music
to Egmont(1810). Both of these examples are discussed in
detail later in this chapter.
104christoph Willibald Gluck, Iphigenie en Tauride,
Trag^die en Quarte Actes . . . (Paris: Au Bureau du Journal
de Musique, 1779), p. 53.
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notes in four-four meter for four measures.1 ° 5

Gluck's use

of the Tambourin in this instance m ay have been an attempt
to score for the instrument relative to its earlier usage,
since simple rhythms for the tabor were common when used as
an accompanying instrument with the pipe.
As mentioned earlier,

the snare drum appeared in

very few orchestral scores between Marais's Alcione and
Beethoven's Egmont.
however,

During this period (1706-1810),

the snare drum was used extensively and nearly

exclusively by the military.
Gioacchino Rossini is widely credited with re-intro
ducing the snare drum to the orchestra.

He is also known as

one of the earliest composers to elevate the snare drum to
the status of a solo instrument.

He gained the nickname

"Tamburossini" because of his contributions to the snare
drum.

In the overture to his opera La gazza l a d r a , written

in 1817,

the snare drum opens the piece with two rolls.

Although he did not indicate a dynamic marking in the origi
nal score, he did indicate "Tamburo 1 and 2 " . 1 ® 7

An excerpt

105ibid., p. 65.
10®According to James Blades, "In Britain, in both
Theatre and Concert Hall the introductory drum roll is
occasionally mistaken for the solo roll preceding the
National Anthem." from James Blades, Percussion Instruments
and Their Hi s t o r y , rev. ed. (London: Faber and Faber, 1984),
p. 298.
107cioacchino Antonio R o s s i n i , La gazza ladra. Melodr
ama per musica del Sig. Mo. Gioacchino Rossini (Firenze:
Dalla copisteria Meucci al canto agli Aranci, n.d.), p. 1.
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La gazza ladra by Rossini
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from the autographed manuscript appears in Figure 23. Some
scholars believe Rossini may have intended the drums to be
placed at either ends of the orchestra, or to place one "out
of the orchestra" or offstage.

In modern performances, one

player usually plays the first roll at a fortissimo level
and the second roll at a pianissimo level.

Following this

introduction is a march-like passage similar to the pacemaking beatings that were previously discussed in Tabourot's
treatise.

In nearly every case,

the snare drum plays a

variation on five minums (the equivalent of three beats in
our modern notation)

followed by a quarter rest.

This can

best be seen in Figure 24, taken from a modern version of
the snare drum part.
A prolific French opera composer active in Paris
during most of the nineteenth century also used the snare
drum in many of his works.

Daniel-Franqois-Esprit Auber

wrote and staged more than forty-five operas in Paris
between 1813 and 1869.

His fame reached its height with the

premiere of Masaniello, ou la muette de Portici 1 0 8 in 1828
at the Op£ra in Paris.

This work is said to have laid the

ground work for French grand opera, along with Giacomo
Meyerbeer's Robert le Diable and Rossini's Guillaume
T e l l .109

Although well known for his contribution to grand

108This opera is usually referred to as Masaniello,
although the title page simply reads, La muette de Portici.
109Baker's Biographical Dictionary of Mus i c i a n s , 7th
ed., s.v. ''"Auber, Daniel-tranqois-Esprit.11
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La gazza ladra by Rossini * * 0

H O c a r l E. Gardner, The Gardner Modern Method for the
Instruments of Percussion, rev. and enlg. ed. (New York:
Carl Fisher, Inc., 1938), p. 6 8 .
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opera, he is also regarded as the founder of the French
comic opera, while his romantic opera, Fra Diavolo, has
become a standard work as w e l l .
A portion of the snare drum part from Masaniello,
la muette de Portici appears in Figure 25.

ou

In the overture

to the opera Masa n i e l l o , Auber utilizes a very familiar
rhythm in the snare drum part.

Two years later, in 1830, he

used a very similar part in the overture to the opera Fra
Diavolo.
The opening passage, which is found on pages thirty
and thirty-one of the original score, contains "five stroke
rolls",

indicated by thirty-second notes or primary notes.

Later, near the end of the third to last system, these
same rolls are notated with grace notes now with a full
quarter rest between each.

The intended effect is, in this

particular case, the same and would be executed identical
ly.
This is very similar to the beating found in the
incidental music to Egmont by Ludwig van Beethoven (see
Figure 30).

It is in the nature of military beatings used

in hundreds of compositions and still used today in simple
pace-making cadences.
Immediately following the rhythmical, march-like
passage illustrated in Figure 25, the snare drum switches to
a long roll lasting five and one-half measures.

During this

roll, the function of the snare drum changes drastically
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A

Figure 25.

Masaniello,

ou la muette de Portici by

Auber

from a pace-making instrument associated with military
maneuvers,

to that of a more musical f u n c t i o n . m

Auber's

lllThe percussion instrumentation for this opera is, in
fact, very similar to a military band, including Timbales,
T r i a n g l e , Cimballes et Gros s e - c a i s s e , and Caisse de Regi
ment .
“
~
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use of the snare drum in both styles is notable at this time
in the development of a new performance practice for the
snare drum.

Similar instances exist in other operas by him.

In Auber's Fra Diavolo ou l'hotellerie de Terracine,
we see a similar type of rhythm and notation.

A closer look

will reveal that the rhythm has indeed been altered slightly
in the fifth measure.

This does not make it more difficult

from a technical standpoint, but can cause problems for the
unsuspecting performer.

The percussion instrumentation for

this opera is virtually the same as in M a s a n i e l l o , except
that the snare drum in this case is referred to as a Tambour
de regiment.

There are some who question whether the

opening motive, as shown in Figure 26, should be played as
on open double stroke roll (measured) or as a closed concert
roll.
The author believes that Auber intended these to be
played in an open, measured fashion for two reasons.
the notation used indicates a precise rhythm,

First,

in this case,

four thirty-second notes followed by either a quarter note
or an eighth note.

Secondly, as noted earlier,

this rhythm

is firmly rooted in military tradition and its execution is
thus dictated by tradition.
On the other h a n d , one may question whether the
written rolls (quarter notes and whole notes with three
slashes), which occur throughout, should be played open or
closed.

Considering the drums available during the early
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nineteenth century and those in existence today, some inter
pretation is in order.

It is widely known that an open roll

played on a large field drum with loose calf skins will
ultimately sound more like a closed roll than a measured
roll.

Therefore,

the execution of rolls is (or should be)

more often than not decided by the instrument rather than
the performer.

An open roll on a crisp, metal concert snare

drum will produce an extremely precise and rhythmical sound
probably very distant from the composers original intent.

poeo a poco

PP

deeresc.

PPP

Orch

Figure 26.

Fra Diavolo ou 1'hotellerie de Terracine

by Auber
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In addition to the two works mentioned above,

the

snare drum also has an extensive part in two lessor known
operas by Auber.

These are Le phittre (1837) and La Fiancee

du Roi De Garbe (1864).

In Le ph i t t r e , the composer also

calls for Tambourin, which is not a snare drum, but in fact
a tambourine.

The original score is confusing in its

terminology, however, careful study of the percussion parts
should clear up any m i s u n d e r s t a n d i n g . H 2
A rather novel use of the snare drum is found in yet
another opera by Auber, entitled, Le Serment ou les Faux
monnoyeurs and written in 1832.

Figure 27 illustrates the

passage in question.
With an asterisk (*) in the score, Auber writes,
"Les notes qui ont les queues en bas indiquent qu'il faut
frapper sur le tambour, et celles qui ont les queues en
h a u t , sur la baguette."113

This is an indication for notes

with a "tail" on the bottom to be struck on the drum, and
those with a "tail" on top to be hit on the stick.

If this

is the case, a flam would apparently have been played where
both stems up and stems down eight notes appear on the
downbeat in several measures.

Taking Auber's note into

account, this would have to be done with one hand striking

1 1 2 A 1 1 passages scored for Tambour de regiment with
stems up and down should be played by the cimballes et
grosse-caisse (bass drum and cymbles).

H 3 D a n i e l Francois Esprit, Le Serment ou les Faux
monnoyeurs (Paris: H. Troupenas, 1832).
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Figure 27.

Le Serment ou les Faux raonnoyeurs by

Auber

the drum and one hand striking the stick.

This was possibly

done much the same as we execute a "rimshot" today.

Since

later in the piece, rolls are indicated with slashes and the
symbol "tr.," it is possible to conclude that the thirty
second notes may have been intended to be played "hand to
hand" and not bounced.

Bouncing these four notes as in a

roll would make the "flam" extremely difficult to execute.
Playing the four notes as in a single stroke roll would thus
make playing the flam more precise, provided the overall
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tempo remained reasonable.

Figure 28 is a transcription of

the original part in contemporary notation.

//
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//
Figure 28.

Transcription of Figure 27

La Fiancee du Roi De Garbe is one of Auber's last
operas.

The snare drum (Tambour de regiment) is utilized in

a less military-like fashion in its obvious lack of pacemaking rhythms.

Instead,

the presence of long rolls, and

sudden bursts of short rhythmical ideas (eighth note and two
sixteenths or two sixteenth and an eighth) coupled with
numerous support rhythms portray the snare drum as a more
supportive instrument used for emphasis and color.
Not all of Auber's operas call for the snare drum.
In La part du d i ablo, written in 1843, the composer uses
timpani, triangle,

cymbals and bass drum.

The snare drum,
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in this instance, is left out.

Likewise, La Neice ou le

Nouvel Eginhard (1823), is scored only for timpani.
In another part of Europe during the nineteenth
century, other composers were also using the snare drum in
opera orchestras.

Ferencz E r k e l , the creator of Hungarian

national opera, was active in Budapest, Hungary as the
founder and director of the Budapest Philharmonic Concerts
(1853) and as the first piano professor at the National
Musical Academy.
Anthem.

He also composed the Hungarian National

The first truly national Hungarian opera, Hunyady

LsCszl<5, was written by him and premiered in 1844.

It

received almost three hundred performances in the first
fifty years of its existence.

The Overture zur oper hunyady

L d s z l 6 fUr orchester, published in Leipzig in 1844, is
scored for two timpani, bass drum and cymbals,
two T a m b u r i .

triangle and

At the first entrance of two snare drums,

Erkel writes, "Eine mil it'ar trommel rechts, die andere links
im o r c h e s t e r ."114

This is apparently an indication for the

military drums to be placed "on the right" and "on the left"
of the orchestra.

The two drums rarely play at the same

time, but rather alternate half note rolls tied to an eighth
note which occurs at the end of each four measure phrase.
There are eight phrases in this section, which occurs later
on page eighty-two of the score.

It is difficult to

114perencz E r k e l , Nyitdny hunyady L&szld Oper&hoz nagy
zene karra (Budapest and Leipzig: Rdzsavblgyi
T&rsa,
1844), p. 37.
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determine where Ferencz Erkel got the idea to separate the
drums and have them alternate rolls in such a fashion.
Perhaps he attended a concert where R o s s i n i 's La gazza ladra
was performed.

He may have otherwise known of the following

practice used on military maneuvers.
For reasons of security, a company of troops would
split up and spend the night in several different camps.
The drummer in each camp would play a passage and wait for
the neighboring camp drummer to repeat it or embellish it as
a sign that all was well.

In early America,

there were

occasionally three such camps and this maneuver would
require three drummers.

The rudimental snare drum solo

known as "Three Camps" or "Points of War" was originally
used for this particular function . 1 1 5
The second genre to play an important role in the
development of orchestral snare drum performance was
incidental music.

This music was intended to be used in

connection with a play.

Many works written as incidental

music, especially during the nineteenth century, have taken
on an independent existence.

Examples include Franz

Schubert's for von Chdzy's Rosamunde, FUrstin von Zypren,
Felix Mendelssohn's for A Midsummer Night's D r e a m , Edvard
Grieg's for Ibsen's Peer G y n t , Gabriel Faurd's and later

115From a lecture by William F. Ludwig, Jr. on Revolut
ionary drumming given on January 24, 1988 at the Percussive
Arts Society Day of Percussion (Maryland/Delaware) held at
Towson University, Baltimore, Maryland.
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Jean Sibelius's for Maeterlinck's Pell 6 as et Mel i s a n d e .
Three compositions from this genre which contributed
substantially in the development of orchestral snare drum
performance include Ludwig van Beethoven's E g m o n t , Carl
Maria von Weber's P r e c i o s a , and Georges Bizet's L'Arlesienne.
In 1810, Ludwig van Beethoven finished the inciden
tal music to E g m o n t , a dramatic play by Goethe.

There are

two instances in which the snare drum is used in this work.
At the end of Act 4, No.

8

, there is an indication for an

on-stage snare drum roll to occur during Egmont's dream.
Here Beethoven writes,

"Trommel auf dem Theater,

langsam und von weitem"

etwas

(Drum on the stage, somewhat

lingering and far away).

This example is shown in Figure

29.
The second use of the snare drum in Egmont occurs
during a portion of narration by Egmont, directly preceding
the finale to the play,

the Triumphant Symphonie.

score, the composer indicates,
geruhrt."

In this instance,

In the

"Die Trommel wird starker

the snare drum is used again

on-stage during the dialogue to signal the approach of an
army.

Although no specific music is written for the snare

drum, in most recordings,

the pace-making beat used here is

116The indication "on-stage" in this instance should be
interpreted as somewhere other than in the orchestra pit.
This usually meant placing the drum on stage behind the
curtains.
The desired effect was the sound of a drum far away.
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Figure 29.

Egmont by BeethovenI 1 7

Figure 30 illustrates this beat or pattern which is
repeated over and over and usually crescendos (to signal the
approaching army) at the same time.

Figure 30.

Drum beat used in Egmont

H 7Ludwig van Beethoven, "Egmont, Op. 84," Werke
(Leipzig: Breitkopf and H S r t e l , 1862-1888), Series 2, Vol.

12 .
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Another instance of the use of the snare drum in
incidental music can be found in Carl Maria von Weber's
music to Preciosa, a play in four acts with spoken dialogue
and premiered in Berlin in 1821 (text by Pius Alexander
Wol f f ) . 1 1 8

Here, the snare drum, which the composer refers

to it as kleine trommel

(or tamburin), is combined with the

triangle (a well known Turkish instrument),

in a "march".

As seen in Figure 31, Weber utilizes both the triangle and
snare drum with identical rhythms of four thirty-second
notes, followed by one sixteenth note, followed by one six
teenth rest.

This rhythm is identical to the pace-making

beat Tabourot referred to as "La premierre faqon, est
compofde seullement de cinq Tan. comme deuant h est§
no t t d " 1 1 9

(see Figure

6

) except that Weber does not include

a flam on the fifth note.
In Act III, No.

6

of Prec i o s a , Weber uses the same

percussion instrumentation plus Tamburin Schellen (tam
bourine),

however, a chorus has been added to the overall

orchestration.

His use of percussion in this scene closely

resembles a style more characteristic of Janissary music.
As seen in Figure 32, there are accents on strong beats by
all percussion instruments coupled with steady sixteenth

118Carl Maria von Weber, Preciosa (Berlin: Schlesinger'
sche Buch and Musikhandlung, n . d . ) .
119Jehan Tabourot, Orchesographie et Traicte en Forme
de Dialogue par Leguel Toutes Personnes Peuvent facilement
apprendre & Practiquer l'honneste exercise des dances (Langres: lehan des preyz Imprimeur & Libraire, 1588), p. 9.
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note subdivisions by the triangle and Kleine Trommel (snare
dru m ) .

E ige u n er-M a rsd i (oaA eiaer adttrn Zigeuner-Melodie)

Moderate, m * tutto ben marcato
C Ur.

i m ,

r

rr*

Cor.

T rlU fe lB a d JQclai Troam ol (Ik a ta rta )

PI.

EH3

^
es' i M

iv
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‘ 1 fctpv
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fl.

CUt

Cor.

Tun*.
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Figure 31.

Preciosa by Weber
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Pice.

Clar.
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Figure 32.

Preciosa by Weber * 2 0

120carl Maria von Weber, Preciosa (Berlin: Schlesinger'sche Buch and Musikhandlung, n.d.).
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As was mentioned earlier,

the term tambourin has

been used by several composers, including Marais and Weber
to indicate a type of large snare drum.
a large tabor with snares.

This is, of course,

If the snares are on the

top head, it is usually called a "Tambourin de Provence,"
after the area in which it was widely used.

In the discus

sion of works by Marais and Weber, however,

the parts

require the use of two sticks, unlike the early tabors.
Georges Bizet, on the other hand, calls for a tambourin
"without snares" in his incidental music to L*Arlgsienne, a
play by Daudet premiered in October of 1872.

In this work,

the snare drum part can be effectively performed with only
one hand.

Figure 33 represents the snare drum part from

L*Arl 6 sienne.
The third genre which influenced the acceptance of
the snare drum as an orchestral instrument was the cantata.
In addition to opera and incidental music,

the cantata,

another voice-dominated genre, utilized sizable orchestras.
Carl Maria von Weber, cited earlier for his use of
the snare drum in the incidental music to P r e c i o s a , also
used this instrument in his cantata, Kampf und S i e g , written
and premiered in Prague on December 11, 1815.

This work,

composed in the wake of Waterloo, is by far Weber's largest
cantata.

It is also unusual in that it contains no arias.

Weber felt the drama of the battle and victory could be kept
moving if the aria form was omitted.
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Weber calls for a Tamburo militare in No. 5 entitled
Krieger-choir ("Oestreichischer Grenadiermarsch").

In this

instance, the snare drum and piccolo play a duet for sixteen
measures at the dynamic level of pianissimo (Allegro
Vivace) .

An eight measure snare drum solo marked Vivace

later appears in No.
Marsch").

6

entitled Krieger-choir ("Feindlicher

The two examples mentioned above contain simple

pace-making rhythms similar to those used in military
functions.
In No. 7, Schlacht (Allegro moder a t o ) and No. 9,
Erneute Schlacht (Allegro feroce) , Weber utilizes simple
quarter note patterns and simple embellishments including
flams,

rolls, and accents.121

Weber's use of the snare

drum, except for the fact that it appears in a cantata, is
not unusual.

He exploits the dynamic range of the snare

drum and writes idiomatically for it as well.

Additional

percussion instruments used in this cantata include timpani,
bass drum, triangle and cymbals.
Although the cantata genre as a whole contains only
isolated uses of the snare drum, the inclusion of Kampf und
Sieg does fall within the scope of this monograph and is
included here accordingly.
The fourth genre considered important in the
development of the snare drum as an orchestral instrument is

121carl Maria van Weber, Kampf und Sieg (Berlin: Schlesinger, 1870), p. 15-37.
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"battle" and "outdoor" music.

Probably the best example of

the snare drum's use in the orchestra with a strict military
association is found in a "Battle" piece by Ludwig van
Beethoven, entitled, Wellington's Vic t o r y .

This particular

genre was very popular during times of turmoil and Wel
lington *s V i c t o r y , written in 1813, was very successful
during this time as well.

It was performed on many concerts

as the feature number and was on the program at the pre
mieres of many of his other orchestral works.
In Weilington's Vic t o r y , Beethoven makes full use of
the military signals from both the English and French.

He

calls for four snare drums; two for the English side and two
for the French side.

Each drum duo is called upon to play a

pace-making march for their respective army.
Figure 34 is taken from the score of Wellington's
Victory and represents the drum (Trommeln) and bugle
(Trompeten) signals of both the English and French Armies.
According to the composer, these marches are to be
played as if approaching from a distance and repeated at
will with a crescendo (possibly adding players as the volume
increases).

The English march is played in a slow deliber

ate manner.

As this drum march continues, a trumpet call

(in Eb) is sounded, signaling the troops to prepare for
battle (that is "to boots").

At the conclusion of the call,

the orchestra plays a march to the popular tune "Rule
Britannia."

When the English march is finished, the same
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Figure 34.

Wellington's Victory by Beethoven

procedure is followed to ready the French side.

According

to Beethoven, the French march was played much faster than
the English, as was customary at this t i m e . 1 2 2

1 2 2 As early as 1627, Pistofilo also tells us "The
French custom, as far as the beat of the ordinance is
concerned, is faster.
More specifically, the French take
two steps for each measure, and pause after each." from
Bonaventura Pistofilo, II torneo di Bonaventura Pistofilo
Nobile Ferrarese dottor di legge e cavaliere. nel Teatro di
Pallade dell 'ordine MilitareT et Accademico . . . (Bologna:
Presso Clemente Ferrone, 1627), p. 117.
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Again the identical trumpet call is played to ready
the French side, this time in C, and the orchestra then
plays a march to the equally popular French tune, "Malborough."

At the conclusion of this march, each trumpet

sounds the military signal k cheval which means

"to horse."

Again,

and the

the French call is played in C very fast

English in

Eb very slow.

The k c h eval, illustrated in

Figure 35,

signals the beginning of the battle.

AufTorderung.
Tromba in 0 an der fVanzosisohrn SHte.

Gegonruf.
Troinbn in Es an dt*r englisehen Seite.

allacca:

Figure 35. k cheval from Wellington's Victory by
Beethoven

The k cheval is one of five principal military
calls or field pieces referred to by Johann Ernst Altenburg
in his Versucb einer Anleitung zur heroiseh-musikalischen
Trompeter-und Paukerkunst of 1795.

Many composers used

bugle and drum calls in their works, often times in an
effort to evoke some sort of military mood.
In the bass aria "Grosser Herr, o starker Kbnig"
from his Christmas O r a t o r i o , Johann Sebastian Bach employed
a trumpet signal drawn upon the k cheval melody.

This same
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signal was used earlier by Heinrich Ignaz Franz von Biber
(1644-1704) in the trumpet part of one of his violin sona
tas.

Georges Bizet also used the k cheval in his opera,

C a r m e n , produced in 1875.
Tarr,

According to Squire, Farmer and

"Bizet probably did not know a Spanish call, and was

in any case writing for a French audience,

so he borrowed

for his purpose the French cavalry k c h e v a l . " 1 2 3

The French

"Retraite" was used by Hector-Louis Berlioz in his La
damnation de Faust of 1846, while Daniel-Franqois-Esprit
Auber had used the French "boute-selle" earlier in the
overture to Fra Diavolo in 1830.

And finally,

the Austrian

"Retreat," used by the cavalry in that country, is found in
the opening of Franz von Supp 6 's Leichte Kavallerie of 1866.
Beethoven employed other percussion instruments in
portraying the battle scenes of his works.

During the

course of Wellington's V i c t o r y , he also utilized the percus
sion section in providing the sounds of battle in addition
to their regularly assigned parts.
or rattle parts.

There are two "ratsche"

These are played on ratchets, with one for

the English and one for the French side.

These instruments

are supposed to represent the sound of rapid gunfire.

For

the canon shots on each side, he specifies two large bass
drums.

This is in addition to the one already in the

percussion section.

The parts these canons are to play

123The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Mu s i c i a n s ,
1980 e d . , s.v. "Military calls," by William Barclay Squire,
Henry G. Farmer, and Edward H. Tarr.
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are denoted in the score with blackened circles for the
English army and open circles for the French army.

The

composer indicates both "canons" and "rifles" are to be kept
offstage, out. of the orchestra, and separated (that is one
on each side of the orchestra).
Beethoven utilizes the snare drum, as well as
Janissary instruments,

in nearly all of his works written

for "outdoor" performances1^ ;

not only marches, but also in

the Polonaise fUr Militarmusik and Ecossaise fUr Militarmusik, both written in 1810, and Zwei Mgrsche fUr Militarmusikl25 written in 1809.

Another "outdoor" march by Beeth

oven, Marsch (Zapfenstreich)126 fur Militarmusik, similarly

i24Aithough Beethoven did not always indicate string
parts in his music for outdoor performances, his use of the
snare drum in these compositions deserves consideration.
Beethoven's outdoor music was usually performed by the wind
and percussion sections from the orchestra on concerts and
the string section may have been present to play other
works. Because Beethoven's use of the snare drum in other
orchestral works previously mentioned illustrates his aware
ness of the instrument and its capabilities, the inclusion
of a discussion of these works is justified.
125This was the first of three marches Beethoven wrote
for the evening tattoo of the Bohemian army.
It later found
a place among a collection of Prussian infantry marches as a
"March fur das Yorch'sche Korps."
126"The Tatoo was originally a military call sounded in
the evening to signal the local tavern keepers to close
shop, and the soldiers to repair to their quarters.
The
word seems to be derived from t a p t o o , or putting the tap to
the keg and selling no more liquor that evening.
In
Germany, the bung (Zapfen) was replaced in the barrel, and a
chalk line (Streich) was drawn across the bung by the guard
so that it could not be opened without evidence of tamper
ing." from: Norman Smith and Albert Stoutamire, Band Music
N o t e s , rev. ed. (San Diego: Kjos West/Neil A. Kjos, Jr.,
Publisher, 1979) p. 19.
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makes use of the snare drum.

The snare drum parts in these

works are extremely simple, consisting of single strokes,
short rolls, and long rolls.

The function of the snare drum

in these works can best be described as accompanimental.
That is to say, the contribution of the snare drum is not as
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Polonaise fUr Militarmusik by Beethoven
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important to the melodic, harmonic, or rhythmical ideas of
these works as are the other instruments, most notably the
woodwinds and brass.

Rey Longyear, in his article on the

domestication of the snare drum, suggests two theories for
Beethoven's reluctance in incorporating more difficult
passages for the snare drum.

First, he believes the snare

drum parts may have been doubled and needed to be simple in

F a u to p icco lo .
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Yi

a i

r1

C o rn i in D .

T ro in b a In I).

T a u ib u ro g ra n d *

Tam buro m ilita r* .

Figure 37.

Ecossaise ftlr Militarmusik by Beethoven
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order to achieve precision.

Secondly, the player,

if only

one was used, may very well have improvised from the written
par t . 127.

The snare drum parts in question are illustrated

in Figures 36, 37, and 38.

They are taken from the Polo

naise , the Ecossaise and the Zwei Marsche, respectively.
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127ftey Longyear, "The Domestication of the Snare Drum,"
Percussionist (November 1965), p. 2.
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The snare drum is referred to as either Tamburo militare or
Tamburo piccolo in these three work for military

band.

128

Paul Hindemith composed his Symphonia Serena for
O r c h e s t r a , a four-movement work written and premiered by the
Dallas Symphony Orchestra in 1946.
entitled,

The second movement,

"Geschwindmarch by Beethoven-Paraphrase for

Symphonia Serena," is scored only for wind instruments 1 2 9
and takes the form of a vigorous paraphrase of Ludwig van
Beethoven's Zwei MSrsche fUr Mili t a r m u s i k , mentioned above.
The wind parts contain fragments of the melody,
first introduced against an energetic woodwind accompani
ment,

followed by an altered presentation of the theme in

compound meter.

Despite his treatment of the winds, the

percussion parts (timpani,

glockenspiel, and snare drum) are

extremely simple and straight forward.

The timpani are

tuned to F and Db, the glockenspiel part is limited to seven
pitches, and the snare drum part is actually very typical of
Beethoven's writing for the instrument.

Hindemith utilizes

only a few basic rhythms in the snare drum part, including
quarter,

eighth, half, and whole notes.

Rolls are indicated

by the symbol "tr" in both the timpani and snare drum

128other percussion instruments present in these works
are Tamburo grande (Bass Drum), Cinelli (crash cymbals), and
Triangolo (triangle).
129This movement can and is often performed by wind
ensembles since strings are not required in the second movement.
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part.130

Figure 39 contains an excerpt from the snare drum

part taken from the second movement of Hindemith's Symphonia
Serena for Orchestra.131

Copyright 1947,

Figure 39.
Hindemith

1956 by B. Schott's Sbhne

Symphonia Serena for Orchestra by

130 Three slashes were used by Beethoven to indicate
the snare drum rolls in the original march.
131 a traditional transcription of Beethoven's Zwei
Marsche fllr Militarmusik, authentically edited for modern
instruments, has been made available by H. Robert Reynolds.
In this case, the snare drum part very closely resembles
that of the original.
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The fifth area of interest in this discussion of
orchestral snare drum performance involves a look at a more
social

or functional type of music.

by Joseph Lanner and

For this genre, waltzes

Johann Strauss, Jr. were selected.

During the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,
military bands flourished throughout Europe and America.
addition to their military duties,

In

these bands were often

called upon to provide entertainment for troops, usually in
the form of dances or concerts.

This use of military bands

eventually extended to concerts held in town squares and
halls.132
in the

With this in mind,

the presence of the snare drum

examples that follow should not seem surprising.
Composers of

this time had heard the snare drum in

military bands playing music designed for entertainment.
Several examples of music from the eighteenth century
written in triple meter

(3/8 and 3/4) and intended for

military bands are included in George Kastner's Manuel
g£n 6 ral de musique militaire k l 1usage des armies frangais
of 1848.

Pieces in triple meter were rarely used in

military manuevers requiring marching and were often used as
short concert pieces, much as they are today.
The main difference between military and non
military use of the snare drum in social or functional
music, lies in the rhythmic treatment of the snare drum.

As

132In an effort to sustain their occupation, civilian
trumpeters and drummers regularly organized guilds and often
refused membership to military musicians.
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expected, the role of the snare drum in military works of
this nature involve intricate parts and constant rhythms
usually with little or no resting.

In the discussion of the

waltzes by Lanner and Strauss that follows, the function and
use of the snare drum has been significantly altered.

The

snare drum is now used only occasionally and then only as an
instrument of color or dynamic reinforcement.
Josef Lanner was a violinist, conductor, and
composer of over 200 waltzes.

His compositional output

gives him, and Johann Strauss, Sr. rightful credit in
creating the Viennese waltz.

It is apparent in this

particular genre that most signs associated with military
drumming have begun to disappear.
In Die Badner Ring'In, Opus 64 (1832), Lanner
utilizes the snare drum,

(tamburo petit) , not as a military

instrument, but rather as an instrument of reinforcement,
during important accented passages and phrases involving
crescendos as well as decrescendos.

In a few instances, as

in the example shown in Figure 40, the snare drum is used
both as a solo and supportive instrument.
In another waltz, entitled Die Romantiker, Opus 167
(1841), Lanner's use of the §nare drum entails supporting a
sustained crescendo and emphasizing accented passages.

This

is also an early example of using the snare drum for "coloristic purposes" rather than its original role, that is, of
rhythmic support.

A short excerpt from this composition is
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found in Figure 41.
The snare drum is found in numerous waltzes by
another well known composer of this genre.

Johann Strauss,

Jr., in his Emperor Waltz, Op 437 ("Kaiser-Walzer"), wrote

Introduction

„.

Flauto
Oboe
Clarinetto I
in E
Clarinetto I I
in A
Fagotto
Como I I I
in E
Tromba I I I
in E
Trombone
Tamburo petit
Tamburo grande
-

S*71'

Violino I
Violino I I

SSi..
Violino I I I
Contrabasso

Figure 40.

Die Badner Ring'In by Lanner
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for the kleine trommel.

This is a perfect example of

knowing when not to play a passage exactly as it is written.

Introduktion.
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Die Romantiker by Lanner
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In measure nineteen of the first waltz, the eighth
note occurring on the upbeat of count one is not played as
written.

According to Anthony Cirone:
For almost every instrument there exists
numerous instances when the execution of the written
notation must be altered to achieve the authentic
style, or performance practice, of the period.
A
knowledge and understanding of these stylistic
changes will develop as the player gains experience
through listening to good recordings and live
performances and by performing these parts with an
orchestra . 1 3 3
Cirone suggests that the eighth note in question

receive a value "somewhere between a triplet and sixteenth
note," and should be played closer to beat two than written.
This phenomenon occurs in several "Vienese" waltzes and
should be interpreted accordingly.
The frequency of snare drum parts in social music
was a strong factor influencing the acceptance of the snare
drum as an orchestral instrument.
used more and more in performances,

As the instrument was
especially as in the

examples above, its military association was slowly, but not
entirely, forgotten.

It is perhaps in this area of music

that the snare drum actually began to be utilized consis
tently as a color instrument.
For the most part, percussion instruments were used
to evoke particular atmospheres (i.e. the Orient and
the military), and were but rarely used as abstract
timbres and colors until the later 19th century when
the Impressionist school came into being.
Debussy
and Ravel used the percussion instruments as color,

133Anthony Cirone and Joe Sinai, The Logic of It All
(Menlo Park, California: Cirone Publications, 1977), p. 96.
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but colors which played an integral part in a larger
canvas.
That is to say the percussion section
became a functioning part of an orchestra that was
made up of a color palette and thus became a section
within the orchestra rather than one imposed upon
it.134
Composers other than Debussy and Ravel also began to
realize the many different timbres the snare drum could
contribute to their "palette" of orchestral colors.

The

premature coloristic use of the snare drum, to some extent,
foreshadowed the impressionistic movement that was to
flourish primarily in France during the last decade of the
nineteenth century.

One will recall the use of the snare

drum as a color or "effect" instrument as early as 1706 when
Marin Marais used the snare drum in his opera, Alcione, to
produce the sound of a storm.
The

sixth category of music to be studied is the

standard orchestral repertoire.

As you will recall from

Chapter I, the third objective of this
examine the

developments of orchestral snare drum

mance practice.
brief!35

monograph was to
perfor

In order to accomplish this objective, a

analysis of works within the standard orchestral

repertoire was necessary.
There are numerous examples of the use of the snare
134iiorriS Goldenberg, Modern School for Snare Drum with
a Guide Book for the Artist Percussionist (New York: Chappell and Co. Inc., 1955), p. 70.
135^ detailed discussion or analysis of every work
containing a snare drum part with some or all of the mili
tary-like characteristics would take up an enormous amount
of space.
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drum in the standard orchestral repertoire.

This fact in

itself supports the idea that the five genres discussed
earlier (opera, incidental music, cantatas,

"battle" and

"outdoor" music, and social or functional music) played a
major role in cultivating the acceptance of the snare drum
in the standard orchestral repertoire.

However,

it is in

this last category that we find snare drum parts that are
both firmly rooted in military traditions and those which
are completely void of any type of a ssociation, be it
military,

folk-like, or otherwise.

An early work that deserves special recognition for
its contribution to orchestral snare drum performance is
Music for the Royal F i r eworks.
Friedrich Handel,

Written in 1749 by Georg

this composition makes reference to the

use of side drums only in the score.
parts were not provided by Handel.

Written snare drum
Tradition has it that on

the first performance, more than twelve side drums were
used.

This use of several drums to some extent, anticipated

Hector-Louis Berlioz's use of percussion in his Grande Messe
des Morts in 1837, some eighty-eight years later.

In A

Treatise on modern instrumentation and orchestration;

to

which appended the Chef d'orchestre, Berlioz discusses his
preference for several snare drums in orchestral works:
Drums . . . are rarely well placed otherwise
than in large orchestras of wind instruments.
Their
effect is the better and the nobler, . . . as they
are more numerous; a single drum . . . has always
appeared to me mean and vulgar.
. . . But eight, ten, twelve, or more drums,
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executing in a military march rhythmical accom
paniments, or crescendo rolls, prove magnificent and
powerful . . .136
In Chapter II, the military associations of the
snare drum were outlined and discussed in great detail.
These associations occupy a significant place in the discus
sion of snare drum parts from the standard orchestral
repertoire.
For the purposes of this monograph, a snare drum
part has military associations if at least one of the
following exists:

(1 ) a major portion of the snare drum part

contains steady, march-like rhythms (the passage may or may
not contain embellishments and there is an obvious absence
of syncopated rhythms,

(2 ) a major portion of the rhythms

found in the snare drum parts resemble those found in early
sources dealing with military drum music.

These early

sources include works discussed in Chapter II by George
Kastner, Marin Mersenne, Bonaventura Pistofilo, John Philip
Sousa, Jehan Tabourot, and Horace Walpole.

These sources

contain military snare drum calls, "ordinances," and marches
from French,

Italian, Belgian, Prussian, Austrian, Bavarian,

English, and American military units.
Nineteenth and twentieth century works with snare
drum passages containing substantial military associations

136Hector-Louis Berlioz, A Treatise on modern in
strumentation and orchestration; to which appended the Chef
d'orchestre, trans. Mary Clarke, new ed., rev, and ed.
Joseph Bennett (London: J. Alfred Novello, 1882), p. 231.
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as defined above include Franz von Supp£'s Pique D a m e ,
Hector Berlioz's R&k 6 czi March (1846), Anton Titl's Per
Tambour der G a r d e , Peter Tchaikovsky's 1812 Overture
Solennelle (1880) and Slavonic Marsch (1876), Nikolay
Rimsky-Korsakov's Capriccio Espagnol (1886), and Schehe
razade (1887), Claude Debussy's "Fetes" from Trois Nocturnes
(1900),

ZoltAn KodAly's H&ry J&nos Suite (1926), Dmitri

Shostakovich's Symphony No. 1 (1926), Sergey Prokofiev's
Lieutenant Kij 6 (1933), Peter and the Wolf (1936), and
Symphony No. 5 (1944), William Schuman's Symphony No. 3
(1941), George Antheil's Symphony No. 5 (1948), Serge
Prokofiev's Symphony No. 7 (1952), Dmitri Shostakovich's
Symphony No. 10 (1953), and Piano Concerto in F, Op. 102
(1957), and Charles Ives's The Gong on the Hook and Ladder
or Firemen's Parade on Main Street (I960).137

Brief

excerpts from each of the works above are illustrated in
Figures 42 through 60.

The resemblance to early military

drum beatings previously discussed in Chapter II can be seen
in each of these excerpts.

Tempo, dynamic, phrase and

interpretive markings that appear in the following excerpts
were taken from actual snare drum parts.

When discrepancies

in these markings were found in different published snare
drum parts, the markings appearing in the original score
were used.

137Every example listed has been analyzed or cited in
numerous pedagogical sources including snare drum method
books, percussion texts and orchestral excerpt lists.
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Figure 42. Pique Dame by Supp 6
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Figure 43. R£k 6 czi March by Berlioz
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Figure 44. Per Tambour der Garde by Titl
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Figure 45. 1812 Overture Solennelle by Tchaikovsky

Figure 46. Slavonic Marsch by Tchaikovsky
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Figure 49.

"Fetes" from Trois Nocturnes by Debussy
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Copyright 1928 by Universal Editions
Figure 50. H£ry Jdnos Suite by Koddly
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Copyright 1926 by Leeds Music Corporation
Figure 51. Symphony No. 1 by Shostakovich
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Figure 52. Lieutenant Kij£ by Prokofiev
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Figure 53. Peter and the Wolf by Prokofiev
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Copyright 1946 by Leeds Music Corporation
Figure 54. Symphony No. 5 by Prokofiev
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Copyright 1942 by G. Schirmer
Figure 55. Symphony No. 3 by Schuman
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Figure 56. Symphony No. 5 by Antheil
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Figure 57. Symphony No. 7 by Prokofiev
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Figure 58. Symphony No.

10 by Shostakovich
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Copyright 1957 by Leeds Music Corporation
Figure 59. Piano Concerto in F, Op. 102 by Shostakovich
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Copyright 1960 by Peer International Corporation
Figure 60. The Gong on the Hook and Ladder or
Firemen's Parade on Main Street by Ives

Although all of the preceding examples contain some
evidence of military associations, many of these same works
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contain other passages which do not contain military-like
rhythms.

An excellent example is Nikolay Rimsky-Korsakov's

Scheherazade.

This composition contains passages considered

military and folk-like.

In addition, some sections of the

snare drum part do not fall into either the military or
folk-like categories.

Excerpts from these folk and "neu

tral" passages are contained in Figures 61 and 62, respec
tively.

etc.

mf

cresc.

sf

pp

Figure 61. Scheherazade by Rimsky-Korsakov'

E

etc.

Figure 62. Scheherazade by Rimsky-Korsakov'
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As was discussed in Chapter II, the snare drum was
also used as a folk instrument prior to its appearance in
the orchestra.

An excellent example of the use of the snare

drum primarily as a folk instrument in the standard orches
tral repertoire of the twentieth century is found in one of
Maurice Ravel's most recognized compositions, B o l e r o ,
produced in Paris in 1928.

As depicted in Figure 63, the

snare drum plays what is essentially a two measure folk
dance rhythm.

This incessant pattern, which is repeated one

hundred and sixty-nine times during the course of the piece,
begins very softly and crescendos during the entire piece.

Tempo di Bolero moderato assai

II

3 3 =3

zza

=33 3 =1=133 =1=Jj3 m

pp
Copyright 1929 by Editions Durand and Cie of Paris.
Figure 63.

Bolero by Ravel

There are many compositions which contain military,
folk, and sometimes no apparent associations.

When com

posers score for a particular emotion or setting,

the

atmosphere can be changed or altered by subtle differences
in timbres.

The snare drum, with its many timbres, can be

used to imitate the sound of an approaching army, a medieval
folk-dance, or to provide rhythmic and dynamic support when
needed.

All of these functions result in a snare drum part
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that does not always fall into a specific category. Pre
viously mentioned works with multi-associated parts include
Nikolay Rimsky-Korsakov's Capriccio Espagnol and Schehera
z a d e , Zoltdn Kod&ly's Hafy JAnos S u i t e , Dmitri Shosta
kovich's Symphony No.

1 and Symphony No. 10.

Those compositions containing snare drum parts which
seem to bear little or no resemblance to previous associa
tions include Mili Balakirev's Islamey (1908), Alexander
Borodin's Prince Igor (1869-90), Maurice Ravel's Alborada
del Gracioso (1905), Charles Ives's "Putnam's Camp" from
Three Places in New England (1903-14) and Symphony No. 4
(1910-16), Ernest Bloch's Schelomo (1916), Serge Prokofiev's
Symphony No.

6

(1945-47), Leonard Bernstein's Age of Anxiety

(Symphony No. 2) (1949), Benjamin Britten's The Turn of the
Screw (1954), John Addison's Carte B l a n c h e , and Carl Stock
hausen's Kontakte (1960), Spiel fUr Orc h e s t e r , and Trans.
Brief examples of the writing for the snare drum in some of
the works listed above follow immediately in Figures 64
through 72.

The styles utilized in these works are as

varied as they are diverse.

|^

J f f l J>.

,

-
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Figure 64.

Islamey by Balakirev
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66

. "Putnam's Camp" from Three Places in New

England by Ives
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Figure 69. Sehelomo by Blocb
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Snare drum with brushes
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Copyright 1950 by G. Schirmer,
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Figure 70. Age of Anxiety by Bernstein
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Figure 71. Carte Blanche by Addison
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Copyright 1966 by Boosey and Hawkes
Figure 72. The Turn of the Screw by Britten

Other twentieth century works by well known com/

posers that contain snare drum parts worth mentioning
include Edgard Varfese's Hyperprism (1923), Benjamin Lees's
Symphony No. 3 (1975) and Collage; for String Quartet, Wind
Quintet and Percussion (1978), and Michael Colgrass's D 6 jd
Vu for Percussion Quartet and Orchestra (1978).
In 1944, the foremost Hungarian composer, B 6 la
Bart 6 k completed the highly successful Concerto for Or-
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c hestra . 1 3 8

The second movement,

entitled "The Joke of the

Couples," begins with a snare drum solo that represents the
culmination of many years of evolution for orchestral snare
drum performance.

This passage, illustrated in Figure 73,

is completely void of the characteristics originally present
in early music for the snare drum.

There are no flams,

ruffs, rolls or steady march-like rhythms.
calls for a clear snare drum (snares off)

Bartdk also
throughout.

Most

professional performers agree that the best way to execute
this passage is to apply a special sticking pattern to it.
Most play the accented notes with the left hand and the non
accented notes with the right.

The opposite sticking would

work just as well for some performers.

Playing the accents

with one hand provides the distinction needed.

Likewise,

beating the repeating sixteenth notes with one hand allows
for a even, flowing sound.

This technique is applicable to

numerous other compositions with similar problems.

The

underlying purpose of the snare drum in this instance is an

H

J

j-J

JJ- ijj j-yJTi J
K

I

$
Figure 73. Concerto for Orchestra by Bart 6 k

l38Concerto for Orchestra was commissioned by Koussevitzky and performed by him in Boston that same year.
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active rather than passive one, both rhythmically and
melodically.

Bartok's use of different playing areas

(center and edge) is also a noteworthy development.

This

technique, which represents another attempt at expanding the
tonal capabilities of the snare drum, was also used in 1968
by Elliott Carter in his Eight Pieces for Four Timpani.
An example of a composer's unique use of the snare
drum in the orchestral repertoire is found in Carl Nielsen's
Symphony # 5 .
1922,

This symphony, premiered in Copenhagen in

is the best-known work written by this outstanding

Danish composer.

It displays immense instrumental color.

The writing for the snare drum requires all the artistry of
a professional performer.

Between rehearsal numbers thirty-

four and thirty-five, the snare drum plays a simple,
straight forward passage,

at a constant tempo of 116, while

the orchestra plays at a different tempo.

The dissention

between tempi is intentional at this point with the role of
the snare drum being a sort of antagonist.

The rhythms

present in the snare drum part at this point, as seen in
Figure 74, resemble a simple march.

This treatment of the

snare drum in a cadence-like passage was in keeping with the
traditional function of the instrument.
today in many compositions.

This is still done

However, beginning at rehearsal

number thirty-five, the snare drum is called upon to play a
written cadenza.

It should be quite free and far removed

from the orchestra's tempo and, according to Arthur Press,
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"it should be a veritable showcase for your technique.m139
This type of writing for the instrument is not in keeping
with early pace-making associations.

After rehearsal number

thirty-six, the snare drum continues the cadenza ad libitumThis section allows the player a great deal of freedom.

A

passage where the snare drummer improvises, either on
previously stated material or on new m a t e r i a l , is extremely
rare in the traditional orchestral repertoire.

This is an

excellent example of the limits composers have sought to
expand in the use of the snare drum.

3

3

' Cadenza

ftftftf2

Cadenza ad lib

:=»• O ______ 2

Copyright 1950 by Skandlnasik Musikforlag
Figure 74. Symphony No. 5 by Nielsen

139Arthur Press, Classical Percussion (Music Minus One
MMO 4065), p. 24.
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Many prominent percussionists have written out
cadenzas for Nielsen's Symphony No. 5.

Arthur Press, in his

Music Minus One project, Classical P e r c u s s i o n , believes it
is more practical to write a cadenza before hand than to
improvise one on the spot.

He wrote a cadenza for the

passage in question following a discussion with Michael
Tilson Thomas, who was guest conducting the Boston Symphony,
of which Press is a member.

Thomas preferred "short, rapid,

staccato outbursts rather than sustained or repetitive
passages."140
Another work by Carl Nielsen, Koncert for Klarinet
og Orkester. Op. 5 7 , makes extensive use of the snare drum.
The snare drum part is so important in this work that it is
often times performed on recitals and concerts with clari
net, piano (in place of the orchestra) and snare drum.

The

snare drum part consists of intricate rhythms, a large range
of dynamics, and occasional ostinato passages.

An example

from this composition appears in Figure 75.
The seventh genre which played an important role in
the development of orchestral snare drum performance is
chamber music.

Although this area does not contain a wealth

of passages utilizing the snare drum, the fact that the
snare drum is included at all in works by reputable com
posers indicates at least a passive acceptance of the
instrument in art music.

Four notable compositions which

140ibid.
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Copyright 1946 by Edition Dania
Figure 75.

Koncert for Klarinet og Orkester by Nielsen

deserve mentioning include Igor Stravinsky's Histoire du
Soldat

(1918), William Walton's Facade (1923), Bdla Bartdk's

Sonata for Two Pianos and Percussion (1938), and Charles
Wuorinen's Chamber Concerto for Oboe and Ten Players (1965).
Stravinsky calls for several different percussion
instruments to be played by one percussionist in Histoire du
Soldat.

The complete instrumentation with winds includes

clarinet, bassoon, cornet a pistons,

trombone,

violin,

double bass, two side drums of different size without
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snares,

snare drum without snare, snare drum with snares,

bass drum, cymbals, tambourine and triangle.

The only

instance where he calls for "snares on" occurs in the field
drum part to "Marche Royale" between rehearsal number
fourteen and fifteen (only five measures).

This passage is

written in two-four time and consists of simple rhythms
coupled with two and four note grace notes.
With the instrumentation mentioned above,

the

influence of jazz in Stravinsky's compositions is highly
visible,

especially during this period of conflict.

The

percussion set-up in this work very closely resembles the
drum set in use during the second decade of the twentieth
century.

Stravinsky admitted that early American jazz

rhythms greatly influenced him in Histoire du Soldat and
R a g t i m e , both composed in 1918.
The specific effects of jazz and the drum set on the
development of orchestral snare drum performance in general
deserves considerably more space than the focus of this
monograph can allow.

It is obvious,

however, in the

discussed above that the medium of jazz had a

work

profound

influence on both the instrumentation and rhythmical
complexities of a few compositions.
In 1920, William Walton finished Facade*4 * , scored

*4 *William Walton makes use of the musico-dramatic
technique called melodrama in this work.
In compositional
and organizational techniques, it is similar to the inciden
tal music discussed earlier by Ludwig van Beethoven, Carl
Maria von Weber, and
George Bizet.
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for speaker, flute, clarinet,
percussion.
side drum,

alto sax, cello,

trumpet, and

The percussion list provided by Walton includes
loose cymbal,

triangle,

tambourine, castanets,

two wood blocks, sticks, and wire brushes.

One of the most

demanding aspects of this piece lies in the execution of
stick changes while muffling the cymbal and triangle.
Also of great importance in the execution of this
work is the instrument set up.

A detailed discussion of

nearly all twenty-one movements and a well though-out set up
is included in James Holland's book, Percussion . 1 4 2
William Walton makes use of standard snare drum
timbres and novel sounds including rim shots and playing on
the rim.

It should be noted that the instrumentation of

this work, like that of Stravinsky's Histoire du S o l d a t ,
resembles that of the early American jazz groups (with the
exception of the c e l l o ) .
BelA Bartdk premiered his Sonata for Two Pianos and
Percussion in Basle in 1938 after some thirty-six rehear
sals.

B 6 la and his wife played the two piano parts, which

142James Holland, Percussion (New York: Schirmer Books,
1978), p. p. 206-229.
The percussion part to Fagade as
contained in Holland's book (which includes sixteen of the
twenty-one movements) differs significantly from the
percussion score provided by Morris Goldenberg in his Modern
School for Snare Drum (only five movements are included
h e r e ) . Percussionists preparing to perform this composition
should make every effort to consult the original score for
the correct interpretation.
Fagade was originally written
in 1923.
A revised edition for an augmented orchestra was
issued by the composer in 1942 (Goldenberg cites a 1938
copyright d ate).
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were later changed to fit a subsequent arrangement with
orchestra (the two percussion parts were not altered,
however).

Many performers familiar with this composition

agree that it requires four very experienced players.

It

should have been called a quartet instead of the inferred
two pianos with percussion accompaniment.

One percussionist

plays timpani with two snare drums, triangle,

tambourine and

cymbals while the second percussionist plays xylophone, two
snare drums, bass drum, triangle,

tam-tam, and cymbals.

Although much more contemporary than Stravinsky's Histoire
du S o l d a t , this composition made extensive use of the snare
drum throughout.

Up until the World War II, these two

compositions, as well as Walton's F a c a d e , dominated the
chamber repertoire with respect to the snare drum.
In 1965, Charles Wuorinen finished his Chamber
Concerto for Oboe and Ten P l a y e r s .

This work, commissioned

by the Koussevitzky Music Foundation and composed for Josef
Marx, is scored for solo oboe,
vibraphone,

glockenspiel,

tuba, xylophone, marimba,

timpani, and three percussionists.

The three separate percussion parts are divided into
distinct sound masses consisting of skin (drums), wood, and
metal instruments, respectively.

Each percussionist is

assigned to one of the three sound masses for the duration
of the composition.

The drum sound mass includes bass drum

(deep and medium), field drum,

tenor drum, medium drum,

small drum, snare drum, bongos (four), and tambourine.
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list of wood and metal instruments is equally as long.
The use of the snare drum in this particular work is
quite different from previous applications of composers from
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

The snare drum does

not occupy a prominent place in the orchestration as it did
in Supp 6 's Pique Dame or Nielsen's Symphony No. 5.

Instead,

the snare drum is only one drum in a series of drums that
vary in relative pitch from the very deep bass drum to the
high pitched bongos and tambourine.

It is merely one voice

within the range of a larger instrument.

The configuration

of several different percussion instruments intended to be
played by one performer has subsequently been referred to as
"multiple percussion."
The advent of multiple percussion has been used by
many composers of the twentieth century.

The chamber pieces

discussed earlier by Stravinsky, Bartok and Walton all
utilize this concept.

Darius Milhaud wrote Concerto pour

batterie e petit orchestre in 1930.

This was the first

concerto featuring multiple percussion as a solo instrument.
The batterie includes timpani,

snare drum,

tenor drum,

tambour provencale, suspended cymbal, bass drum and cymbals,
tam-tam,

triangle, wood block, metal block,

castagnettes, ratchet, and slapstick.

tambourine,

The snare drum is

used primarily as a melodic instrument * 4 3 with the tenor

143oarius Milhaud, Concerto pour batterie e petit orchestre (Wien: Universal-Edition A.G, 1930), measures 2023.
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drum and tambour provencale.

Occasionally, Milhaud combines

the snare drum with the timpani or the suspended c y m b a l ,
metal block and wood block in a similar

f a s h i o n .

144

Another composition by Milhaud that makes extensive
use of the "multiple percussion" concept is his Creation of
the World (1923).

Leonard Bernstein likewise paired the

snare drum and tenor drum together in his Overture to
"Candide"

(1956)445 and The Age of Anxiety (1949)1 4 6 .

Benjamin Britten combined the snare drum (without s nares),
suspended c y m b a l , tenor drum and bass drum in a recurring
melodic passage in The Rape of Lucretia (1946).
Outside the confines of the orchestral percussion
section,

the snare drum has been honored with a full fledged

concerto, written by Rolf Lieberman and entitled, The Geigy
Festival concerto, FUr Basler Trommel und grosses Orchester;
eine Fantasie Uber Basler T h e m e n .

This concerto, written in

1958 for the Geigy44? Bicentennial celebrations held in
Basle,

features the Basle drum, a large,

444

double-headed snare

I b i d . , measures 96 and 97, respectively.

445Leonard Bernstein, Overture to "Candide"
G. Schirmer, 1955), measures 232-54.

(New York:

146Leonard Bernstein, The Age of Anxiety; Symphony No.
2 for Piano and Orchestra (After ff.H. Auden) (New York: G.
Schirmer, 1960), Variation 5, "The Epiloque."
147The Geigy Company is a world-wide chemical firm
founded in Basle by Johann Rudolf Geigy in 1758.
Notable
contributions to heavy chemical and pest control products
include the first manufacture of synthetic aniline dyes in
1859 and the creation of the insecticidal DDT preparations
during the first half of the twentieth century.
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drum with a metal shell, rope-tensioning and catgut snares.
A drum of this type produces a sound with "peculiar vitality
and undertones."148

Rolf Lieberman utilized the style of

drumming that was popular in the Swiss town of Basle during
the preceding centuries.

A brief excerpt from a discussion

centering around the history of Basle and its music, found
in the full score to this concerto,

is included below:

The first reference to the drums and pipes of Basle
is in the 14th century records which mention their
use in military campaigns.
Swiss mercenaries— some
2.5 million, went into foreign service between the
15th and 19th centuries— introduced the music of
their drums
and pipes into every country of Europe
and even as
far afield as India and America.
Although the city of Basle itself had no regiments
serving under foreign flags, the officers of the
merchant guilds, in whose hands lay the defense of
the city's territory, acquired military experience
in Swiss regiments abroad and brought back with them
their drum and pipe marches.149
Over the years,

the playing of the drum and pipes

gradually lost its military significance and the guilds
themselves became the center of the city's social life.
Erasmus of Rotterdam in
Valerius:

"In Basle

1529 said in a letter to his friend

the drums are heard not only in war but

at weddings and on holidays too, indeed even in the chur
ches, and to their sound the children run in the streets and
the young bride da n c e s . " 1 5 0

148Roif Lieberman, Geigy Festival concerto, FUr Basler
Trommel und grosses Orchester; eine Fantasie Uber Basler
Themen (Wien: Universal Edition, 1958), score notes.
149jbid.
150ibid.
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The Geigy Festival concerto is divided into four
movements entitled, " Introduzione" (Adagio-Allegro),
"Maestoso"
"Finale"

(Andante), "Scherzo e Trio" (Allegro), and

(Vivace) and is about twelve minutes in length.
The orchestration consists of a full string section

and triple winds (flutes and piccolos, oboes, clarinets,
bassoons, trumpets, and trombones), four horns, tuba, and
piano.

The percussion batterie consists of piatti, tam

t a m , gran c a s s a , and campanella in Sib (cymbals,

tam-tam,

bass drum and bells).

(due

In addition eight timpani

esecutori) are called for in the score.
Figure 76 contains an example of the snare drum
cadenza which begins five measures before rehearsal number
eleven and ends seven measures after rehearsal number
thirteen.

The notes indicated by stems down contain the

backbone or melody of this passage.

These notes actually

make up complete measures according to the indicated meter.
The notes indicated by stems up are grace notes or embel
lishments.
measure.

These notes do not fit metrically into each
One measure before rehearsal number eleven is a

perfect example of this technique.

According to the program

notes:
The drum marches played on these occasions have
particular fascination as a result of very slight
decelerations and accelerations within the rhythmic
pattern and the transfer of the accent from the left
to the right foot and from the strong to the weak
beat.
In addition they show many other ornamenta-
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tions unknown in the usual drum marches.151
An excellent example of these "other ornamentations" can be
seen at rehearsal number thirteen.

4.« t
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Copyright 1958 by Universal Edition
Figure 76. Geigy Festival concerto by Lieberman

iSlibid.
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Lieberman uses several folk tunes throughout the
concerto in both the solo and accompaniment.

The opening

canon is from the Basle folk-song "Z'Basel an m ym Rhy" which
is immediately followed by the pipe call "Pfeifertagwacht
The drummer follows with his own "Tagwacht," taken from a
historical air.

The march, called the "Morgenstreich,"

is played by the solo drummer to the accompaniment of the
orchestral timpanist.

Centuries before,

this march was used

as a signal calling the Basle militia to the arms inspec
tion.

Variations on this march follow the original state

ment.

The finale is preceded by the so-called "Retraite,"

another traditional military drum call.

In the finale, the

orchestra and drum alternate entrances and augment each
other.
Other composers have written marches for the drums
and pipes of Basle.

Hans Huber wrote two marches in 1892

and 1901, as did Hermann Suter in 1912 and 1922.

The

tradition was continued by Conrad Beck in 1944 and by
Walther Geiser in 1951.

Frank Martin utilized pipe and drum

themes from Basle in his Per Cornet (1942-43) and Basler
Totentanz (1943).

Deliciae Basilienses (1946) , by Arthur

Honegger, also uses drum and pipe themes that are known to
have come from Basle.

The significance of Lieberman's

composition is measured by the use of the Basle drum for the
first time as a solo instrument in a large symphony or
chestra.
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The word "concerto" which appears in the title, is a
little misleading.

The snare drum is not treated in the

traditional concerto form, as one might expect from a work
with such a title.

This may have been intentional on the

part of the composer.

After all, this instrument is limited

in its melodic capabilities and, in this case, must rely
most heavily on intricate rhythms and sudden dynamic changes
to achieve any measure of variety.

The predominant charac

teristic of the nineteenth century concerto that is very
obvious in this work is the overtly virtuosic technique
required by the soloist.

In this respect, the treatment of

the "Basle Drum" is authentic.

Despite its infrequent

entrances, the presence of the drum does evoke a specific
style that is obviously modeled after the Swiss mercenary
drummers.
A second concerto, or "concert

piece"152

for

the

snare drum, entitled KonsertpAttur Fyrir Litla Trommu og
HIjdmsveit ^ 5 3 was written in 1982 by the Icelandic composer
Askell Mdsson.

Born in 1953, M&sson later studied composi

tion with Patrick Savill and percussion with James Blades.
He has subsequently been associated with the Ballet of the

152^1though the translation provided by James Blades in
his book, Percussion Instruments and Their History (page
482) is "Concerto,■' Askell M&sson's English translation,
according to his "List of Works" (personal letter of June
24, 1988) is "Konzertsttlck" or "Concert Piece."
Because
this composition is essentially a single movement work, the
latter designation is considered more appropriate.
153Konzertstllck for Snare Drum and Orchestra.
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National Theatre in Reykjavik,
Service,

the Iceland Broadcasting

the Iceland League of Composers, the Iceland

Confederation of Artists, and the Ung Nordisk Musik (a
Scandinavian music festival).

His compositions include

orchestral, chamber and solo pieces, as well as works for
voices.1 5 4

His many works for the theatre include the

incidental music to the plays "Bell of Iceland" and "Salka
Valka" by Halldor Laxness, "The Wish" by Johann Sigurjdnsson, and "Death of a Salesman" by Arthur Miller.
In a letter to the author, Askell Mdsson offers some
brief comments concerning his Konsertpdttur Fyair Litla
Trommu og HIjbmsveit:
This work was written over a period of ten weeks,
from June-August in 1982.
It is based on a rhythmic
pattern which spans in its entirety over the metres
3/4-3/4-3/4-2/4-3/4 (sometimes presented in the
diminution of 7/4) and a tone row that mirrors
around its middle (the pitches A, C, D, E flat, F, A
flat) and which is never transposed throughout the
entire work.
Premiered in Reykjavik in September
19821 5 5 , with Roger Carlsson 1 5 5 as soloist with the
Iceland Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Gudmundur
Emilsson, this work is dedicated to Roger Carlsson
who has performed most of my works that include
percussion, as a token of gratitude for his devotion
to my m u s i c .1 5 7

154compositions by Askell Misson are available in
photostat copies through the Iceland Music Information
Centre, Freyjugbtu 1, P.O. Box 978, 121 Reykjavik, Iceland.
(Tel. (35401) 12322).
155Ung Nordisk Musik Festival, H£sk 6 labl 6 , Reykjavik,
Iceland, September 25, 1982.
156 a percussionist from Sweden.
157Askell Mdsson, 24 June 1988, personal

letter.
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The rhythmic patterns mentioned by Masson in the
preceding quote are illustrated in Figure 77.

The first

example represents the pattern in its entirety while the
second example is one of the diminutive versions.

etc.

s

Copyright 1982 by Iceland Music Information Centre
Figure 77. Rhythmic patterns by Mdsson

This single movement work makes use of several
recognizable snare drum "styles" previously discussed in
this monograph.

These include brief sections utilizing

Swiss Basle drumming,
special sound effects,
and cadenzas.
different,

traditional march-like passages,
syncopated rhythms,

crushed rolls,

The composite style of Mdsson's work is quite

seemingly opposite, from the style Lieberman

captured in his concerto for this instrument.

Twentieth

century terms widely used to describe works similar in style
to Masson's Konsertp£ttur Fyair Litla Trommu og Hljbmsveit
are "orchestral," "concert," and "contemporary".

Charac

teristics of this "orchestral" style include unmeasured,
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("crushed" or "concert") rolls^58> intricate rhythms often
mixed with embellishments, unexpected accents or short
rhythmical outbursts,

extensive dynamic contrast, cadenzas,

and special effects.
M a s s o n ’s use of special effects for the solo snare
drum include rim shots, "snares off" and rubbing the sticks
together while one stick touches the snare drum head (this
unique application is similar in sound to a muffled flexatone).

His writing for the percussion section is no less

varied.

During the extended snare drum cadenza (snares off

section), Masson achieves a unique sound much like that of
water droplets from the orchestral percussion section
through the blending of temple blocks, claves, and crotales.
The cadenza sections are extremely effective.

This

is a result of the manipulation of rhythmic patterns previ
ously stated by the orchestra or snare drum and by the
introduction of idiomatic techniques unique to the snare
drum.

The use of the "open-close-open" technique, usually

exclusively reserved for the execution of rudiments,
enhances the already virtuosic technique required for the
cadenza.
An example of the writing for the snare drum, as
found in Masson's Konsertp£ttur Fyair Litla Trommu og
HIjbmsveit is included in Figure 78.

158 a s opposed to measured or "rudimental" rolls (i.e.
five stroke, nine stroke, double stroke, and so forth).
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Figure 78. Konsertpdttur Fyair Litla Trommu og
HIjbmsveit by Mdsson
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According to Askell Mdsson, ’’The Concert Piece for
Snare Drum and Orchestra is now an obligatory piece for a
diploma in percussion performance at all the Royal Schools
in Denmark, and in Sweden it is either the Concert Piece or
P r i m .”159
Prim (Prime)

is a composition by Askell Mdsson for

unaccompanied snare drum.

This seven minute work was

completed in January of 1984 through a grant from the
Composer's Fund of the Iceland State Broadcasting Service.
Gert Mortensen,

the Danish percussionist to whom this solo

is dedicated, performed it in 1984.

According to Mdsson:

"Its name stems from the idea that forms its
basis; the first fifteen prime numbers (1 ,2 ,3,5,7,
11,13,17,19,23,29,31,37,41,43).
The piece is wholly based on the rhythmic
pattern that these numbers give when one uses 32ndpart notes as a basic unit.
Having written a Concertpiece for snare drum and orchestra, this
composition is to some extent a further exploitation
into the possibilities of the snare drum as a
individual solo instrument."160

159Askell Mdsson, 24 June 1988, personal letter.
ISOlbid. (As of the completion of this monograph,
neither of the two works discussed above are available to
the public on recordings.
The Konsertpdttur Fyair Litla
Trommu og Hljbmsveit is expected to be released in the near
future on the Swedish label BIS in compact disc format.
Likewise, Prim is scheduled to be released on a compact
disc, featuring other works by Mdsson, on an Icelandic label
before the end of 1988.)
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Chapter IV
Summary
The purpose of this monograph was to trace or
chestral snare drum performance utilizing an historical
study approach.
were:

The three specific objectives of this study

(1 ) to investigate the function of the snare drum

prior to its use in the orchestra,

(2 ) to investigate the

origins of the use of the snare drum in the orchestra, and
(3) to examine the developments of orchestral snare drum
performance practice.
In Chapter II, the function of the snare drum prior
to its use in the orchestra was discussed in detail.
use of the snare drum's immediate predecessor,

The

the medieval

tabor, was outlined from as early as the thirteenth century.
Numerous examples of iconographical evidence were included
or referred to in order to provide a constant and direct
relationship to our present-day snare drum.

This study

found that the use of the snare drum was predominately
limited to military associations.

For this reason, emphasis

was placed on early manuscripts dealing with the snare drum
and its military associations.

Research did indicate,

however, that the snare drum was and still is used in
certain countries as a folk instrument.

152
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Perhaps the most interesting question yet to be
answered is how or why the tabor, which was played with one
stick,

evolved into the side drum, which is played with two

sticks.

Complicating this is the fact that the pipe and

tabor continue in use today in some parts of Europe.

Aside

from the fact that the tabor did survive in its original
form despite years of change,
did evolve from the tabor.

the drum used with the fifes

In order to reach a logical

conclusion concerning the change from one to two sticks,

one

need only look at the major differences between the "pipe"
and "fife."

The former required only one hand to play,

while the latter required two hands.

Likewise, the tabor,

which required only one hand, began to be depicted (as early
as 1493) as a drum played with two sticks.

One can only

speculate as to how and why this evolution occurred.
Several written sources indicate that the "pipe and tabor"
were performed by a single player simply for economical
reasons.

Since a definite answer to this question can not

be found in written sources,

iconographical research is the

next logical avenue.
A careful study of the hundreds of pictorial repre
sentations which exist today may well yield the answer to
this question.

Such an undertaking would provide an

excellent area of advanced percussion research to a person
with access to such materials.

Although this area is of

interest to the author, its inclusion in this monograph,
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while extending somewhat beyond the scope of this study, did
not warrant the necessary space.
An analysis of the musical examples contained in
Jehan Tabourot’s

Orchesographie . . . , Bonaventura Pis-

tofilo's II torneo . . . , Marin M e r s e n n e ’s Harmonie Universelle and Georges Kastner's Manuel g£n£ral de musique
militaire

♦ . . provided invaluable information concerning

the specific use of the snare drum in military functions.
The detailed sketches of snare drums appearing in the books
by Tabourot, Praetorius, Mersenne, Kastner and others are
also very significant in an organological study of the snare
drum.
It was found that through the centuries, the size of
the snare drum underwent a series of changes.
the medieval tabor was rather small.

The size of

By the end of the

sixteenth century, this size had increased to enormous
proportions.

By the end of the eighteenth century,

had decreased considerably.

its size

In L 1A rldsienne, Bizet wrote

for the Tamburin, an instrument similar in size to the large
tabor and playable with one stick.

This instance marks the

return to the large instrument popular in earlier times.
Developments which took place in the actual manufac
turing of snare drums are also important factors to consider
in the study of orchestral snare drum performance.

In

addition to those changes discussed in Chapters II and III,
James Blades has compiled a list of recent "Inventions and
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Patents."

His list includes rod tensioning,

shallow snare

drums,

leg rests,

telescopic side drums, shell-less side

drums,

skins coated with a collodion solution (similar to

india-rubber), metal heads, quick-release snare mechanisms,
snares under the batter or snare head (or both),
made of gut, wire, or wire-covered silk. 161.

and snares

By far the most

significant of these inventions was the introduction of
threaded tension rods.

This single development enabled

drummers to achieve a much tighter head and subsequently
allowed for quicker stick r e s p o n s e ! ® ^

eventually leading to

advances in snare drum performance evident in our modern
orchestral repertoire.
The remaining portion of Chapter II dealt with the
specific use of the snare drum in military maneuvers.
Numerous historical sources dealing with military events
were examined.

The wealth of information on the subject of

martial music reinforces the strong association between the
snare drum and the military.

It was concluded that the

snare drum was used primarily within the confines of the
military during the years preceding its emergence into the
orchestra.

As a result of this finding,

it was necessary to

discuss the history of orchestral snare drum performance as

161james Blades, Percussion Instruments and Their His
t o r y , rev. ed. (London: Faber and Faber, 1984), p. 471-72.
1 6 2 TJJ0 introduction of threaded tension rods in the
manufacture of drums is generally attributed to Cornilious
Ward in 1837.
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it pertained to specific military associations.

It would be

incorrect to assume that the snare drum was used exclusively
in every military function and in every country.

The mili

tary use and function of the snare drum varied considerably
from one country to the next.
Outside the confines of its military duties, per
tinent information indicated the use of the snare drum in
other capacities, specifically, in the accompanying of
various dances.

The passage of time also caused changes in

the use and function of the snare drum.

This is also true

of other instruments used in military and non-military
organizations including timpani, triangle, tambourine, bass
drum, and trumpet.

It is interesting to draw a correlation

between the use of

the snare drum by composers from one

country to the use

of the snare drum by the military of that

same country.
Because a composer's output was and is often
directly related to social, economic, and cultural influen
ces, the presence of the snare drum in military organiza
tions was a major influence that had a profound effect on
their compositional output.

One need only survey the number

of compositions in a "military vein," such as Franz Joseph
Haydn's "Military"

Symphony and Mass in

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart's C major Piano

Time of W a r ,
Concerto (K467) and

the aria "Non piti andrai" from his Marriage of F i g a r o .
Although the snare drum is not used in these works, the
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presence of specific motives and ideas which indicate the
influence of the military is obvious.

This was especially

evident during times of war and conflict.
The conclusion of Chapter II discussed the notion of
the snare drum evolving from Turkish music or Janissary
Corps.

As stated in Chapter II, the influence of "Turkish

music" of the Janissary Corps was known to have been a
determining factor in the acceptance of the bass drum,
cymbals and triangle into the orchestra.

An extensive study

concerning the purpose of the Janissary Corps, its influence
on military and orchestral instrumentation (both wind and
percussion), found that in sources dealing with both
military and historical subjects,

the snare drum, which was

associated with military field music at this time, was not a
regular member of the Janissary Corps.

What was at question

here was not the snare drum's long association with the
military, but more specifically, whether that association
included military bands.

Written and iconographical

evidence supports the use of the bass drum,

triangle,

tambourine, cymbals, and Turkish crescent in military bands
during the eighteenth century.

Abundant evidence exists in

numerous sources supporting the use of the snare drum with
foot soldiers "in the field."

In support of this associa

tion, the history of the snare drum and its use "in the
field" was discussed in some detail in Chapter II.

To this

date, no written or iconographical evidence has been found
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to support the theory that the snare drum was in fact a
member of the Janissary Corps that influenced the military
bands and orchestras of Europe.
In order to accomplish the second and third objec
tives, a study of several important orchestral works
reflecting the use of the snare drum was necessary.

This

study, contained in Chapter III, provided the necessary
means to adequately trace the development of orchestral
snare drum performance from the battlefield to the stage.

A

discussion concerning various influences on composers of the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries with respect to their
writing for the snare drum was included in Chapter III.
The emergence of the snare drum as an orchestral
instrument was accomplished through several orchestral sub
genres, namely, opera,

incidental music for dramas,

can

tatas, "battle music," "social" or "functional" music, stan
dard orchestral repertoire, chamber music, and solo concerti.

Examples from each of these areas illustrated the

presence of the snare drum throughout a broad-based or
chestral repertoire.
In studying the use of the snare drum in the operas
of Daniel Auber, one begins to notice a developing trend.
This composer displayed new ways of scoring the snare drum
utilizing its sustaining qualities and rhythmically suppor
tive features.

The treatment and exploitation of the snare

drum and its timbre by Auber more than likely encouraged the
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acceptance of this instrument by other composers (and
audiences) who heard his music.
The use of the snare drum by composers of incidental
music was almost entirely relegated to passages with
military or pace-making characteristics.

The most notable

exception was Bizet's folk-like use of the snare drum in his
incidental music to L fArl£sienne.

The technique required

for this piece is the same as that used during the thir
teenth and fourteenth centuries.

In this work,

the tech

nical capacities required to play the snare drum seem to
have regressed to earlier levels of performance,

specifical

ly those requiring one hand rather than two.
Perhaps the most obvious treatment of the snare drum
(and trumpet) in a military function by a composer of the
nineteenth century occurred in Beethoven Wellington's
Victory.

There is no question as to Beethoven's intent.

The entire piece is a battle reenactment from beginning to
end.

The smallest details were thought out in advance,

including military field calls, cadences, rapid gunfire,
canon shots, and so forth.
isolated.

This use of martial music is not

The use of military field calls by other com

posers was quite popular and was also discussed.
The presence of the snare drum in the fifth genre,
"social" or "functional" music, marked a clean break with
previous military associations.

Lanner did not utilize the

snare drum as a military instrument in his waltzes, but
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rather, used it as an instrument of reinforcement during
important accented passages and phrases involving crescendos
and decrescendos.

Within the context of these waltzes, the

snare drum, in a few instances, appeared as a solo and
supportive instrument.

As the instrument was used more and

more in compositions, its military association was slowly,
but not entirely, forgotten.

Composers began to realize

that through its many different timbres, the snare drum
could add to their palette of orchestral colors.

The use of

the snare drum as a color or special effect instrument dates
back to 1706 with Marin Marais's use of the snare drum in
his opera, Alcione.
The sixth category of music to be studied was the
standard orchestral repertoire.

There are numerous examples

of the use of the snare drum in the standard orchestral
repertoire.

This fact in itself supports the idea that the

five genres discussed earlier (opera, incidental music,
cantatas, "battle" music, and "social" or "functional"
music) played a major role in cultivating the acceptance of
the snare drum in the standard orchestral repertoire.

The

list of works which contain notable snare drum parts in the
standard orchestral repertoire is quite lengthy.

Every

example included in Chapter III from the standard orchestral
repertoire has been analyzed or cited in various pedagogical
sources including snare drum method books, percussion texts
and orchestral excerpt lists, however,

the inclusion of this
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information was necessary in order to accomplish the third
objective.

The purpose of this study was not to study all

possible instances where the snare drum was found in an
orchestral piece, but to select those works that exhibited
some measure of contribution to the development of orches
tral snare drum performance.

The existence of a substantial

snare drum part void of strict military associations was an
indication that the snare drum had indeed been accepted on
the merits of its contribution as an orchestral rather than
military instrument.
Bdla Bartdk's Concerto for Orchestra begins with a
snare drum solo that represents the culmination of many
years of evolution for orchestral snare drum performance.
It is completely void of the characteristics originally
present in early music for the snare drum.
flams, ruffs,

There are no

rolls or steady march-like rhythms.

The

underlying purpose of the snare drum in this instance is an
active rather than passive one, both rhythmically and
melodically.

The utilization of the snare drum in this

composition indicates a change in the function of the snare
drum in orchestral music over the years.
Chamber music was also discussed in Chapter III.
Although this area does not contain a wealth of passages
utilizing the snare drum, the fact that this instrument is
included at all in works by reputable composers indicates at
least a passive acceptance of the snare drum in yet another
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area of art music.
The last discussion of Chapter III involved the use
of the snare drum as a solo instrument.
earlier,

As was stated

the snare drum has been featured as a solo instru

ment in two orchestral works.

The first was written by Rolf

Lieberman, a Swiss composer and is entitled, Geigy Festival
concerto, FUr Basler Trommel und grosses Orchester; eine
Fantasie Uber Basler Themen (1958).

The second work

featuring the snare drum was written by Askell MAsson, an
Icelandic composer, and is entitled KonsertpAttur Fyair
Litla Trommu og Hljbmsveit (1982).
The existence of two solo concert works for the
snare drum indicates that some composers have added the
snare drum to their list of solo instruments.

Although the

Geigy Festival concerto is written in the style of early
Swiss mercenary drumming, the treatment of the snare drum as
a solo instrument in MAsson's KonsertpAttur Fyair Litla
Trommu og HIjbmsveit signifies a separation from the
military stigma that this instrument has so long been
associated with.

There is no doubt that the snare drum will

always be called upon to provide pace-making rhythms in
compositions.

This duty is an important part of the

heritage and tradition of the snare drum that should be
preserved and utilized.

However,

the developments of or

chestral snare drum performance during the last two cen
turies, as evident in the works discussed in this monograph,
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ensure that this instrument will be utilized in many other
ways as well.

The creativity of composers,

the musical and

technical levels of performers, and the constant develop
ments and innovations provided by manufacturers will
guarantee the continued utilization of the snare drum with
traditional and unidiomatic applications in future or
chestral compositions.

Conclusions
The findings of this study support the following
conclusions:
1.

The origin of the snare drum is traceable to the

medieval tabor.
2.

During the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries,

the snare drum was used primarily as a military instrument.
The use of the snare drum as a folk instrument is also
documented during this time period.
3.

Sufficient iconographical evidence exists to

ascertain the type and size of snare drums used from the
sixteenth century to the present.

This indicates that a

value judgement can be made regarding the type and size of
drums a composer would have had access to during his period
of composition.

Likewise, based on the evidence available,

a percussionist can effectively select a specific snare drum
for a particular work.

This selection process will allow

the sound originally intended by the composer to be repro-
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duced centuries later on modern instruments now capable of
providing a wider range of tonal and dynamic responses.
4.

The snare drum played an important role in the

military, primarily with assignments to early regimental
foot soldiers and infantrymen.
5.

Because the snare drum was used primarily with

foot soldiers, its movement into the orchestra was ac
complished from this specific area.
6

.

The use of the snare drum by Italian knights

during the seventeenth century is discussed in great detail
in Bonaventura Pistofilo's II torneo di Bonaventura Pistofilo Nobile Ferrarese dottor di legge e cavaliere. nel
Teatro di Pallade dell

'ordine Militare, et Accademico . . .

In the chapter entitled,

"About Drums and Similar Voices of

War," the importance of the snare drum in providing beats
and rhythms for officers during actual combat or in military
exercises and ceremonies is clearly illustrated.
7.

Based on written and iconographical sources,

the

snare drum should not be considered a member of the Janis
sary Corps.
8

.

The opera orchestra played an important role in

the development of orchestral snare drum performance.

Com

posers contributing to this development include Marin
Marais, Gioacchino Rossini, Daniel-Frangois-Esprit Auber,
Ferencz E r k e l , Thomas Arne, Aleksandr Borodin, Benjamin
Britten, Giacomo Meyerbeer, Franz Supp 6 , and Richard Wagner.
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In Rossini's La gazza ladra . . . , the snare drum was uti
lized in both solo and accompaniment roles.

The use of the

snare drum for special effects occurred as early as 1706
with the completion of Marais's Alcione.
playing on the head,

The technique of

on the stick, and on both the head and

stick simultaneously was found in Auber's Le Serment ou les
Faux monnoyeurs, while Erkel used two different snare drums
in the overture to his opera, Hunyady L£szl 6 .
9.

The military influence associated with the snare

drum was retained when this instrument began appearing in
the orchestra.

As a result,

composers capitalized on the

military associations of the snare drum.
10.

The military association of the snare drum

should be considered when interpreting a passage from an
early orchestral composition.
correctly perform a passage,

The technique required to
the history of the military

drummer's duties, and an understanding of the development of
the manufacture of the instrument itself should all be con
tributing factors in this process.
11.

There are two solo concert works for snare drum

and orchestra.

They are Rolf Lieberman's Geigy Festival

concerto, FUr Basler Trommel und grosses Orchester;

eine

Fantasie Uber Basler Themen (1958) and Askell MAsson's
KonsertpAttur Fyair Litla Trommu og Hljbmsveit (1982).
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Recommendations
On the basis of the findings of this monograph, the
following recommendations are offered:
1.

A careful study of the effects of the Janissary

Corps on our modern percussion section should be considered.
An attempt should be made to determine the history of per
formance practice for each instrument involved,
bass drum, tambourine,
2.

triangle,

including,

and Turkish crescent.

A study investigating how or why the tabor,

which was played with one stick, evolved into the side drum,
which is played with two sticks, would be a welcome addition
to percussion research.

Because of the lack of written

information regarding this period in the history of the
snare drum, a great deal of this research would focus
primarily on iconographical sources.
3.

A study of the history of the snare drum in band

music should be considered.
ensemble literature,
band music.

This should encompass wind

concert band literature, and marching

The scope of each one of these three areas may

very well constitute a separate study in itself.
4.

An annotated percussion excerpt list from the

wind ensemble and concert band repertoire has been needed
for some time and would prove invaluable to the music
educator and percussionist.

Helpful performance comments on

each excerpt would enhance the educational value of such an
undertaking.

From the standpoint of an educator,

the
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compilation of this information should include excerpts for
the snare drum, bass drum, cymbals,

triangle, tambourine,

bells, xylophone, vibraphone, chimes, and timpani . 1 6 3
5.

Since so many discrepancies exist in the

terminology surrounding the snare drum and percussion
instruments in g e n e r a l , a study of this topic offering
solutions and recommendations would be a welcome addition to
percussion research.
6

.

A study of the history of the "machine," that

is, the playing of a bass drum and crash cymbals by one
performer would make an interesting research paper.
technique,

This

often referred to as "attached cymbals," was and

still is used in many parts of the world.

Mozart wrote for

this combination of instruments while Berlioz found the
resulting tonal sacrifices unappealing.
7. A study investigating the effects and influences
of the drum set on snare drum performance in general should
be considered.

Likewise, a study of this nature should also

address the effects and influences of the snare drum on the
drum set.
8

. The history of multiple percussion and how this

concept has affected specific percussion instruments would
make an excellent topic for research.

163This project was begun by the author during the
preparation of this monograph.
The first annotated book
will include mallet excerpts (bells, xylophone, marimba,
vibes, chimes, and celesta).
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"De T a m b u r i : E di simili voci di Strumenti da
Guerra" from Bonaventura Pistofilo's

II torneo di Bonaven-

tura Pistofilo Nobile Ferrarese dottor di legge e cavaliere.
uel Teatro di Pallade dell
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(Bologna: Presso Clemente Ferrone,
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DB ’ T A M B V R I,
E <di ftmilivocidiStrumentida Guerra.

S'Coftcerta,cheneUanaturenonftda co/a,cheaffolutamente
perfefiefj'apofftSiare,echenonhabbiahifogno,ononftyagliapelfuooffertitqualcbefirumento,fuorthe'Iprimotffere,ilqualedtremoofferIddio,chefemplicementeeattendilnon
offer,potremodtrancora,che1‘officiodelcomandare nonftpoffx
farefenr^aI’atutodtfirumento,chefta(perdtrcost)interpretedel
lamente,e'volontadtchicomanda.
Di quefitSlrumentineconftderoditrefpecte,dtVocali,diSeniuocali,ediMnti.
PertoRrumento•vocale,sintendeI’huomo ,perchemediantt*
lanjoce,equeSiamercedelliStrumentinaturah,lingua,palato,e
lahhra,ordtna,ecomanda,quanto•vuole,edtntende.
Ancoraper<-uocalis'intenderannoleparole,etuttele<•vocifempltci,Hequaliftenoperlorofieffefignificatricidiqualcbecofa. ParimenteleLeggi,gliQrdtni,ItCapitolt,leQonfiitutioni,i'Decreti,
H Scritti,Lettere»eftmilt,etuttoquello,cheperJiiinifiri,oter?aperfonaftcomanda.
LofirumentofemiuocalefariilfuonodiqualcheRrumento,per
mezfldelqualealtricomandano3edaltriybbtdtfcono,ftcome ilfi.
febiodelPiloto,tuttigliframed,cheferuonoperledan^ejeTromhe,eTamburi,edognaltrofirumentoadoperatoinGuerra,itint
delTArtegliaria,diartbibuft,ilfuonodelleCampone,efimdi,equofitmedianteCnjitto.
IlMutofarapoiqualft<voglia.altrofirumento,chedalmoto,a
dalfegno,mediatela'vifiatbuomointendtifignificati,edicomandamenti,ftcom'eilhaRonedelfapitano,tlnfegne,cheportanogli
Alfieriapie>tleCornettta cauallt,d quali<vbbidifc_onoiS^oldati9.

E
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comancorailfuoto,ilfumo,quandopermezo eteffi'vienmttniftfiatoqualcbetofa,6comefitlabacdjetta,conlaqualeilPadreTarquimotroneaiidoIdfommitddepapaueri,fignificoalfigliuolo,come
gouernarftdoueffetonliGabbij,tfimilialtriefempq.
Tuttequtfetrefpeciedirvociftrumenfaitinqueftaoccaftonedd
iarrearepojfon ejferifatitmafragitaltrifararmoquelli,cheper
if>dtguerrafraSoldatieranogtdadoperati,echeborapiuftcoftumono,equeSlefonolefemiuocali,cioeleTrombe,Tamburi,Ptffori3Naccare,(omi,Z.ufah,■Bacinitintinanti,Timpani,Ctaramelle,Staffette,Cimbali,eCetere.
Anticamentetuttilidettiflrumentieranoadoperatiinguerr&t
refpcttiuamentedadtuerfenottom,ma dipoit‘efattaelettionedel
laTromba:edelTamburo3comequelli,cheperlaqualitddelfuono*
1 1impatia,pare,cheI'rvnofiaputamformealianaturadelTbuomo,
eI’
dtradelfauallo,comeperL'ageuolet^adiadoperarghacaualio,
eapie,efonofinboraperlimighori,e-piitpropijSiatigmdicatu
LiTamburi,tieTrombedunquefarannoinquellaoccafionepiu
adoperati,ItpnmidettiTamburta miogtudtctodallanjocegreca*
t*>cbefigntficarendermarauiglta,eSpauentosoforfte•voceTedefca,corrotsada Trutnbe,cheftgnificaTamburo,ftcomefono v
moltaltreloci,quandogidgittAlcmanmfoggiogarotItalia,etale
inuenttoneportarono: ela-voceTromba purdaigreeo uc»,ouer
ptittoflodallaimeebraicaTerunga,c&«denotanoamenduefimilmenttmettertimore,etremore,conformeaqucllo,Aclangettuba
inCiuiute>& Populusnonexpauefcet?Amos iij.equeSlacre
dofuffelaprincipalmtentionedtchilicomincioametterinrvfoin*
guerra,ondeperconfquenzaftyentuaadarammoa‘fuoi.
rlodueoccafionisadoperanoquaquefhSlrumenti,Nellecomparfe,cbefknnotfaualieninCampo.EnelTattodelcombattere.
Nellscomparfe*perchefonodtuerfeCmueutioni, theftpoffano
fare,perttb/econdoqt^tdepotranuoL Caualteriwalerftdituttelt*
forte
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fortedt Slrumentifapranominati,tdellaquanta*,cbealorpiace,
& adejfis'ifpetterailtrouarloi
RitronandoftTrombe,Piffart,eTamburi,leTrombeprecederannoftemprenelTordme,eliPiffartaliiTamburi,rtientrechepert
dtqueSleduenjltimentfujferopiudivnoperforte,altrimentecaminerannodelpart.
Ejfendomoltiquelli,chefonodeftinatiinforuigiodellaperfona
delCaualtereadiuerjiojficij,comes’edettoaltrevolte,neli'accompagnarlo.iPiffariandarannoauanti nelTordinedtllefile(pofpofto
/’Ar'aldo)feguiramoliTamburi,poiglicArmaiuolt,inoltreliPaggi,finalrnenteiPadr'mi,all’ultimoilCaualiere,edoppoluipofj’
ono
ejfer*altri,comedtrbafuotempo.
•. Finitalacomparfa,tuttifiritiranoailuoghideftinatidalSig.
MaeftrodiCampo,eperforuigiodelcombattere,egliftforuediquel
li,chtaluipiace,edellaquantita,cheuuole,deonoperotuttique
lliejferinformatfbeni(fimodellamaniera,chevoglionoXtntrtCo
makerinellabattagha,potendofiojferuaruarijmodi,Comeftdira
afuoluogo.
rDceejferilTamburinoperordinariohuomo diSpirito,uiuate,
pratico,edefperto,DeefopertoccarfecondoloSliledttutteleNa
tioni,etuttelefonatenecejfarieinvnaguerra,ficotnelaDiana,la
Raccolta, llfaralto,llfermarft,Marciare,(ambiart,Bandife,
tordtnan%a,foraforaCapitano,Dor alTarmi,Scaramucciare,Serr*battaglja,Mlargabattagha,Starinbaxtaglia,Inuitarilnemico
abattagha,Rifpondereallecbiamate,Voltafaccia,Trottare,Galoppare,Correre,Cbiamare,laBattaglia,laRitirata,aVituperio,a
Morte,rAllegretto, Farfajfine,eSepeliteiMorti,perehcheleu'
magftorpartedelledettefonate,conuerraancoratoccareinqueSta occaftonedellaBarriera,comeftdxra,emolteftpraticherannomrtguardodelleInuentioni.
llveHirlorofarda guftodel£atttditr*tilqualeftgouerntrift- \
»
k condo
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condoflnutntionejperordmatinportanovnabandadataatrauerfo,oadarmacollo,delcolordeltJmprefa,Spada,ePugtialeinmo
de,chenonimpeitfca1'efercitiofuo,Capcttoconpiumedtlmedeftmo coloreieftftanuaffetodipetto,edifcbttna,compartrebberoa.
*vfodiguerra.alcuntcuopranolacafftdelTamburo dtqualcbebel
drappo,ame nonpiace,ptrcbegltfttmpedtfceilfuononaturale.
Circaaliaquantity,perfiruigiodellacomparfa,mtnodtdueper
Cauaher,oquadriglianondourebberocffere,enclnumerodelpiu,
quantiadejjipiace.
Perferutgiodelcombattere,perciochealToperationidido dimoflroduemodi,comeftvedrdnelSecondoLtbronelCapitolodelPrefentarfivn QutaltereinBattagha,enelfeguentedtquello.Nelpri
me,nondeonoejferepm di•vno,odueperparte,doe•vno,otterdue
dallabandadelMantenitore,edaltrettantidaquellade Venturieri,perciochelamoltitudinepotrebbecagionardifordine,mentrenon
facilttafferotltuttoconladiligent^,efiudio.
Nelfecondomodo,purcheyifia<vnCapoTamburino,alquolta
glialtri•vbbidifcbtno,laquantitdnonnuoce.
Delle Toccjtc di Tamburo in ifpccic.

OuhcfbfuperficialmentequeSIamateria,pernonallongarmi,
poicbenelSecondoLtbro,fecondoloccaftonelefpedficherbmeglio.noterbfoloqui ingencrale,cheintreoccafioniinteruengonoi
Tamburi. Nellapubbhcatione dt (arttlb,Nellacomparfa,eNel
combattere.
Nellapubbhcationede'Qartelli,mentreh TamburiaccompagnanotAraldo,toccanoilMarciare. JguandaI'Araldoparla,edtSlribuifcteffi(artelit,quellitacdono• NelpartirfideltoAraldo,ritornanoaliaMardota.
Nellacomparfa,cbeallboraftpuffeggta,ofiriconofceilCampo,
fiucedanodmerfetoccate,cooformclayanatuaedtll'operationida
farft,

T
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farf.perciotbe,qnandotlCamtheree tenutodtferttartorJim nel
eammare,ilTamburetoccalaordinance• Douendojifcrmtre,to’metfnanioafpettalavfpofaperI'Araldodell‘entratanelCampo,
0 theftretitstoftalcuna,ilTambaro tocca,11fermarfi.
uandofarailtempo,cheVCaaalur tnarbetilafuaPitta,eji
ftrmt,ilTambarotocchera,Ilfiralto.
Finiteilpaffeggin,cbeTCanalterdouraandarealfuoPadiglienei
ilTambaroteccalaRaceolta,ocontmaaiaordmanza,fecondotordtne,cbauribauuto.
AltempodeldtftrtbuireiCarteSi.Jguandefifdlaelettionedelt
armt. dpuando(ibaoccaftonedttrattareco'SS. Ctudul,ocolSig.
.MaeffrodtCampo,deonoiTamburiMetre;
E perchenondeonomath Taral/arm,noinguerre,neinaltreoc-m
eorren^etoccare,nervariarfonata fenza rtceueretordine dalfuo
Capo,costnemenoinqueslaoccafioneejfoTambureftmoueria cofa
alcanaftnongitnrnnempoflodalSig MaefiredtCampo,odaaltri,atbtegtetenato<-vbbidire.
Polendt.effere,jicomeauuiintquaftftmprt,tbeItCauaiieri,refpettiuamen'e,nelltlorcompa/ferapprefentvnoejferetafebedunodi
yar'teNatiom,edancoraforzandolofpejfoI’ordmedeltInuentionc.
econcrdeniololaquantttd de Cauahtrt Venturtert,elacomefiti
delftto,,cbt,auanti,cheftentrtnbattagha♦ened’ordtnedelcombattere,ad>ppoI'ubbjtttmentoiefalU,com‘ancoranelpartirfidal
Campo.fi babbiaafart,tdaformatedmcrfiordmidtbateagheaxfb
dtguena,comefarluntacbt,tract,trtangolxxmij,mvzplunt:bfete,
fquadrom tnruartefoggie,eftmtli,perctoit Tibutodouraejjerprattcotn.euttc.lctocfiate,comeiodiffdaprtncipio,efecondoloflilealm rno delleD^attontpiucomune,ccmt all Italiava,aliaSpagnuoia,
Francefe.Vuena jTedefatj.Pbiaas^cfurcbefta,iieacbeque(i'o//ttmajifeme de Taba!!;.
£uclcantodourafardtpeiypeoendotboradelcombattere,enel
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figuitodeSabattapliaytdtl'variartlebattute,ficohdeTiu<cfie4e3
tantogelprintocombattimento,quantoaltempodeILfoll*.fir*no.
tuo bremmenttnelSeteadtLibre,nelqualefitratt*delleattmti
CapiiploperCapitolo.
. ■>■
Confidcriticni intorno al batrerc la Ordinanra.

P SficndoU OrdmanzalapiuntceffaTtatoccata,chepoffafitr'vn
Tamburinoinqttefta, ogn'altr*occaftone,accio#Cauaheri
ne pafjeggipojfinoconfacilit*camware4 tempoehTdmburo (<efkt
tbeperI1addtetromoltogifftAttendee 4 ,perI*difficult*dt pottrl0
offeruarc) vecomxcttiuterrort,d*tffcrnotatifin*d*the notesi,
percioiodoI*fottonotAt4 repel*,tbeferutr*permfirutttoned C*.
ualteri,td a Tambnrimflejfi,peroperateton quell*gtufhtgjt&
tempo>thefirtcbtede.
M aprima tbententamoah'Attoprdtito,deefifapere,the'Itotto
deU OrdtnABZjietomfefiodttrecoje,Di ordme,Di tempodi
buro,eDt battute.
Idordmeconttevtpiutempidttambnro,e'ltemptp» baltutLa
dibaecbettA.
L ’ordineeditiuq*e,emerdtfettetempifecondo ItfbSpAgmtob
It,all’Italian*perordmartodtquattroineFrameft,neAltman*)
offemanefine(torchut,ma beueditempo,tomedifittof t dtr*.
E'detto,Ordmeipereiocbedoppo11numtroterminatede'fuddet«
titempi,UtAmbmrofifierma,pertouafionedelnefiropaffeggioin
ordinance,Ufpattodtrvnabattat*emttpmmficaletfetondoitfit
militareduebattoteemt%o,ptrleraponi,tbetofitfidtranno,epol
firitofu*d*capoa medtfimttempt,ebattute,fuoM>fordmeprtm.
eipiate»
IITtmpodiTambnro icompofladitmquebattutedtbaccbetu)
uvfarme alioiiiteSpagneulo,Trancefe,Italian?,ed%Memanno,ik*
dU SutzQra dtpn*urottt*fcu*MdAUeci*<dtbntuttmvtrt
.......................................................
t)

“
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fi Tneamexpbattutamuftcale,chefecondo lenote della mttfica,'
inomm4t4$,minima,comefiwedra ladimofiratioriepinabaffo.
. E dittoTempo,percmht efiendocompoffodtbattutecfjiare,ed'
iittcl{igibih,UCanaltereinquefiaoccaftonedeeaggtufler'ciafciimouimentodelpaffoincompagniadell’armialtempodelledettcbattn..
H.edofferuarle,conquell*medtfrnaregota,cheneldanxprelagaglurdailtempodelfuonod’ognifirumentosofierua.
Secondolap*aticaSpagnuola,Hapohtana,edItalian* Perogni
tempo,tlquale(comes’edctto)e dicinquebattute,ilSoldatofi,
eonforvttaliotitlemilitare,trepaffiandanti,offeruadoiltempodel
porreilptimterraaliaprtma,terza,eqmntabattuta,ma Itnofiri
Cauaheriterrannoinctoaltfordine,tomeftdira.
FralefopranominateNationt,w qucfladifferencenelbattel
te,cbe1‘Italtanobattepm largodelloSpagnuolo,efacendobattuta
doppie,odtmimme,odicreme,0 difemttrome,quellefonocotmuate.■Lo Spaonnnlobattealquantopmprello,edinluogodellabat
tuta,ftferuefaff*de'trtUt,0 dt*gruppi,comevogltamodires ll
Jfiapolttanpiaccord*afiatconeff<sn3portaper*queltrtliopiutem~
po,dtquellofacet*labattutafemphce,comefipotri comprendetts
dall'mfrafcmtedim*ttrxttont.pofieinformadtnotemuficali.Conuengonopotinqueflo,comefanno1‘altreNationtancora,cheI'v’ft+
Hiabattutadellecinque,cbedacompimentoaltempo,dataconlabatbetta.defira,battenopiuforte,cdancorafinitoctafcunotempo,o'I
tambnroftftrma,quantopoffaimportaremrzjtbattutamujitale^s
onerodi runabattuta dibacchettaconlaftmfira,ma non costfora
te,comel'aitre,laqualenonpiitwait,cbetltempodella
meet
battutaichiamatafrahiufict.MinimaJaqualeappuntopcrtawta
tantptempo.quantocbe*ISoldatoal^atlpiedaterrasebench*tltarnbur*raddoppia lebatttute,nondeeperomatallongare,0 abbreuiarfltempogtacomtnctato,perciochenelfintretltempo,oueroi*ordi.
•<>»Qaualtertfttrouanblitro(mcrceaellapocapratteadclTambu•
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tin*) afarlifdfftfuotideltempo*
•**.
JV dettodtfopra,che'ISoldato,maffimeilCapitanorptbdogn*
tdtro,perogmtempoditambnroftolforetrepajfi,4ggiufiandodi
porrtlpieinterra aSaprima,aliater^a,edail‘'vicma battuta.|
perofferuareddettotempogiufiamente,oterralaregola,cbeptudi
fottofidataa Cauaheri,01miolajeguente,dotIxfciatprtmaptfjaf
yacante,cioefentamuouerfi,<vn tempomtttrodicinquebattuta$■
opercbedipoiilTxmbttro toccama battutadipiuconla bacheitoa
fintfira,comexfmofpeffogl'Itaham ■outrafifirma (comes'edet*
to) yname^abattuta,fecondolofitleOiapolitam,edancoraSpagnuolo,cuetauto.quantoeglifkrtbbexnaltrabattutadtbacbtttdt
tomtbtdetto,inqueltempotibcldatoalt*lp,e laterra,ond egli
•vitnepotperappuntoapofario,performar d primepaffo,quando
iltamburocominciai’dittottmp«(:af>cbe‘tTamburino,operigno
rant^,opermalttianonrvanajjeI'ordme,elamtfuradeltempo.,tb$
itenuto) inquttlamauieraitwitneafartrepajfimtien,tbeim
portanttrealettediptedaterra,ttrepofataquanto .thecontient
•vngtuffo tempo dt tambnrofcomputando ilfuidettofirmatfit
outrelabattutadtptu.
Lafuddtttaxlttmaregalanopuboffertenktada Caualierinet?
ordinancenoftraperfermgiodeltorneare,perciochedeuedoeffi(ft*
tondoI'ufo,tbeftajferuaboranollebuoutCorti lagtmtendertttin'
quoCl‘efercttio)firmarfifempre,doppo bauerfktti quattro pafji
(attune,tbegianon erainyfo) ouero(ficondoyn a'tra Tegola*
utia,comem/tdremo) cheque,perlofpatiod'^vnabattuta,e tncTf
muftcale,tldettofpottononhauendo infealcana dmofirationedi
dtjlintione,nodtgtuQe^amteliigibileaIftreccbio,ma ejjeniotut*
tonmejfoboraoU'atbttriodel Tamburino,ilqualeptrb dourebbt
baueretlfuogiujlometodo,tomefimosirerd,etofftruafraSoldo*
titnonpotendopereioejfetdtdCauahertintieramenteeffcruato.to*
gioutdicmmttttrtmoltitmr'hinetejfario,cb'aUreregole,tdup*
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dint nel a fftru U m , comefi < v tird difotto*
LiFranteft,quantoaliartgoltdtlbattertlafuiiettaordiuam*r
t>afonoa^atpit*ftrttti,pertiocbeperogn'ttempofannoduepaffi*a
quell»ftnito fitrattengono<vnpoeo,tomegitaltri.
LiAlemanntsactordanotongCItalianinelbutterlargo,tuelte.
po,maveiluforma,dalprimotempoinfuon,fmpre raddopptanoct
trilhdtcrome,odtfewcrome,otenbattutecentinnate.
LiSuizgert,illortempoediquattrobattutejbattonofmilmtnd
tiflretto,eperogmtempofknnon.<npafo.
B.ncbetutteleNattoni ftenofra dtloroinqualcbe cofa >varif
nelbattereI'ordivanta,offeru,ononofldimeno(mafftme nelpnnct~
ptod'ooniordint)dtdiffinguere'ltempo,/acendolo inteQtgibilepirn
theftpoffa,otolfermarftfra<vntempo,eI'altro.ouercm lebattum’
te,batttndol**go,edtfhnto,netrapafjanomoltttempixbealiamedefimadtfiinuonenonntornino,tque/ioper ricordare alSoldato
I'ordme,lamfura, t’ltempo.
StantelafopradettanjtriationefraleHxtiom,fifarebbepotuua:
formateadarbitrio•vntal'ordmojbattutadttamburo,chebauefi
fiferuitoa'CaualtertnellorpefseggiofdanJaletitolo(Cordinantf}
finzacurarftdificondareI'vfomilitatedelleHationLpurcheItCaualtenpotefserocammare,edoperare-aJempoqueltantobauefsexn.
praticatodtntolerfare,mapiniccbeqttefiononfartbbta'Caualuti
ntnprocurareei'impartr infintabattafiaquel,cbefirtchiedtfaptL
te,tdeonopratitareneda-vera,percibhopcfio>comefimedrapith
abafio,lefoltttbattutedordinance, <-vfateda'Spagnuoli,edagf
Itahani}dadoquegliauwertimenti,tregolt,cheneveftant mifond
paruteaU "intentiontnoftradel Bxtrtare ,ton lequalitercbtamo
<iattomodarenotaS*evfegiaptttout*anm adiietropraticato,ft~
tondolaregolamilitare,1 1'•vfoamoi,ttostformatea magiudttiu
n>uaregolaterta,ti*vmuerfale,rnoncbefi<vedaogmgioraonno»
*mi»ututione,oconfafiout^
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di due tempi d'ordinanza all* ItaJiana, da offcnurfi nel ba§
tcrcdal Tamburino.

P r m o tempo.

Secondo tempo.

t * pa ta t.i pa ti ta pa ta pa ta pa ti ta pata pa ta
B-gola al Cauaiiere, -cjme debba il foprtdetto ordinedi due tempi
otkruar nel caminare.
Primo tempo.

*

Secondo tempo.

3

1

y a ’altr’ordine di doe tempi d'Ordinanza aJrita]iana,di£crcri(fe
di batuite dal fopradettoj da oiicruuifi nel lattcrc
dal Tamburino.
Primo tempo.

t t f t-i

Secondo tempo.

i i

11

ta p^ ta ta pa ta pa ta ta pa ta ta pa u pa u
Come debba il Cauilicre ofTcrur.r’il giufto tempo, fecondo la batttfr
ta della fopradettaordinanza.
Primo tempo.

Secondo tempo.

\ ■
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flapono tlpre.lettidueordtnididuetempidordinanceall’Ital
Itaua',ptrd*r ad intendere d ComalterIye a'Tamburini3comefi
poffeuomutarlebattuteitaxdarpmmente atempo.,
.* "
Ordinc di due tempi d’ordinanza >con battute alia Spagsuolaj
da oii'eruarfi dal Tamburino nJ battcre.
*

Primo tempo.

S&p-, . „I , r

-

»

Secondo tempo.

f•

f-

1 .

V

p•

f*T T *T

.r

ta pa ta ta ra ra ta ra ra u ra ra ta ta ta ra ra ta ra rd

IIpre/ent'.ordine,tom'aneoratantecedente,fonoforfiItpiu<t£
tomodatiall'tntelhgtn^adetCaualitre,perlaojstrmuttontdslgtu*
Ho tempo,(bequalfi(iaaltre,
Ofleruationeal Caualierepercatninaratempodi Tamburo,confotf
me allcbatiutcdc’fopradctti due tempi .
Primo tempo.

Secondo tempo.

Oltreleofseruatmi,tbefidaranno>notAftboraquiEatinea,U
qualeto’punticollegepiunote,perctotb’eliadtmoHra,quando debia'lQaualttrprinctptaraleuA rt'Ipiedaterra,oataUrlo,perbaMerledipotalto,ouerpofatointerraperappuntoinquelianota,»*/«
.taqualeeffaItneatermina,tbeba'lgamboallo‘nsutoucroallo’ngiyt
perlatfferuationtdtlgtuslttempo dtltamburo.

Cofl-
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Confiderationiintoxnoailcprefentifcattuted*brdlnan*il '
O mino I f f i d h t t e duefp e tiie to rd in i t m a aWtnlianafe t a b
tra alla Spagnuola,percioche ajfatconform i ,opoco different
t'i dallof i l l lore mi fo n partite ;ef t ada/cunoforfiparrd cbttnqualcheparte io errafii nel battere, pel 'va n o modo, che alcttm tengone,
non trrando net tempo, lafsa.ro ( in riguardo delle regele, c k tfid i*
mpfireranno) libera fa c u ltd a tu ttt I daem eda rftal d ttto n rfiie ttm

N

m e meglto conofceravno.
Ho tralafsate lemaniere del battere dell 'a ltre Hai'toni , s 1p tr
non allongarmixome,perthe dalle prefentt regale t l C auahtrfactltfftmamente pub quelle ordtnarle aI fuopafteggto.
St isede notato, b f p r a ie t t t ordm i efser d i due tempi ,e g l 'in ’Jra fc ritt't iiq u a ttro ;acihehi t l Tamburtno,quS lo non rVogtta fa k e
fem prein run medefimo termtne dt b a ttu ta ,pofsa mutarla ,fen%ju
alterations dordm e d im ifu r a jit dt tempo->edancoraperapnrgltU
R rada a paterle v a ria re ,fecondo I'vfe,fe n x jtfa r fa r errore alC amaltere nella giuflc?£a del camtnate .
Parim tn'.e f t njedra n o ta to ,li f o p r a it t t i ordini contenere quatf r o p a jft ,d a fa rfi dal Cauahere, auanti the ft fe r tn i, e It fe g u e n tid i
cinque, eomef t dichtarerd pm a bafso . percioche in detta manitra b*
procurato dt rid u rte le fo h te b a ttute del tamburo ( fin \a p a rttrm i
dado f i tie d e ll’or dtnanzj) alcomune *vfodelle p iit principati Cortifdoue sefercita t l tom eare,quale delfare i Cauaheri, m entrepoffeggtano i l Camptri qudttro p a ffian dan ft, epot ftr m a r fi a!quanto, e
cost andar c o n ttn u id o fin a lfin e del detto pafieggios con la ltr o modo ,e fa t a mia mtentione dt accomodar t p a ffi alia maniera del battere (ordinance quafi d f tu tte le nationi, I t qvah, affine efvgni tethp o fi fertU ani chi piu , e.chi meno , ouero dauho n:na b a trn ti dt p)d
am labachettafintflTa,auanticheprinaptano I altrotempo. •

A*
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C'ufihtdunodtfopradettiordini,com'ancoradegl'infrafcrit*
ti,ftwedra lynoferuirepelTamburino^Ialtropelfwiliere,at*
etocbeilprimofapp'u,comedebba*vfareherladeflra,edboralafi*
nifirabacbeua,equoad*to/Jo,equoad*leatomeateJuUtertroMolm
trointend*nonfoloilmodo,tltempudelfuomuouercdfpajfi,mu
ancoradelfuocaminare,edeltempodelftrmarfi,ilcbetuttofiye*
drapiuabajjocbiaramentejjtcificato,edimofirato.
HopofiopoiprimaleregolepelTamburinojperciocbedalfuobat*
tereilCaualitrfigoutrna,edenotatoprimaglpordioiad'ltalianog
dellaSpagnuola,.percioibe.facendotffiltaliamprofejfione,quando
non ftenogl’inuentori,d’tffcremoderator*dellemueationialtruit
njtugbinoancoraadtjfereprimawdrti,efiguitati.
--i

Ordincdiquattro tempid’ordinanza all’Italiana, daoflcruarfiffel
batterc dal Tamburino.
r ■•"■Primotempo^"——

■.•■ta p a t a p a t a
Tcrzo tempo.

'Secoir^'temfo.

ca pa ta pa u
Quarto tempo.

- ta pata patijta pa ta t i crpata p a ta w pa ta pa ta
Rcgola al Caualiere per camiaar a tempo delle battute
del fopradctto ordine.
.

Primojempo.

Secondo tempo.'

JL

T er-
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I

E

Terzo tenipo.

R

0

Quarto tempo.

P-fc

I jpf j :ly fill

Ordinc di quattro tempi d’ordinanza alia Spagnuola j,da ctieruarfi
nel battcte dalTamhurino.
Secondo tempo.

Primo tempo.
1

£

o A

ta pa u pa ta.

taraia pa ta taraia tarara

Terzo tempo.

Quarto tempo.

iJL
a p i u p a e t a n n - a n r i u aura. pa. u pa t i u u n atari-

RegolaaiCaualiereperoflrrnarc<ammandbk.batnitc
dcUafbpudettaocdioanza.
Primo tempo.

jjjf

Secondo tempo.

a ...IT
C-

4*

»

$

+

5

Quartotempo.

Terzo tempo.

!•

a-

QdCfir
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1 x3

Ofleruitiooi.al Tamburino intorno alii iopradettioniifli,
ctoccate d'ordinanza.

fraMufici,Minhne,dinefont,cbe
L EilNotebtanche,nominate
Tambnrodeebotterelargo.
Le Netenere,dette,Semimmme,figaificano,cheilTomburu
dee.battereildoppioptuHrettodeU'ontecedente.
Le Notenerejotrampinonetlafumitadelgambo,chiamateCre
me, mafirano,cbequellefideonotoccarildoppopoipiuSlrettodel-.
ledetteSemttmnime.
Le Notefbebtnmoilgamboaddngiu,rincontroaliequaddifittoenotato,ta,infegptaso,chequeUatdnotedeefibatterecm laba
cbettadellememodelire -,edM’
oppofitoquellecolgembodUo'nsm,
contdfiniSrauV^elprmdpiuriltempo■»fecondolaordcnsn%aaliaSpagnuohu,
denefi<vedouoquelleNoteraniteynacolgumboaUo'ngtu,eTaltrx
edlo’
ntuyMoSlrano,ebefideono toccerecooamendueItbacbctte
quafiueUo&*ffotempo,maprtmaeladefine..
QuelPmnto,ihenclfinedogpitempoftyedefopraU Note,mo
iled,cheftdeetermdurejfotempo eonrvnabattutapingagliarda
ded’
dltte.
Quelfegnodimeet*battutepoliointraduelineefrailprimo,
e'lfecondotempo,fignifica,cbeilTambnrofideetrattenerefenta
battere,quantoimportayna dellefuddettenotebiache,doe,quan
tofitrebbe<vnabattutdconlabacbettafinifira,battendolargo.
E quellanotefolapoftafradueImeetrailtersyse'iquartotem
po,ilTamburoladeebattereconlabacbettafinifira,nontatoforte.
La battuta,emezo potianelfinecCognordine,moSira,cbeil
Tamburino deerimaner di battere quel intereallo di tempo,che
quelladimofira,doequantochefiicejfetrebattutelarghefopratre
noteMimmt.
^ *
ll
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llfegno,j.pojlofopraalcunenoteneltqrdinazfSpagnuola,mo'fira3cbefopratalnotafatanm trillo,odoppio(:omedtconoejft)
tompoflodttrebattute»cioedidueCreme,edrvnaSemiminima
comeftrvedenotatonelTordmedtduetempta!laSpagnuola,
>
S'tapoifinalmesteperauuertimentoa’Tamburintdibattenlor*
gofempre,edivon*variareI'ordme,elamifittapriacipiata. .'
OUcruitioac a’ Caualieri iiitjrn o alii fopradctti ordxai
d'ordinanzej.

T

A fegvatafittolaprimanota,ftgnifica,tbeilCaualierela>
primabattutadelTamburo dielaftiarandarrvannttfin%a
tnuouerfi,douendaghfiruireperafpettard tempodial^arilpieda
terra,perprincipiarilprimopajfi,tbeforiailaficondabattutdL,
adtrimentieimpoffibile,fenonperfortuna,foffieruarilginfiotem
poinquellaprimabattuta,perciocbenonpttendotibftgmrt,fepru
ma nonscrvditoilfuono,equandolabottas'efentita,egidpqjfu
toiltempo.
tAdognitempodiTambnro douendofift/marduepaffigraui,
ualpiuduepaffi,eme^p,fecondoglierdtmgiddetti,fapptafi>'the
adognipaffofiricercanoduebattutelargbediTambnro, U quafi
Tapprefintanoiduemotinaturali,(befifunnonelmolerfir*vtu
paffo,tic&‘■vnoveilalzjcrilpiedaterra,eFaltronelpomelo}pero
aauuertird,thelenote,cbebonnelagambaallo’nsu,ferueno pet
auifialCaualiere,cbenelJentirletoccar,ilpiefideeritrevarper
anaalzandofi,ogiafirttrouainalto,equelle,tbebanvoilgamba
alio"ngiuincdntroalnumero aritmetice,inquellabattutaledee
porreinterruj•
Linumeri •Aritmeticifignificanoipaffi,dicbeecompeiio ciom
fen ordine.
7
<2>rZf;predettiordmi oleumfine dtquattropaffi,ed altriA
cinquefcomefivede.
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p' li i m 1 o;

(

• a?

Jguelii d i q u a ttro p a ffi, s 'il fa u a lie re p rin c ip ia r a (o rd in e ciflp ie
fim U r o , lo te rm m erd co l deftro,pofandolo n a tu rd lm e n te a lq ttd n tb
auav^ato, e m antenuto leggiero, epot f i / c r m erit s e cost p e l c o ntra*
rio i ed in q xe fia g u ifa anderd alternatamer.teeaminan'do,epopmdu.
a fu o te m p o , bencbe ancora in quefie d i q u a ttro p a jfi f ip e t r d b e coa
m itti.:” ' fempre cot pie f i n i f t r o , come ft d trd ancora v e l Secondo L &
b ro , done ft tr a 'tc r d del paffeggio d el Campo. m entre che dop po tl
q u a rto paffo fa t t o col d e firo , f t rim e tte rd defiram ente i i p ie fin if ir a
innanzi.feT m andclo in pofitura,com e p rim a

'

Inquellidtcinquepaffi,fedard princtptoaltordine colfinifira
piede,nonpotendofardtmeno ancoradtnon terminarildettoordinefimilmente-colmtdefimopiede;pernonhatteradoperarefemi
prenellofieffomodo,offeruardtlCaualiernelfinedeltordme (nel
qualeegltfideefemprefermartalquanto,perd*r<-vnoccbiatapel
Campo, ccntefid'trdafuoluogo)dtmutarcongratia,ematfidpopturade'piedi.cioi,cberitrouandofibaueralTniltimopaffofopradettoilcorpoconttapefatofopratlpiedefiro>nelgtrarlocchio,dl
capoinfitmeytrfoladetta>partt'defira,perrtmirarilComposerrdnellofieffotempocolcorpoacontrapefarfi(folocolgirarde'detti
pie,accompagnandolo'lcorpo)fopraIdfinifiragatnba,costrhnarten*
doladeffraleggiera,dardpotprincipioall’ortBuccolpHdefiro:in
quellatnanieraaltcrnataaetrtefitceudofijfiyiene'adoperareonce,
rafempreboraconl’<vnpie,edbora contaltro^efedalpaffareda
•vnapofituraall’altra,tlpie,cbead’yltimodeertmanerleggiero,
ftleuardalquantodatend,efubitopofard,peraccompagnarilmotodelcorpo,oueropercuoterdleggiermenteejfatena,nonrender2
fenonmoltagratia,eftdardfpiritoall'attione.
Quellabattuta,emczp muftcale,cbefinjtdtnelfintdiciafcbedun ordine,ferueperauuertimentoalCaualiere,cbeallbaradeeper
quell’interualloditempo,cbeilTamburinoparimentetace,fermarfi
dalcammaretma iny teediqutfloandarmirandoilCampo.
__
d^teSlu
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Jgueftofcrmarfihoratthefanm itC<tualteriinquefiolorpaf- *
figgionelfinettogniordme,non s’e imparatodalSoldatinelUrn
marcbiarinardinanxjt,perchenolfanm,ms perciochee paruto
smdemi Caualknbarreonti,cbeapportigratis,etrattenunettt»3rifpettoidpafieggioancora,cbenonpaiatantobreueifieomee
brtueilfitodelCampo,mndimtnoquoodosdoleumpiacejfeinqueSiodifegnitareV>vfoantico,emthtaretnfitme,ekedtnonfermorft,comegiififoetus, f i comancora indome Corti(tcontinueilcaHume , conuerriancora,cbe’ICauaUereperferuigiodeldettofun
pajfeggutbabbiepiuTamburi,dtuifta!meminduefquadre,lontane
T'vnadalTaltra,Venendodapmfiledtperfimetramezgate, f i come
ficoilumaneUtcompogniedeSoldati,acctocbequandol‘<vnonelfi
nedeltempo,onerdtITorduutace,Taltro.cominci£ costnonfipotrZ
dire,cbeliTamburififerMmo,comeficofiumaalpre/ente3ma/arZ
necejfarkdiput,cbefermondofieffi,taccinoperlo/patiodiyntem
pointiero,ficomeefdttodiforfifiaSoldati,cbeimportsduebat
tute,emezpdellenofiresuuficah,ftilQtualierenelfuo common
rvorraojferuareiltempo,elamifmragmfia.
Ejfendofinalmenteilfintd’'vnagloriofabattaglialaVittorio,
tquefiamawfe&attdofiperiPrtmij,eSpoglte,cbes’acquiTiano,e *
ferglibonori,thefirueuom^'me-veretefiimoaianttdellaglorut,
pertantenel/eguemtQtpkdrfitrottoxide'Tremij.

7>JT
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APPENDIX B
The following is an English translation of "De
Tamburi: E di simili voci di Strumenti da Guerra," a chapter
from Bonaventura Pistofilo's II torneo di Bonaventura
Pistofilo Nobile Ferrarese dottor di legge e cavaliere. nel
Teatro di Pallade dell

'ordine Militare, et Accademico . . .

(Bologna: Presso Clemente Ferrone,

1627), pp.

109-126.

Assistance in this translation was provided by
Professor Camilla Tortorelli,

Italian Department, Georgetown

University, Washington, D.C.

Because Pistofilo's original

manuscript was written in Renaissance Italian,

the English

translation that appears below required paraphrasing.

The

transposition of the musical examples into modern notation
are provided by the author.
In the original manuscript, Pistofilo briefly
discusses the drum and other instruments in a section that
directly precedes the chapter mentioned above.

Two para

graphs from this section appear at the beginning of this
translation and serve as an introduction.

208
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. . . We will speak in the appropriate place
of drums, trumpets, artificers, and others, that
serve the knight.
We will also speak of those
things that the knight uses for grandeur and greater
appearance, or because it is the latest fashion or
invention, such as wild animals, beasts, monsters
and so forth.
In the following chapter we will speak of
voices and the instruments of war.
In doing so we
will consider all the actions and rules that are
adhered to in these tournaments.
For this reason,
we will also discuss the maxims (rules of conduct)
of a field battle in which trumpets, drums and other
instruments are used to aid the commandant . 1 9 9

DRUMS AND SIMILAR VOICES OF WAR 1 9 1

It is certain that the office of commanding cannot
be done without the help of an instrument to interpret the
mind and the will of the commander.
There are three kinds of instruments: vocal,
vocal, and mute.

The vocal instrument is the man.

semi
Through

his voice (using his tongue, palate and lips), he orders
commands as he pleases.

Vocal instruments are also the

laws, the orders, the constitution, the decrees,

the

1 " B o n a v e n t u r a Pistofilo, II torneo di Bonaventura
Pistofilo Nobile Ferrarese dottor di legge e cavaliereT nel
Teatro di Pallade dell 'ordine Militare, et Accademico . .
2_ (Bologna: Presso Clemente Ferrone, 1627), p. 108.
191

Ibid., p.109-126.
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writing, the lectures, and so forth, of a people.
The semi-vocal instrument is the sound of any given
instrument.

Some instruments command while others obey,

such as the pilot's whistle, big instruments used in
dancing, trumpets and drums, and every other instrument used
in war (artillery shots, archibuses, and so forth).
The mute instrument is the only instrument that
signifies understanding through motion, sight or light.
These include the captain's baton, the captain's insignia,
and fire or smoke used to give signals.
All types of instruments and voices can be used, but
the most frequently used are the semi-vocals which include
trumpets,

drums, shawms, nakers, horns, whistles,

wind or pan pipes, cower drums, and so forth.

timpani,

In earlier

days, all these instruments were used in war by different
nations.

Later, only the trumpets and the drums were chosen

because of their quality of sound and all-purpose use both
on foot and on horse, thus making them the most predominate
ly used instruments.

The etymology of the word drum comes

from the Greek T a m b u , which means wonder and fear.

It may

also be a German term derived from Trumbe, which means drum.
The word trumpet comes either from Greek or Hebrew.

In both

languages the word is closely related to fear.
These instruments are used primarily when the
horseman appears on the field, or later during fighting.
When the knight appears,

he may have several intentions,
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therefore, different instruments are used to discern and
make clear those intentions.

When there are trumpets, wind

pipes, and drums, the trumpets always proceed the other two.
Once the trumpets begin,

the drums and wind pipes are then

allowed to join in.
When accompanying the knight, the pipes go first,
followed by the drums,

the henchmen,

the messengers,

godfathers, and finally the knights.
parade,

the

At the end of the

each member returns to his designated area and

awaits orders.
The drummer should generally be witty,
practical, and experienced.

lively,

He should have the ability to

play in the style of all nations and should be familiar with
all the different "sonatas" used in war, such as the one
used in reveille, assembly, dismiss, march, halt, call to
arms, disperse, open and close ranks, retreat, burial of the
dead, ordering, and entering into battle.

The soldier

should, in all cases, obey the beat of the drum.
The drummers will dress according to the knight's
wishes.

They generally wear a chest strap with the knight's

colors and a hat containing many uniformly colored feathers.
In addition,

the drummer carries a sword and a dagger.

The

top of the drum is covered with a fine cloth, which some
times limits the drum's natural sound.
There should be no less than two drummers for each
knight or squadron.

For the purpose of fighting, there
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should not be more than one or two drummers per squadron.
large number of drummers can cause disorder.

A

The number of

drummers can exceed the norm if there is a chief drummer the
others obey.

THE BEATS OF THE DRUM

I will discuss this topic briefly, because it will
be dealt with in detail in my second b o o k . 1 9 2

I will,

however, mention that the drums are generally used on three
occasions:

during the ordering of the commands, upon

entering the battle field,
In the ordering of

and during actual fighting.
the commands,

the drums beat a

march as an accompaniment to the herald.

When the herald

speaks, the drums stop.

The drums resume beating the march

when the herald stops speaking.
The drum has several uses in relation to the dif
ferent activities when entering the battle field and
becoming acquainted with it.
command,

the drums beat the ordinance.

ready to reveal his sword,
raise").

Once the knight gives the

the

When the knight is

drum beats il far alto ("the

The drums must be silent when the knights distri

bute the orders, choose their weapons, or when there is a

192There is no indication that a second book was ever
written, however, prior to writing II Torneo . . . , Pistofilo did write Oplomachia di Bonaventura Pistofilo
(Sienna: H. Gori, 1621).
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discussion with the field commander.

The drummer must

never, whether it be in war or peace, play the drum or
change its tone without the permission of his commander.
The drummer is not allowed to play unless commanded by his
superior or other authorities he has been instructed to
obey.
Because the knights entering the field can be from
different nations, and since the mercenary soldiers used
often follow different disciplines, a wide range of forma
tions exist when entering the battle field.
crosses, triangles, half moons, and so forth.

These include
The drummer

has to be proficient in the beats and styles of all promi
nent nations, including Italy, Spain, France, Germany,
Poland, and Turkey.

In the second chapter, we will discuss

the drummer's function during the actual fighting.

COMMENTS ON THE BEAT OF THE ORDINANCES

The ordinance is the most important beat because it
allows the knight to walk to the beat of the drummer.

This

was often something that was difficult for a knight to do.
For this reason, I will state the following rules which will
be useful in teaching the knight and the drummer how to act
according to the required beats.
Before getting to the heart of the matter, one must
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know that the beat of the ordinance is composed of three
disciplines: order, measure, and beats.

The order has

several measures, and each measure has several beats.

The

order is composed of five or seven measures, according to
the Spanish style.
of four measures.

The Italian style is generally made up
It is called order because after comple

tion of the measures,

the drummer stops for the interval of

one and one-half musical beats.

According to military use,

the drummer would stop for two and one-half military
beats.193

The original pattern is then resumed.

The measure of the drum is composed of five beats of
the drum stick, according to the Spanish, French,
and German styles.
four beats.

The Swiss style, however,

Italian

requires only

Each of these beats is equivalent to one and

one-half musical beats, called minima (eight notes)1 9 4 .
Because this tempo 1 9 5

(measure) is composed of clear and

1 9 3 Apparently, within the context of this chapter,
military beats were calculated differently than musical
beats.
Military beats usually contained an extra count.
This extra count was observed by the knight so he could
raise his foot off the ground before beginning an exercise).

194Pistofilo apparently used the correct notation for
his musical examples but did not use the most accepted
terminology of his day.
For example, while Pistofilo called
an eighth note a minima, the Italian term was croma (Pis
tofilo used crome to denote thirty-second notes!). All note
values contained within parentheses in this translation,
i.e. (sixteenth notes), or (sixty-fourth notes), represent
the values as they pertain to the transposed musical
examples in modern notation.
1 9 5 A1though the word tempo in Italian literally means
"time," Pistofilo's use of the words tempo and tempi
occasionally do not fit this definition.
He apparently used
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simple beats,

the knight must regulate both his step and the

movement of his arms to the tempo of the beats.

He should

also observe the same rules of dancing when following the
sound of instruments.
According to the Spanish, Neapolitan, and Italian
styles,

each measure consists of five beats.

The soldier

takes a total of three steps in each measure, placing his
foot on the ground on the first,

third and fifth beat.

The

knight, however, observes another pattern.
There are differences in the beats among the many
nations.

The Italian style is longer than the Spanish, and

uses double beats or beats di minima (eight n o t e s ) , di crome
(thirty-second notes), and semi crome (sixty-fourth notes).
The Spanish style moves at a faster rate and often employs
trills or rolls.

The Neapolitan style is very similar to

the Spanish, however, it does not use trills or rolls
(therefore,

it uses a simple Spanish beat).

All the nations

agree that the last note of the measure is struck with the
right stick and played louder than the rest.

In addition,

when the measure is finished, when the drums stop for half a
musical beat, or when the drum gives another beat with the
left stick (but not as loud as the o t h e r s ) , the drummer
should not extend or shorten the measure already started,
even if he decides to doubles the beat.

Otherwise (at the

these words interchangeably to mean time or pulse, measure,
rhythm, pattern, and so forth.
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end of the meas u r e ) , the knights will end up marching out of
sync since the value of this drum beat is equivalent to half
a musical beat or minima (eight n o t e ) , as it is referred to
by musicians.

This shbuld equal the time needed for a

soldier to raise his foot off the ground.
We already mentioned that the soldier and the
captain must take three steps for each measure of the drum,
placing their foot on the ground on the first,
last beat.

third, and

In order to execute this procedure correctly,

the soldier should either follow the knight or remain still
for one full measure.

The drummer will then either beat an

extra beat with the left drum stick (in the Italian style),
or stop for half a beat in the Spanish and Neapolitan style.
At that moment,

the soldier should raise his foot.

He

lowers it when the drummer begins the next measure.

In this

way, the soldier takes three full steps, keeping in rhythm
with the beat of the drum, including the extra beat.
This last rule cannot be applied to the knight
because he has to stop after four or five steps.

According

to another rule, the knight should stop for one and one-half
musical beats.

It is very difficult for the knight to

recognize the time interval between musical beats.
reason,

it is up to the drummer to lead the knight.

For this
Since

the knight cannot follow the drummer to perfection, another
rule is necessary.
The French custom, as far as the beat of the
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ordinance is concerned,

is faster.

More specifically,

the

French take two steps for each measure, and pause after
each.

The Germans agree with the Italians on the slower

beat.

In addition, they always double with trills of crome

(thirty-second notes) or semi crome (sixty-fourth notes) or
with continuous beats in the second measure.
measure is composed of four beats.
step per measure,

The Swiss

Since they take only one

the drummer beats quickly.

Even if the

nations defer slightly on the playing of the ordinances,
they all agree on the fact that the measure should be played
as clear as possible.

To do that, the drummer should either

stop before each measure, or use largo (eight notes) and
clear beats.

All of this is done to remind the soldier of

the order and the measure.
Since there are different rules among nations, it is
possible that arbitrary beats of the drum were formed for
the marching of the knights without adhering to any specific
nations's military use.
this through practice,

Because the knights cannot learn
I thought it would be necessary to

consider the military systems which existed and still exist
today.

In this way, it may be possible to make a universal

law which will limit the amount of problems that arise in
the future.
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A TWO MEASURE ORDER IN THE ITALIAN STYLE OF ORDINANCE TO BE
FOLLOWED BY THE BEAT OF THE DRUMMER

Second Measure

First Measure
>

3

>

>

£
RL

R R L R R L R L R L

RRLRLR

A RULE TO THE KNIGHT ON HOW TO FOLLOW THESE TWO MEASURES IN
MARCHING

Second Measure

First Measure

ANOTHER TWO MEASURE ORDER IN THE ITALIAN STYLE OF ORDINANCE
DIFFERENT IN THE BEATS FROM THE FORMER WHICH THE DRUMMER HAS
TO FOLLOW

First Measure
>

3E £

-

R

r

m

n

Second Measure
>

>

-

R R L R L R

RL

RRLRLR
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HOW THE KNIGHT SHOULD FOLLOW THE RHYTHM OF THE ABOVE
MENTIONED ORDER

First treasure

Second measure

J] j w a
I wrote the two previous orders in the Italian
ordinance style, to illustrate how the drummer and the
knight can change the beat and march in any way according to
the rhythm.

A TWO MEASURE ORDINANCE WITH SPANISH BEATS WHICH THE DRUMMER
HAS TO FOLLOW

First measure

n

PUT" I C3

>

J J- 1 Jti J J jg=
3

RB

BLBLBBL

RRL8L

Second measure
>

gagaaag

>

i

Jfc

B R L B R L B

This order, and the previous one, are perhaps easier
than any orders for the knight to follow in the correct
rhythm.
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ADVICE TO THE KNIGHT TO MARCH FOLLOWING THE RHYTHMS OF THE
DRUM ACCORDING TO THE BEATS OF THE ABOVE MENTIONED MEASURES

First Measure

m

ESSSSBSES

Second Measure

BSESBSB9

.

J-■■—

1

2

^

3

4

Apart from the observations I will give later, we
notice that the dotted line which connects several notes in
the previous example indicates when the knight should raise
his foot or lower it (or keep it suspended,

or plant it).

On the note in which the dotted line terminates,

the stem

may be up or down.

COMMENTS ON THE ORDINANCE BEATS

I mentioned the two kinds of orders,

in the Italian

and Spanish style, because they are very similar.

If

someone thinks that I am mistaken,

I will allow him the

freedom to follow in his own way.

I did not mention the

style of the beats of the other nations, because I wanted to
be brief.
Y ou noticed that the above mentioned orders are of
two measures (and the subverse of four).

Knowing this, the
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drummer can change beats without changing the order of the
measure or rhythm.

This allows the drummer to modify his

playing slightly, according to his needs, without causing
the knight to err in his procedure.
We noticed that the above mentioned orders have four
steps which the knight must take before he stops.

The

following orders, which contain five steps, are used more
often in the courts where jousts are held.

The knights

follow the same orders when they enter the battle field
(four steps forward, followed by a pause).
until they cease marching.
measure stop (some more,

This is repeated

All nations at the end of each

some less), or the drummer follows

with one more beat with the left drumstick before beginning
another measure.
Each of the above mentioned orders, along with
written orders, correspond to either the knight or the
drummer.

In this way,

the drummer can learn when to use his

right or left drum stick and at what pace he should beat.
At the same time, the knight can learn the rhythm of his
steps (or procedures) and the interval between measures.
I began by outlining the drummer's rules so that the
knight could follow his lead.

I also mentioned the Italian

orders before the Spanish orders, because the Italians,
although not always the inventors,
modify other inventions.

seem to correct and

For this reason, they must be

heard first.
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A FOUR MEASURE ORDER IN THE ITALIAN STYLE OF ORDINANCE TO BE
FOLLOWED BY THE DRUMMER

First measure

Second measure

>

i j)..

n

RL

/] ij>

n

B I B

B L B L

Third measure

BLBL

B
Fourth measure

B BL

RL

BLBLBBLBL

THE RULE TO THE KNIGHT TO ALLOW HIM TO MARCH IN RHYTHM
TO THE ABOVE MENTIONED ORDER

First measure

Second measure

j5 ..i J3..-J) t -i J3 J ] | J> - » |
1 2

3

4

Third measure

Fourth measure

J 3 3 3 .zEEiEEij eJ J

1

5

2

[^

3

*

1

4

.

5
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A FOUR MEASURE ORDER IN THE SPANISH STYLE OF ORDINANCE TO BE
FOLLOWED BY THE DRUMMER

First measure

H

Second measure
aka

1

BLL

BLR

R L R L R R L R

Third measure

BLLRL

RLR
Fourth measure

BBLRRLFL

R L R L R R L R

RLR

THE RULE TO THE KNIGHT TO ALLOW HIM TO MARCH IN RHYTHM
TO THE ABOVE MENTIONED ORDER

First measure

Second measure
t:

£

1

2

3

Third measure

Fourth measure

£

:£

3 = E
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ADVICE FOR THE DRUMMER ON THE ABOVE MENTIONED ORDERS
AND ORDINANCE BEATS

The white notes, called minime (eighth notes), tell
the drummer to beat slowly1 9 6 .

The black notes, called

semi-minime (sixteenth n o t e s ) , tell the drummer to beat
twice as quickly as the white notes.

The black notes with a

small tail, called crome (thirty-second notes), are to be
beaten twice as quickly as the semi-minime.

The notes with

stems down should be played with the right drumstick, and
those with stems up with the left.
The two united notes,

one with its stem down and one

with its stem up, that occur at the beginning of the measure
of the Spanish ordinance,

tell the drummer to beat both

drumsticks almost simultaneously while taking care to beat
the right slightly before.

The dot that appears above the

last note, at the end of the measure, is an indication to
terminate the measure with a strong beat.

The sign of a

half-beat (eight rest), which appears between two lines and
is located between the first and second measures,
drummer to pause for the duration of a slow beat
left drumstick).

tells the
(with the

The lone note which appears between two

lines and is located between the third and fourth measures,
indicates that the drummer must beat this note lightly with
the left drumstick.
The one and one-half count rest at the end of each

196

A1so called largo.
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order indicates that the drummer must refrain from beating
for an interval which is equivalent to three slow beats over
three minima notes (one and one-half counts).

The small "3"

placed over some notes in the Spanish ordinance indicates
that a trill should be played during that note.

The trill

is composed of three beats, that is, two crome (thirtysecond notes) and one semi-minima (sixteenth note), as seen
in the two measures of the Spanish ordinances.

The drummer

is vrttrned to always beat slowly, and not vary the order or
measure already begun.

ADVICE TO THE KNIGHTS ON THE ABOVE MENTIONED
ORDERS OF ORDINANCE

The "+" placed under the first note signifies that
the knight should not move on the drummer's first beat.
knight should use this first beat to raise his foot.

The

In

doing so, he takes his first step on the second beat.

If

the knight steps on the first beat, he will not be able to
follow the correct rhythm.

For every measure of the drum,

two steps, or at most two and one-half steps,
taken.

should be

For each step there are two slow beats which

represent the two natural movements required to take a step.
The first step involves raising the foot while the second
step is for lowering it.

It must be advised that the notes

with upright stems help the knight to know when he must
raise his foot.

Likewise,

the notes with their stems down
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tell him when to lower his foot.
The Arabic numbers below the ordinances for the
knight indicate how many steps are contained in each
ordinance.

Of the above mentioned orders,

steps while others require five.

some contain four

In the orders with four

steps, the knight begins on his left foot and ends up on his
right.
foot.

Once he has stopped, he then begins on his right
In doing this, he alternates his march,

even though

he could just as well always begin on his left.
In the orders with five steps, the knight begins on
his left foot and always ends on the left foot.

To avoid

repetition, the knight shifts his weight from his right foot
to his left foot at the end of each order (or when a pause
is required).
his right foot.

This enables him to begin the next order on
By following this process,

the knight can

alternates his march on every order.
The one and one-half musical beats at the end of
each order exists to warn the knight that, while the drum is
silent, he should stop and view the field.

This custom of

stopping between each order is followed by the knights, but
not by the common soldiers.

If, however,

one wishes to

follow the old custom which does not call for frequent
pauses, it will be necessary for the knight to have many
drummers.

They will have to be divided into two different

groups, each separated by a reasonable distance.

These

groups should be equally spaced within the marching sol
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diers.

This is done so that when one group of drummers

stops, the other group can begin immediately, without
causing any pauses.

When one group does stop, however, it

must cease beating for two and one-half beats,

thus allowing

the knight to follow the rhythm.
Since the object of every battle is victory, and the
prizes which follow a victory are a testimony to glory,
will speak of prizes in the next chapter.
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